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Abstract 
Oral literature has not received the deserved critical attention from scholars of literature. 
Consequently, the oral literary forms are neglected, leading to their gradual disappearance. To 
help fill this gap, the researcher has undertaken a study of Tiv panegyric poetry with particular 
reference to the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi. The songs were collected, transcribed in Tiv and 
translated into the English Language. Interviews were also conducted with the poet and some of 
his patrons to provide additional background information for the study. The songs were then 
analysed using rhetorical theory and the structural-functionalist theories. The rhetorical theory is 
concerned with the devices employed by the public speaker to persuade his audience to accept 
his views while the structural-functionalist theory pays attention to the literary/poetic devices 
employed by the oral poet as well as the functions of the songs. The analysis thus entailed an 
appreciation of the rhetorical and stylistic devices employed by the poet. The themes and 
subjects of the songs as well as their functions were also highlighted and discussed. The study 
found that Tiv oral poetry is a creative literary endeavour deserving critical attention from 
literary critics. The researcher has also contended that Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs are rich in rhetoric 
and style, and their content is topical, interesting and performs some functions in the society. It 
was thus recommended, among other things, that African literary critics should focus more on 
the criticism of oral literary form, and that government, individuals and organizations should 
collect, translate and store these cultural and literary artifacts to protect them from extinction. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY  
 The field of oral literature is an academic endeavour that is not adequately researched 
owing to its vast scope and the diverse cultural milieu it embodies. The sheer diversity of cultural 
artefacts in oral literature is a reflection of its uniqueness and the need for more studies in the 
field with the aim of preserving the rich oral cultures in Africa.  On the contrary, oral literature 
has over the years been relegated to the background in Africa as some aspects of the people’s 
culture are being eroded by the influence of Western civilization and Christianity.   
The survival of oral literature is premised on the fact that by its nature and character, it 
existed and survived through performance. The advent of modern literacy, which is reading and 
writing, has made it possible to document or record oral performances. The documentation of 
oral performance, however, appears to have retarded the pace of patronage of the oral poet as 
these oral pieces are now accessible in written and audio-visual forms – a fact which has made 
the hitherto dependence on live performances of the poet optional by the public. The 
overwhelming influence of the Western form of literature nonetheless, the place of oral 
performance remains central to the preservation of the culture of many societies in Africa. 
The early scholars of African literature were obsessed with ‘letters,’ that is, reading and 
writing, and were unduly confined to written literature at the expense of oral performance which 
is native to Africa as its earliest form of literary expression. Even at that, the place of orality 
remains central to the emergence of written literature in Africa, because great writers like Chinua 
Achebe, Wole Soyinka and others borrowed heavily from the resources of orality domiciled in 
their respective traditional societies. Achebe, for example, is credited with large scale 
deployment of Igbo proverbs in Things Fall Apart and Soyinka in Death and the King’s 
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Horseman successfully blends the Yoruba cosmology with that of the West in Death and the 
King’s Horman. 
  The relegation of oral performance by many critics of African literature is a function of 
the overemphasis on the Eurocentric stance where literature is reduced essentially to writing and 
the realignment of indigenous African writers who toed the footsteps of their foreign 
counterparts.  Hence, such critics expressed reservation in some quarters that oral literature is 
neither creative nor innovative, but is a mere communal property without authorship that is 
resident in the cultural repertoire of most traditional societies and transmitted from generations to 
generations verbatim.  Conversely, researches by scholars in the field have proved that oral 
literature is creative, innovative and involves much improvisation in its form and content.  
According   to Akporobaro,  
[t]he [oral] artist who performs in the medium of the spoken word is engaged in 
the same creative process as the modern writer who creates through the written 
word. Thus, while engaged in the process of story-telling as in the folklore, or 
legend, or in the evocation of imagery when reciting poetry or creating rhythm 
and melody in his lyrical self expression, the oral artist shares with the modern 
writer the same element of creativity and language manipulation. (3)   
 The creativity of the oral artist is therefore evident in his rhetoric, his understanding of audience 
and occasion of performance that place him at par with the literary artist, as both of them receive 
from the ‘muse,’ although they undergo different types of intellectual tutelage. Oral performance 
involves a rigorous mental conception of diction; thus, the audience has great expectations of the 
poet. This calls to question the Eurocentric assumption that orature is merely a word-for-word 
transmission of folklores from generation to generation. Further discussion on the Eurocentric 
assumption on African oral literature is recorded in the review of scholarship in chapter two of 
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this study under the section: Eurocentric critical considerations of Tiv oral poetry. 
Discountenancing the foregoing Eurocentric position, Akporobaro posits that: 
The identity of the oral literary form is shaped by a number of factors which 
represent the creative matrix of the forms.  These derived from the oral medium 
and include: performance as a basis of the artistic communication; orality, the 
mode of communication; the personality of the artist; the audience as a factor; 
memory as a factor; improvisation and artistic literary qualities. (4)    
 Instructively, the creative nature of oral literature is accentuated by its ability to meet 
emerging socio-cultural needs. Its utilitarian value makes it amenable to the changing tastes of 
patrons and the demands of specific occasions. Thus, oral poetry in modern African societies 
creates songs that depict contemporary issues in politics, religion, commerce, and the changing 
values of Africans, to mention just a few. 
Oral poetry has many genres. There is the philosophical poetry which constitutes general 
reflections of life, and they pass comments on events, happenings, occasions and contradictions 
of life. There is also the heroic poetry that depicts the heroic achievements of great men in the 
society. Another genre which is the elegiac poetry deals with death and funeral songs known as 
dirges. There are also the long narratives known as epics which are very common in Africa. We 
also have the ballads which tell oral stories in dramatic forms and the medicinal-religious 
incantations or chants. Another prominent genre is the praise or panegyric poetry which 
eulogises both humans and non humans.   
  Panegyric poetry in Africa thrives principally in palaces of kings and chiefs within their 
courtyards. Among the Senegalese, for example, people who sing praises are known as the griots 
and their duty is to continuously praise the chiefs and kings. The Hausas too house many praise 
singers who follow the Emirs from place to place, praising them.  These marako (beggers) as 
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they are also known, earn their livelihood through this oral poetry which has become a trade for 
them.  
 Panegyric poetry is an important tool for the socio-political mobilisation of both rural and 
urban dwellers, especially during political party campaigns. According to Ruth Finnegan,  
[i]t is clear, that knowledge of accepted history in the sense of the glorification of 
the great deeds of royal ancestors or present rulers was a necessary part of the 
cultivation of panegyric poetry, and that praise poems are a fruitful source of the 
currently authorized interpretations of certain historical events and genealogies.  
What we always come back to in the productions of these court poets is the 
adulatory aspect, giving rise to poetry of profound political significance as a 
means of political propaganda, pressure, or communication. (“Oral Literature in 
Africa” 85) 
It is this creative potential of African literature that finds expression in its panegyric or praise 
poetry which forms the core of this present research.  
Corroborating this view, J. A. Cuddon posits that, “panegyric is a speech or poem in 
fulsome praise of an individual, institution or group of people” (632). This implies that festival 
orations and eulogies during burials are examples of the panegyric poetry. It is instructive that 
Cuddon’s view of panegyric poetry is in consonance with the one expressed by Chisholm Hugh, 
who maintains that, “a panegyric is a formal public speech or (later use) written verse, delivered 
in high praise of a person or thing; a generally highly studied and indiscriminating eulogy, not 
expected to be critical” (112).  
Panegyric poetry therefore is formalised praise.  Panegyric poetry enjoys an intrinsic 
relationship with the concept of praise as both are hinged on eulogy and declamation. Ahmed 
Daba succinctly explains that, “a praise line is concise, often metaphorical, comic-like statement 
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accentuating the positive qualities of persons, social roles [and] events in which people 
participate and objects found  beautiful in the environment” (5). The import of Daba’s 
submission is that, praise is concerned with extolling admirable qualities and behaviours 
exhibited by people.  Finnegan states that “in panegyric poetry the use of praise names is one of 
the primary characteristics but in all contexts the use of praise names can add an extra dimension 
to speech or literature and continues to flourish amidst new conditions…” (68).  
From its ancient origin, apart from palaces and courtyards, panegyric poetry may also be 
found in the assemblies of distinguished members of the society who are neither kings nor chiefs. 
The griots also shower lavish praises on other occupants of the palace such as distinguished 
warriors and reputable hunters. In the Benin kingdom, past Obas are engraved on the wall and a 
praise singer, with his eyes on the wall, recounts the names, genealogy and their achievements in 
torrents of praise.  
These praise poets, in most societies, are considered as the least group of people on the 
social ladder. Their art is viewed as something akin to begging. Some are rewarded with a piece 
of land after many years of service to the palace. Some panegyric poets in Africa are 
professionals while others are semi-professionals, otherwise called “the wandering minstrels.” 
(Finnegan 94). The wandering minstrels compose verses and memorise them, substituting names 
of people they desire to praise at any given instance of performance. They thus earn their 
livelihood through such performances (Finnegan 94). 
In some societies such as the Tiv of Central Nigeria and the Luo of Nyatitti of Southern 
Sudan, panegyric is practiced alongside farming, which is the main occupation of the poets. 
Unlike palace poets, these poets practise their art at gatherings of people such as funerals, 
festivals, drinking parlours and wedding ceremonies. According to Finnegan, “... nyatiti [poetry] 
illustrates the kind of role which the part time poet/musician can play in a non-literate society. 
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His art is practised partly to fulfil social obligations and to share in ceremonies which are open to 
others and partly to derive material rewards”(101). 
Intending poets in some cultures, such as the Yoruba culture, undergo a period of tutelage 
where they learn how to chant during occasions in addition to the skill gained as a result of being 
attached to a renowned poet for training. The Tiv poet does not spend such years for 
apprenticeship, neither does he chant at occasions. Some singers do not undergo any 
apprenticeship, but simply begin to sing. Some attribute their abilities to the “Ijiagba” which is a 
concoction made of barks, roots and leaves of trees, believed to possess the mystical power of 
retentive memory and voice modelling (Keil 71). 
 Tiv poets may also attribute their artistic skill to the “Ityo” (one’s kinsmen) who are 
believed to have the ability to make one sing. There is, however, no one position held on the 
place of “Ijiagba” as precursory to effective performance by Tiv oral poets.  The discordant 
voices to the contrary, nonetheless, Pevikyaa Zegi, our subject of study, admitted in an interview 
that he took the “Ijiagba” and believes it has helped him in his singing career.   
 Panegyric poetry among the Tiv has the primary aim of eulogising reputable patrons who 
have distinguished themselves by their accomplishments and exploring topical issues among the 
people. Given that Pevkyaa Zede’s poetry is mostly rendered in praise of his patrons, it may be 
classified under this category. It is crucial to note that, Tiv panegyric poetry is different from the 
type practised by the griots as it does not focus entirely on the patrons but also deals with other 
topical issues which is aimed at informing the people.The aim of the study is to add to the 
growing consciousness of the existence of panegyric poetry as practised among the Tiv as well 
as unearth this prolific poet for the attention of the reading public. 
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 Panegyric or praise poetry is an aspect of oral poetry that is practiced in many African 
cultures including Tiv. Incidentally, only a few writers have written on the panegyric culture in 
Tiv society compared with the large volume of Tiv panegyric poetry. Much of Tiv oral poetry 
focuses on praising prominent, wealthy and renowned individuals, and also in popularizing 
topical societal issues, and addressing societal ills. Thus, this study of Pevikyaa Zegi’s poetry 
explores all the parameters of panegyric poetry and also why his poems are to be classified as 
panegyric poetry with all its ramifications and varieties that are peculiar to the Tiv culture. This 
study may also serve as a foundation for new researches on Tiv panegyric poetry in general and 
on Pevikyaa Zegi’s poetry in particular. 
1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 The absence of professional singers in palaces and courts in Tivland to practice their 
trade does not imply that panegyric poetry is absent in Tivland. Overtime, Tiv praise poets, 
besides eulogising their patrons, have popularised topical issues by addressing societal ills. In 
spite of the prominent place panegyric poetry occupies in Tiv oral literature, no critical study has 
been devoted entirely to the study of Tiv panegyric. The praise nature of Tiv oral poetry, 
however, has been variously acknowledged by notable scholars of Tiv oral literature especially 
while explaining the relationship between the Tiv oral poet and his patrons (Shoja 2010; Nyitse 
2006; Tsenongu 2011; Ker 2002).  This study is therefore, devoted completely to an exploration 
of the nature, characteristic and rendition of praise poetry in Tiv Land. The essence is to 
demonstrate, through a study of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs, the existence of panegyric poetry among 
the Tiv, and the rhetoric and functional value of the songs.  This study also mainstreams 
Pevikyaa Zegi’s panegyric poems as representative of Tiv panegyric poetry in general. This, it 
does, by providing samples of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs and showing those aspects of the songs that 
are typical of Tiv panegyric poetry.  
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 In this study, Pevikyaa Zegi’s poetry is analysed using the rhetorical theory and the 
structural-functionalist theory. It is hoped that the study will serve as impetus to future 
researches on Tiv panegyric poetry, having clarified possible doubts about the existence of 
panegyric poetry in Tivland.  
 
1.3 CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS 
Key concepts that need clarification in this study are oral literature, panegyric poetry, 
folklore and rhetoric. 
1. Oral Poetry can be defined in various ways. A. Emovon opines that “…oral poetry must 
be seen within the context of folklore – that is songs or recitations having measured 
rhythm and dealing with verbal aspects of customs, observances etc of a people… 
Essentially, a traditional poetry is a song that very often tells a story. It is…transmitted 
primarily by word of mouth and learnt by imitation or example” (205). This view of oral 
poetry is in tandem with the one expressed by Ruth Finnegan that, “oral poetry 
essentially circulates by oral rather than written means in contrast to written poetry. Its 
distribution, composition or performances are by word of mouth and not through reliance 
on the written or printed word” (“Oral Poetry: Its Nature…” 16) Finnegan explains 
further that what should be considered in defining oral poetry: 
“[should not be one] absolute criterion but a range of stylistic and formal attributes – 
features like heightened languages, metaphorical expression, musical form and 
accompaniment, structural repetitiveness like recurrence of stanzas, lines or refrains, 
prosodic features like metre, alliteration, even perhaps parallelism so that the concept of 
poetry turns out to be a relative one depending on a combination of stylistic elements no 
one of which need necessarily and invariably be present” (26). A simple definition may 
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include poetry that is composed and transmitted without any aid of writing. In other 
words, it is an imaginative expression in verse form, oral in composition, verbally 
expressed and delivered before an audience. Like written poetry, it is a highly creative 
literary form involving the use of heightened metaphors and symbols, and conforming to 
metrical rules. Its forms include incantations by diviners and herbalists, political songs, 
war songs, dirges and elegies, panegyrics, and so on. 
2. Panegyric poetry is also known as praise poetry. It has been described as “...poetry in 
fulsome praise of an individual, institution, or group” (Cuddon 632). panegyric presents 
an image of virtue and worthiness of the one being praised.  
3. Folklore is defined as traditions and stories of a country or community.  It is the creation 
of primitive and illiterate people and much of it belongs to oral tradition which becomes 
literature in the correct sense of the word only when people collect it and write it down. 
This view is echoed by G.  Boswel who defines folklore, “as the unwritten history of 
ancient societies preserved in the minds of the people and handed down through ages by 
the medium of language or practise” (147). A. Taylor summaries the fundamental 
features of folklore thus: 
“… the material that is handed on by tradition, either by word of mouth or by custom and 
practice. It may be folk, songs, folk tales, riddles, proverbs or other materials preserved in 
words, it may be traditional tools and physical objects like fences or knots, hot cross 
buns, or 'Easter eggs; traditional ornamentation like the walls of Troy; or traditional 
symbols like the Swastika. It may be traditional procedures like throwing salt over ones 
shoulder or knocking on wood. It may be traditional beliefs like the notion that elder is 
good for the ailments of the eye. All of these are folklore” (12). 
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4. Rhetoric has to do with finding all the communicative options in a given situation and 
carefully choosing which of them will most likely persuade the audience to behave in the 
most desirable manner. Its persuasive attribute explains why H. Freeze opines that 
“rhetoric is psychology, the science of mind [and] soul (xxi)”.  
 
1.4 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
The Tiv society is replete with panegyric oral poets such as Tarker Golozo, Oliver Aye, 
Obadiah Orkor, Ajoo Gor, Tondu Kumbur, Iyough Ute, among others; some are still performing 
while others are dead. However, this study covers selected songs of a renowned Tiv singer, 
Pevikyaa Zegi, who resides in Zaki Biam area of Benue State. His songs which are delivered in 
Tiv have been collected, transcribed and translated into the English language. Pevikyaa Zegi has 
many songs of varying lengths, totalling about 150 songs but only sixty-one   have been selected 
for study here based on their thematic affinity with the focus of the study. Besides, the poet is 
alive and still composing songs, hence it is impossible to cover all his songs in this work.  
 
1.5 AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
The aim of this study is to establish that panegyric poetry exists in Tivland and is widely 
practised among Tiv oral poets, one of whom is Pevikyaa Zegi. 
The specific objectives of this work are to: 
- Show the content and form of panegyric using the poetry of Pevikyaa Zegi. 
- Ascertain the types of panegyric poetry in existence and what qualifies Tiv songs as 
being panegyric in nature. 
- Find out what purposes and functions panegyric poetry serves in the society. 
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-  Determine the manner in which Pevikyaa Zegi renders his panegyric songs using the 
literary devices available to him. 
 
1.6 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
 A study of Pevikyaa Zegi is significant in many respects. To start with, there are few 
published works on Tiv panegyric poetry. Moreover, the study also provides quality and 
authoritative insights into Pevikyaa Zegi’s panegyric poetry and by extension, Tiv oral poetry. 
Other scholars may now take advantage of this work as a resource material to research further on 
Pevikyaa Zegi’s poetry and Tiv panegyric songs generally.  By focusing exclusively on praise 
poetry in Tiv, the work will also enlighten the public on the nature and uniqueness of Tiv 
panegyric as opposed to other tribes. Furthermore, the study will be a handy recipe for policy 
makers on the need to invest in, and develop cultural artefacts to the benefit of the present and 
future generations. Those who wish to promote the music may also benefit economically from it.  
 
1.7 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TIV PEOPLE 
1.7.1 Origin and Migration 
 Historians are not agreed on the subject of the cradle of origin of the Tiv people. Various 
indigenous scholars such as Tesemchi Makar, in  A History of Political Change Among the Tiv in 
the 19th and 20th Centuries;  Godwin Hembe in  J. S. Tarka: The Dilema of Ethnic Minority 
Politics in Nigeria; and Atoato Igirgi  in A History of the Tiv Textile Industry expressed varying 
views as to the origin of the Tiv people.  Of these, Igirgi’s account is the most recent one with 
adequate empirical evidence. 
 Igirgi’s A History of The Tiv Textile Industry presents two probable centers of Tiv origin 
supported by various considerations.  One of these is the Central African Region, probably the 
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Congo Basin; and the other is the hilly terrain in the central section of the Nigeria-Cameroon 
borderland. Igirgi dismisses the former on the basis of paucity of historical evidence and holds 
the latter as more credible for a number of reasons. First, that the Nigeria-Cameroon borderland 
adjoins the south-eastern parts of the present-day Tivland and is inhabited on both sides by 
several minor ethnic groups known to have some similarities with the Tiv people in terms of 
language and other cultural traits. Secondly, all Tiv clans and settlements have consistently 
referred to the area as their ancestral homeland in their oral traditions. Thirdly, the Tiv, up to the 
present time, maintain a serious interactive relationship with the people especially in their quest 
for magico-religious powers, ancestral invocation, and consummation of cultural events of major 
significance (Igirgi 46).  
 Another view supports that the Tiv originated from the Nigeria-Cameroon borderland, the 
remembrance of earliest location the Tiv people were said to have occupied is Swem. Although 
the exact location of Swem has been an issue in contention among Scholars of Tiv history such 
as Igirgi; Makar; and Hembe; it is noteworthy that all their suggestions fall within the area 
adjoining southeastern Tivland at the point where it is flanked by the Cameroon Republic. This 
view holds that the Tiv later left Swem probably as a result of shortage of farmland, attacks by 
other ethnic groups, and internal strife.  Whatever their reasons, it is recounted that the Tiv 
moved from Swem to Ibenda hills from where they spread to various parts of the Benue Valley, 
their present-day settlement. The researcher agrees with the view of Igirgir that the Tiv 
originated from the hilly terrain in the central section of the Nigeria-Cameroon borderline. This 
is because of the strength of evidence to support this view as seen in the similarities in language 
and cultural traits between the Tiv and several minor ethnic groups that inhabit the area. 
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1.7.2 Population and Geographical Spread 
The Tiv people form the largest ethnic group in Central Nigeria and are the major ethnic 
group in Benue State. At present, they account for more than half the population of the State. 
They live on both banks of the River Benue about 150 miles from its confluence with the Niger 
River (Bohannan and Bohannan 9).  According to the 1992 census figures, the Tiv occupy a total 
landmass of about 22, 004 sq. km. They are, however, not found only in Benue State as their 
geographical spread extends to neighbouring states like Nasarawa, Taraba, Plateau, Adamawa, 
Cross River States and the Republic of Cameroon.  
As to the population of the Tiv people, there are various estimates. The Tiv people, going 
by the 1992 census figures, have a population of about 1, 244, 183. Denga quoted in Shishima 
(175) has estimated the Tiv population to be above 3 million, and the Tiv people are now said to 
be the fourth largest ethnic group in Nigeria, after the Hausa, Yoruba and Igbo.  
1.7.3 The Tiv Language 
The language spoken by the Tiv people is also called Tiv language.  According to Yina in 
Semiotic Study of Tiv Oral Poetry, the language is of Bantu origin and belongs to the Benue-
Congo group of languages. The orthography of the Tiv language is relatively simple. It consists 
of all the letters of the English alphabet except Q and X. In the Tiv spoken language, l and r are 
used interchangeably as a speaker of Tiv language may say kporum or kpolum to mean shift or 
move. The language also displays very little dialectal variations and is largely mutually 
intelligible among its numerous speakers spread in the various states mentioned above. Much of 
the differences noticed are phonological. 
1.7.4 The Tiv Religion 
The traditional religious system of the Tiv is very complex, and since it is not central to 
our discussion here only the dominant concepts in Tiv traditional religion, Tsav and Adzov, will 
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be discussed. Tsav is inadequately interpreted to mean witchcraft. It is considered by some as a 
personal potency, extraordinary power, talent or ability (Akosu 8). This is why elders are said to 
look for witchcraft in the young and to perceive it in youths who have great skills and potentials 
in any field of human endeavour (Yina 62). Such youths are then initiated into the caucus of the 
possessors of Tsav through a process which entails the consumption of a magical concoction said 
to include human flesh and the performance of other ritual acts. After the init iation, it is believed 
that the possessor of Tsav has the power of manipulation and other supernatural powers.  
It is also believed that Tsav may be put to good or bad use, depending on the choice and 
disposition of the possessor. Thus, good Tsav is that in which the possessor uses his powers for 
his personal or communal wellbeing, increasing farm yields, adding to fertility of women, and 
increasing his wealth generally. Bad Tsav on the other hand is destructive, leading to death, ill 
health and general misfortune, thus people, especially close relations, live in perpetual fear of the 
possessor. The Mbatsav, the possessors of Tsav, are believed to have significant influence over 
the non-possessors of Tsav. All deaths in the community are attributed to mbatsav; they are 
alleged to kill people to ensure a steady supply of meat for their feasts of human flesh. 
Adzov or spirits, on the other hand, are regarded as an unseen part of human beings that 
participate in all human activities. In general, such spirits are considered to be well-disposed 
towards human beings; indeed, they are seen by some as agents or messengers of the omnipotent 
God, Aondo. The Tiv believe that the adzov co-exist with humans in the same environment, 
though they are invisible. Thus people are advised not to throw things around carelessly so as not 
to strike one of them and offend them. It is also believed that whistling at night is offensive to the 
adzov (Shishima 178). 
The adzov are seen as omnipotent beings. They protect humans from the wicked schemes 
of witches. They also bless people they favour with wealth, fame, power to cure illnesses, 
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exceptional talent, among others. For these reasons, there exist various adzov cults, with 
religious or doctrinal peculiarities among members that pay allegiance to them with the aim of 
obtaining favours. Some of these adzov cults among the Tiv as identified by Shishima include 
Ijov Aondo, Ijov Il, Ijov Swem, Ijov Agabi and Ijov Ageraiber.  
With the advent of Christianity in Tivland as far back as 1911, a large percentage of Tiv 
people believe in the existence of one omnipotent God, Aondo, and this belief is reflected in the 
works of many Tiv composers such as Obadiah Orkor and Ishorbo Ati. These include the songs 
of Pevikyaa Zegi. 
1.7.5 The Tiv Socio-Political Organization  
Culturally, the Tiv are a homogenous entity, with a common worldview, religious system, 
economic system, myths of origin and rituals, festivals, and a seat of central authority known as 
Tor-Tiv, located in Gboko, Benue State (Yina, 36). The total land area occupied by the Tiv is 
known as Tar-Tiv (Tivland). It is made up of clans occupied by lineages usually named after 
their common ancestral grandfathers, Ukum, Ugondo, etc. These groups have smaller units 
known as Upyaven and these are further broken down into Ityo which is the patriarchal lineage 
from which one actually comes.  
The Ityo is made up of compounds that consist of residential houses and each person’s 
farmlands too.  This makes the settlement of the Tiv people sparse compared to other people like 
the Idoma, Igede, and the Yoruba. The oldest living member of the family has authority as the 
head of the compound and is known in Tiv as the orya. This position is one that inspires fear in 
the younger members of the family to ensure discipline and order. The elders in a group of 
families form what is known as Mbayaav or the Council of Elders. All members of this Council 
share a close blood relationship based on a common male ancestor.  Before the advent of 
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colonialism and Christianity, this Council presided over cases of adultery, land disputes, 
witchcraft and other similar cases.  
In authority over this Council was the Ityô which consisted of representatives of various 
Councils of Elders. Before the advent of colonialism, the Ityô was the most significant body of 
authority in Tivland. They presided over cases of murder, witchcraft, theft and other difficult 
cases that the Mbayaav could not handle. The most senior member of the Ityô is said to hold the 
land of the people in trust. He also owns the women, children and is said to be responsible for the 
welfare of every member of the Ityô. 
 
1.8 BRIEF INFORMATION ON PEVIKYAA ZEGI 
 Pevikyaa Zegi hailed from Mbamena village. He was of Ngenev extraction from Sherev 
District in Ukum Local Government Area. His father, Yangen Zegi’s first and second wives 
failed to bear him children. His third wife, Nengen Aga, from Tsaav in Ukum Local Government 
Area, became pregnant bore him children. Her first three children unfortunately, died in infancy. 
Yangen decided to try his luck further and married a fourth wife. The fourth wife, Ashehemba, 
daughter of Akungu Teraki, from Mbaterem in Ukum Local Government Area, gave birth to two 
children who both died as young infants.  Consolation eventually came through Yangen’s second 
wife, Teman, who eventually became pregnant and bore a male child on 16th March, 1944. This 
child was Pevikyaa.  
Pevikyaa was first enrolled in LGEA Primary School Sankera in 1953 where he studied 
up to Primary Three before leaving for LGEA Primary School, Ngibo where he spent six years.  
While in Ngibo, Pevikyaa lived with Chief Ngibo’s Son, Uche Ngibo, in a very large compound 
from where he went to school everyday. Uche Ngibo did not have many rooms in his house. For 
this reason, his own children together with Pevikyaa had to share a room with his prized assets: 
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horses. The presence of the horses worsened the sanitary condition of the rooms where they 
slept. This was why Pevikyaa decided to sneak back to Sankera where he later completed his 
primary education at NKST, Mbamena. After his primary education, Pevikyaa had to drop out of 
school because his father was a poor peasant farmer who could not afford his school fees. In 
1962, Pevikyaa got married to his first wife. He had seven wives and twenty children.  
From the early 1950’s till the time Pevikyaa returned to Sankera, Godi Adigo was the 
popular folk singer in the entire Sankera axis. Due to his love for music, Pevikyaa acquired a big 
drum, Ngo-gbande, while his cousin, Mtser-ikyaa, acquired a small drum with which they played 
Swange music mimicking Godi’s songs. They became popular and the art was financially 
rewarding to them. However, Pevikyaa later joined Godi Adigo to learn folk singing.  
In 1964, Pevikyaa Zegi began to compose his own songs, after undergoing apprenticeship 
under Godi Adigo for about 2-3 years. This accounts for the similarity in voice pattern between 
the two folk singers. 
Pevikyaa claimed that due to his burning desire to acquire Western education, he enrolled 
in Government Teacher’s College, Zaki Biam in 1983. There, he studied up to Form Three 
before he yielded to the persuasion of his co-singers to leave school and return to singing. 
Pevikyaa’s style of music is known as Gbanyi. He made use of drums, flutes and gongs. He said 
in an interview that he learnt it from the Ihyarev area of Tivland.  The oral poet also revealed that 
in the course of singing, he wishes for many good things to happen to him and his community. 
This is because, to him, they have suffered poverty and deprivation for too long. Pevikyaa was 
greatly loved and supported by his people. He recalled that he had received several cows from 
his patrons among who are Biam Alagh, Yesseh Uganbi Ubi, Ape Fate, Engr. Tashaku Azande 
and Dominic Iorhemba Chia. Justin Iche also gave him a cow and a brand new Peugeot 504. 
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Besides praise-singing, Pevikyaa has contributed to his community in several ways, one 
of which is by expressing his people’s complaints through his songs. In his words, “even though 
I ask for my welfare, I also ask for amenities for my people. I call on great personalities who feel 
challenged to take up the matter” (Interview with the singer).  
1.9 METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 
This study relies mainly on fieldwork; the primary data being the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi. 
The researcher embarked on a series of trips and visits to the artist, public studios and to 
marketers of the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi. Primary data was got from audio and video tapes of 
Pevikyaa Zegi as well as interviews granted by the poet.  The researcher also recorded some of 
the singer’s songs as he entertained at the venue of the interview. Interactions were also held 
with some of Zegi’s patrons and patronesses from whom tapes were collected for re-recording.  
The cassettes were played over and again after which transcription began.  All the songs 
that could be played were transcribed and properly sorted out. After the sorting, the translation 
began. The manner of translation included idiomatic translation, word for word translation, and 
free translation. The songs have been subtitled for distinction and clarity of purpose. Interviews 
were also conducted with relations of late patrons and patronesses and the artist himself. Some 
members of the public who had listened to Zegi’s songs were as well interviewed.  
For secondary data, the researcher made extensive use of library materials including 
books, journal articles, published and unpublished theses and so on.  Inferences were drawn to 
ensure that this study has not been undertaken by anyone before, and to establish that there is a 
yawning gap in this area which needs to be filled.  
     The primary data for this research was collected with the aid of audio – visual recorders and 
cameras which facilitated the researcher in documenting the interview session with the poet, his 
family and patrons. Also, existing audio – visual tapes of the poet were accessed from his patrons 
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and the open market. The secondary data was obtained from liberaries, books, journals, 
newspapers, and the internet. 
  
1.10 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
 As in every other work, a number of limitations have been identified in the present work. 
To begin with, in collecting the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi, the researcher had to travel from one 
town to another, soliciting, buying and re-recording the songs from old cassettes. Some of the 
tapes procured were very bad due to poor storage and were thus discarded.  
Translation was also a great challenge in the course of the work. The researcher used a 
near literal method of translation, trying to preserve significant expressions which have no 
equivalent in the English language and may lose their original meaning or effect or both if not 
translated with care. 
 The interviews with the oral poet also took much longer than expected. This was because 
the poet sometimes veered off track and burst into singing and dancing with his fwives and co-
singers. The interview session thus stretched into several hours. However, what has been 
attached is a summary of the relevant portions of the interview. 
In conclusion, this chapter has provided a general overview of the nature and form of Tiv 
oral poetry and Tiv panegyric poetry particularly. It also presents the statement of the problem, 
clarification of concepts, scope of the study, aim and objectives, a brief history of the Tiv people, 
brief information on Pevikyaa Zegi and methodology of the study. The limitations of the study 
which points out the challenges encountered in the course of the research and the shortcomings 
inherent in the work as no work is entirely fullproof.  
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1.11 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
              The existence of oral literature in most societies is no longer in doubt as was explained 
in the background to the study. In this regard, schools of thought have formulated theoretical 
approaches to the study of oral literature. These approaches are meant to foster understanding of 
the origin, development and composition of oral literature. This study is anchored on the 
rhetorical theory, one of the critical approaches to the study of oral literature, which is most 
suited for the study of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs.  
1.11.1 Rhetorical Theory 
             Historically, rhetorical theory is said to have begun in Syracuse on the island of Sicily 
when a dictator was overthrown, leaving former and current landowners to argue in court to 
decide who rightfully owned the land- the original owners of the land or those who had been 
given the land during the tyrant's regime. Under the Greek legal system of the time, 
“...individuals had to present their own cases in court ...creating the need for [them] to become 
adept at the art of rhetoric” (Glenn 97), a practice which is believed to be the foundation for 
rhetoric as a field of study. 
                According to Cheree Carlson in his article, “Aspasia of Miletus”, Aspasia is, perhaps, 
the classical mother of rhetoric as she is rumoured to have taught rhetoric and home economics 
to Socrates” (30). Her specialty was philosophy and politics and she became the only female 
member of the elite in her society as a result of her political savvy and public speaking ability. 
Her social position was that of a hetaera, or companion who was “more educated than 
respectable women, and [was] expected to accompany men on occasions where conversation 
with a woman was appreciated, but wives were not welcome” (Carlson 30).  
             Socrates who was a student of Plato wrote rhetoric in form of dialogues in which the 
main character was Socrates. This marked the birth of dialectics. Plato contributed immensely to 
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the evolution of rhetoric but was also critical of the art. Robert Cathart opined that in Georgias, 
Plato argued that, “...because rhetoric does not require a unique body of knowledge, it is a false 
rather than a true art” (30). 
While Plato condemned the art of rhetoric, his student, Aristotle believed in rhetoric as a 
means of creating community. His definition of rhetoric as “the ability to see, in each particular 
case, the available means of persuasion” is a very popular definition of rhetoric. He paid a great 
deal of attention to the rhetoric devices an orator uses to achieve the desired effect on an 
audience that will persuade them to accede to his point of view. Aristotle instructed that in 
creating a speech of praise or blame, the author should consider the attitude of his audience: 
would they be moved to see his object of praise (be it a person or thing) in a new light, or would 
he be wasting everyone’s time by preaching to the choir? What behaviour or values does this 
particular audience find praise-worthy? Is this particular audience sympathetic, hostile or 
indifferent to his object of praise? These fundamental issues should occupy the orator.  
                The the above definition by Aristotle  indicates that he conceptualized rhetoric as a 
very specific and limited field - which exists in contexts where a person or a group of people is 
engaged in the process of communication for the purpose of changing another in some way. As a 
eulogist, the praise poet is a communicator who relies on effective language use to communicate 
to his audience which then makes him an orator. Aristotle’s emphasis however, excludes other 
vital aspects which are very crucial to the performance of the oral poet, especially, his focus to 
inform and entertain.  
              Two parts of Aristotle’s definition, however, are particularly significant to our study: the 
terms, “in each particular case” and “persuasion.” The former suggests that Aristotle recognized 
the importance of context and audience; that a specific situation with a particular audience might 
direct the speaker, or rhetor, to create a message in a form that might look different in another 
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context with another audience. He recognized the importance of audience analysis: that different 
things appeal to different people. The task of the orator, as specified by Aristotle, is similar to the 
praise poet who is duty-bound, in his attempt to eulogize his patrons through his poetry, to pay 
critical attention to the composition of his audience and their needs at the occasion of 
performance in order to succeed. To achieve his aim to eulogize, the oral artist must vary his 
performance in accordance with the yearnings of his audience and the context of his 
performance.  
                     Other scholars of classical rhetoric are Cicero and Quintilian who combined much 
of what was known from the Greeks and the Romans into more theoretical systems. It is 
imperative to observe that, much of the classical rhetoric theories arose from the closely related 
context of public speaking. However, much of the theorizing that contributed to the 
contemporary rhetoric came outside of this context and to some extent, outside the 
communication discipline. In addition to the Greek scholars, Pan Chao, one of the first scholars 
to argue for the education of women and girls, provided insights into eastern rhetoric, positing  
that women should be educated to enable them “...choose words with care; to avoid vulgar 
language [and] to speak at appropriate times...” (417).  
             While classical theorists were concerned with questions of persuasive ability, the 
contemporary rhetorical theorists are concerned with relations between power, knowledge and 
discourse. This has, consequently, expanded the scope of rhetoric as can be seen in the 
perspectives of contemporary scholars like Michael Left, Kenneth Burke, Karlyn Kohrs 
Campbell, Helene Cixous, Mary Daly, Jacques Derrid, Sonja Foss, Karen Foss, Michel Foucault, 
Sally Miller Gearhart, Julia Kristeva, among others. 
            While most classical rhetorists conceive rhetoric as the art and study on the use of 
language with persuasive effect in any given field (Dawson 5; Maynard 379), contemporary 
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scholars associate it with understanding the audience roles in shaping discourse, identifying and 
responding to the audience …and being aware of one’s own ideological stance and the 
audience’s stance (Cook7).  Rhetorical theory, consequently, is longer confined to domains such 
as the judicial context or court of law, or the legislative or political realm. Rhetorical theorists 
study every kind of context in which symbol use occurs (in this case, words). This entails 
studying everything from intrapersonal to interpersonal to public discourse to social movements 
and mediated discourse. Rhetorical theories now address what makes public, personal diaries, 
television, the Internet, and Web sites as rhetorical artifacts, including visual and nonverbal 
elements, such as the study of art and architecture, to name only a few.   
                 James Boyd argued that rhetoric is capable; not only of addressing political interests, 
but also influencing culture as well. In his book, When Words Lose Their Meaning, he argued 
that, words of persuasion and identification defines community and civic life. He stated that 
words produce, “...the methods by which culture is maintained” (18). This means that rhetoric is 
capable of shaping and propagating culture and its nuances. A rhetor thus, skilfully amplifies his 
culture and enriches it through appropriate use of diction, oftentimes, couched in figurative 
language. This typifies the practice of the oral poet whose spontenous art, usually, spring forth 
from his culture and tradition, upholding the age-old practices of his people and preserving them 
for posterity. 
Also, Hugh Blair, in his most famous work, Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Letters, 
advocates rhetorical study for common citizens as a source of social success (28). A notable 
contributor in the field of rhetoric, John Quincy Adams, also advocated the democratic 
advancement of rhetoric art.  He envisages a situation whereby, through the right rhetoric, 
common people may be better equipped to address their day to day communication challenges. 
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            This consciousness is reflective of Sonja Foss’s perception that rhetoric is"the action 
humans perform when they use symbols for the purpose of communication with one another" 
(4). Like other contemporary theorists and critics, Foss is concerned with symbolic action. 
Contrary to classical perception however, she does not assume that the sole purpose of those 
symbols is to persuade others. She opines that rhetoric may be intended to persuade, but it may 
also be "an invitation to understanding; an offer to others to see our world the way we do, not in 
the hope that they will change, but that they will understand” (5). This means that at other times, 
rhetoric may be used for self-discovery, to bring people together, or to entertain, with the focus 
on understanding rather than persuasion.  
               Foss defines rhetoric criticism as "the process of systematically investigating and 
explaining symbolic acts and artifacts for the purpose of understanding rhetorical processes" (7). 
From her definitions, it is obvious that she approaches rhetorical criticism with two assumptions 
that differ from other scholars. First, she does not assume that the role of the rhetorical critic is to 
judge the effectiveness of the speaker or discourse: their purpose is to understand. 
               Foss’s views are echoed in the submissions by Kenneth Burke in his theory of rhetoric. 
Burke’s writings on rhetorical theory demonstrate his passionate concern with artistic 
communication within social life. His work provides a broad and useful approach for 
understanding how people use language within social contexts. Burke’s system of rhetoric is a 
grammar that models the dynamic aspects of creative expression. It provides a systematic means 
for tracking down the significance of different ways of speaking within varied contexts. He 
regarded his theories as a contribution to the "new rhetoric." The key term of the "old rhetoric," 
he argued, was "persuasion" (Burke 203). He and other communications scholars proposed that 
"identification" should be the central concern within the new rhetoric (Burke203; Ehninger 450). 
Identification in this respect is an appeal to the speaker's ethos, "as when people earnestly yearn 
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to identify themselves with one group or the other" (Burke 203). Burke’s concept of 
identification is imperative to our current study of Pevkyaa as a praise poet since the poet’s 
impact on his object of praise lies in his ability to identify with it.   
                It is note worthy that rhetorical performance, especially by an oral poet, while 
informing, also aims to convince. This point is validated by Edwin Black’s assertion that rhetoric 
is a "discourse that aims to influence" (17). He sees rhetoric criticism as "a discipline that, 
through the investigation and appraisal of the activities and products of men, seeks as its end the 
understanding of man himself. . ."(9-10).   Black’s submission concors with Cathcart who states 
that, "rhetoric is...a communicator's intentional use of language and other symbols to influence or 
persuade selected receivers to act, believe, or feel the way the communicator desires …" (2).                         
            Cathcart defines rhetorical criticism as "that special form of communication which 
examines how communication is accomplished and whether it is worthwhile…"(3). For Cathcart, 
a rhetor comes into the communication situation with his or her solution based on what he or she 
believes the audience needs are. Rhetoric riticism, therefore, assesses weather the rhetor was 
successful in persuading the audience to accept the solution and the strategies used to gain such 
acceptance.   
             Adding his voice to this debate, Stewart says rhetorical criticism is "the study of man's 
past attempt to change the behavior of fellow man, primarily through verbal symbols" (1). This 
view is in tandem with the one expressed by Brock and Scott that, “rhetoric ... [is] the human 
effort to induce cooperation through the use of symbols" (6). To Michael Leff, “the rhetoric critic 
is one who sees the text as art and wants to foster an appreciation of it in the reader”(224). The 
purpose is for the reader to understand and therefore, appreciate the art form. The analytic critic 
sees the text, (such as poetry) as an object of study and seeks the means to comprehend. By 
uncovering hidden meanings in a text, the critic learns how various messages are produced and 
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their effects on the receivers of the messages. This helps in forming the appropriate response in 
any given situation. The value of both critical theory and textual criticism derives from the extent 
to which they inform discursive practice and advance our understanding of...communication" 
(Henry 220-221). 
All the scholars and theorists of the rhetorical school agree on the core tenets of the 
theory. Roberts Cathart, in his Communication: Rhetoric Analysis and Evaluation, asserts that, 
“rhetoric is used...to refer to a communicator’s intentional use of language and other symbols to 
influence or persuade selected receivers to act, believe, or feel the way a communicator 
desires...” (2). Cathart further intimates that, “...a special form of communication which 
examines how communication is accomplished and whether it is worthwhile...criticism is thus 
the counterpart of creativity” (3). 
As a theory, rhetorical criticism employs the principles of rhetoric to examine the 
interactions between a text, an author and an audience. When applied to a literary work, 
rhetorical analysis regards the work not as an aesthetic object but as an artistically structural 
instrument for communication. Rhetorical criticism intensifies our sense of the dynamic 
relationship between the author as a real person and the fictive person implied by the work. As a 
model of analysis, it focuses on the text itself. It, however, does not remain inside of the literary 
work but works towards the considerations of the author and the audience. Here, we gain our 
impression of the author from what we can glean from the text by looking at ideas and attitudes, 
the author’s stance, tone and style. It seeks to establish the particular devices the author employs 
in his work to produce a particular effect on the audience. 
                The language of Pevikyaa Zegi is deeply couched in rhetoric. Since his agenda is 
always praise, with the aim of eliciting material reward from his patrons, the poet employs the 
rhetoric hallmarks of persuasion and identification through hyperbole, understatement, irony, 
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humour and so on to achieve his intention. The songs are also not merely steeped in rhetoric; 
they also perform the functions of promotion of moral values, lauding the achievements of 
worthy individuals in the society in order to encourage them to do more while recording the 
history of the people. The rhetorical theory is thus considered most suitable for the study of 
Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF SCHOLARSHIP 
 This review of related literature on Tiv Panegyric Poetry and Pevikyaa Zegi’s poetry in 
particular is aimed at justifying the need for this study and examining its literary contributions to 
this field of study. Attention is given to oral poetry generally with emphasis on the origin and 
development of panegyric poetry in Tivland. Eurocentric critical views and the views of 
indigenous critics on African oral literature, oral poetry and panegyric poetry in particular are 
also discused. This study is the first major literary appraisal of Pevikyaa Zegi’s praise songs, 
especially at Phd level. Although undergraduate studies have been carried out on the poet, 
notably a study by Kenneth Shimave titled “The Aesthetics, Personal and Social Significance of 
the Oral Poetry of Mr. Pevikyaa Zegi”, the undergraduates mostly failed to undertake an indepth 
critical study of the songs. Also, none of the studies have adopted the rhetorical and structural-
functionalist approach in examining Pevkyaa’s artistry as it is done in this work. 
 
2.2 ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF PANEGYRIC POETRY IN TIVLAND 
 It will be difficult to trace the origin and development of panegyric poetry as separate 
from other genres of oral poetry among the Tiv. This is because, as Akosu Adeiyongo has 
observed, among the Tiv, “even in times of war or poverty, even when a composer says he is 
“crying” or “begging”, even in songs that could be conveniently classified under other genres, 
people are still eulogised in them” (Adeiyongo 51). 
               However, a close look at a journal paper by Moses Tsenongu titled “The Five Ages of 
Tiv Oral Poetry” would reveal some trends in the development of Tiv panegyric poetry.  
According to Tsenongu, the origin of panegyric poetry among the Tiv could be traced to the era 
of the Tor-Agbande – drum chiefs. This is the second part of the age of Gercham, the first part of 
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Gercham consisting basically of war, work, funeral, religious didactic and songs (74). It is 
important to understand how and why the drum chiefs came into power in order to link it with 
the development of panegyric poetry in Tivland. When the Tiv started settling in the Benue 
Valley, they were engaged in a lot of wars with the ethnic groups they displaced and even among 
themselves (Makar 36). Drum chiefs – ator agbande – were thus appointed by the elders of the 
various districts and given full leadership authority. They were to lead their various districts to 
war and on colonizing missions (Tsenongu, “Five Ages” 74). These chiefs also assisted in the 
maintenance of law and order. 
The coming to power of these drum chiefs led to “the growth of prestigious dances: amar 
mirin or amar a wan (Makar 80). Tsenongu explains that “dancing and poetry generally go 
together among the Tiv; the mention of dance above should therefore be understood as including 
poetry as well” (75). This stage was marked by the coming to power of the drum chiefs. The 
ambitious drum chiefs who had recently acquired economic power, many wives and slaves, 
adopted a flamboyant lifestyle to display their new status. Dances were held in their honour 
where musicians performed intermittently throughout the day (Makar 81). Poets were therefore 
commissioned to compose for the various dances in honour of the ator-agbande. Notably, the 
first individual poet who distinguished himself as a renowned Tiv panegyric poet is Aginde 
Agena. Indeed, Tsenongu says of him that, “he was mostly an instrument of gratification for the 
Tor-agbande” (79). Agena, however, praised himself too because he had also accomplished 
nobility by fulfilling the requirements to attain the status in those days. For instance, he bought a 
horse and possessed an indyer drum, among other things (Tsenongu 79). Bosua Uga was also a 
notable panegyric poet of this era. A distinctive characteristic of panegyrics at this period was 
the absence of the beggarly pleas of later panegyric poets like Tarker Golozo and Obadiah 
Orkor. This is because the panegyric poets in that era were wealthy and prestigious people. 
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 The next stage in the development of Tiv panegyric witnessed the development of Bam 
Ginde and Anche Igbyaaze who became like an official poet to Tor Tiv Gondo Aluor. A 
distinctive feature of this stage of development of Tiv panegyric poetry is that the poets dwelt 
more on their material poverty, unlike Aginde Agena and Bosua Uga. This characteristic, 
according to Tsenongu, reached its zenith in the time of Tarker Golozo. The distinguishing 
feature of Golozo’s age of panegyric poetry is the commercialization of poetry. Most of the 
poets in this era, including Faga Adinge, Atayo Koko and Pevikyaa Zegi who is studied by the 
present researcher, admitted that he took to song composition for financial benefit (Tsenongu 
87).  
This period spanned from the late 1950’s to 1970’s. At this stage of development of Tiv 
panegyric poetry, the poets had the technological advantage of living at a time when audio and 
audio-visual recorders had started to be available. Most of them therefore had their songs 
recorded. This enhanced the preservation of the songs and also earned the poets some money. 
Tsenongu observes that in this age of Tarker Golozo, the poetry was greatly rewarded; 
eulogised patrons always rewarded the praise poets handsomely. Indeed, an example is 
Wantaregh Paul Unongu. Tsenongu reports that: 
Wantaregh Paul Unongu for instance, is said to have invited some of his poets to 
a song-party that he hosted for them at the end of which he rewarded them with 
three buses and three motorcycles. Eventually, Unongo built a house in Jato Aka 
town for Faga Adinge, his main poet. (Tsenongu 89) 
The generosity of some of the patrons during this period of development of Tiv panegyric poetry 
may be attributed to the oil boom. This development afforded many patrons the financial 
capacity to sponsor the art. 
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              The next stage in the development of Tiv panegyric poetry could be traced to the 1980’s 
to poets like Obadiah Orkor, Oliver Ayeh, Sarwuan Kor, and Gabriel Anyiman among others. 
Most of the oral poets in this era, it has been observed, took after the older poets in terms of 
voice shape or ikyenge (Tsenongu 95). Voice shape, Charles Keil observed, is one of the most 
important qualities that the Tiv use to determine the performances of a poet (169). This kind of 
voice adoption is generally seen as lack of originality, and Tiv audiences are hardly comfortable 
with it. 
 This practice may have contributed to the declining patronage of Tiv oral poets from the 
1980’s. The economic austerity that is being experienced in the country may also be a reason for 
the decline in the patronage of panegyric poets in Tivland. Today, the only occasion when 
panegyric poetry is taken seriously is during electioneering campaigns.   
Now we will look at the critical considerations of Tiv oral poetry generally and Tiv panegyric 
poetry in particular by foreign critics. They were the first to embark on scholarly studies of Tiv 
oral literature, although their studies were hardly literary in nature. 
 
2.3 THE DIACHRONIC NATURE OF TIV PANEGYRIC POETRY 
Periodization is a very important aspect of analyzing the review of literature based on the 
individual panegyric poets before Pevikyaa Zegi. So far, none of the literary critics on Tiv oral 
literature and panegyric poetry in particular has come out with any work considered as such. 
However, Moses Tsenongu in “The Five ages of Tiv Oral Poetry” classifies most of these singers 
according to ages or epochs. In classifying them, he names the prominent singer’s name or the 
descriptive name of the songs as being the age. The only stage in all stages is the earliest stage 
and the authors are anonymous. This is known as the Gercham stage. The Gercham song is 
“sung by professional bards on public occasion” such as wedding – dance, as related by R. 
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Abrahams. He continues that Gercham is particularly employed to commemorate the 
achievements of the spectators and their relations and to mention one in Icam is highly prized 
and correspondingly rewarded by its subjects” [82]. 
Gercham songs were short with antiphony mode and the people loved it, for it was used 
during work for communal essence. Another form of gercham at a later stage was during the “era 
of Tor-agbande drum chiefs when poetry assumed more panegeric qualities and poetic 
professionalism began to take shape” according to Tsenongu [74]. Finally, it should be noted that 
“gercham songs” centred on “war, work, religious, didactic and panegyric” [77] themes only.  
The second stage or age is that of Aginde Agena. This stage includes singers like Bosua Uga 
from Ukum and Yatsav Ugoh from Ipav. Notable differences of poets of this period and that of 
the gercham are situated as from 1910 to 1940, when the professionals came to be. Performance 
was not like that of the gercham era, with varying subjects and themes. This era also witnessed 
the poets’ self-centredness. The poets of this age were noble men who praised themselves for 
their accomplishments. Such accomplishment includes buying of a horse, possessing of indyer 
the talking drum, having an unlimited vast farmland and owing a large family. Another name for 
this form of panegeric of this time was imo ishagba prestigious songs”. The professionalism of 
poetry at this time also dwelt on current issues and the ills of the society. One notable issue that 
was absent in the Poetry of this time was the reward of material possession since the poets 
themselves wanted to be acknowledged as people who were rich and accomplished a lot of 
things. 
Another age was that of Bam Ginde. Bam Ginde from Gboko was an ex-service man of 
the British West African army who fought in Burma for the British in World War II. He had a 
spectacular voice which made him outstanding. Another veteran soldier of world war II who 
fought in Burma was Anyam Ayua of Mbagba in Ushongo Local Government area who 
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performed in places on themes based on their experiences outside Tiv nation and until he died in 
1981. Another World War II poet was Maza Nomihange of Mbawuar in Vandeikya Local 
Government area who popularized Ibiamegh poetry based in the exposure from the war. Other 
poets during this era included Iorlumun Ankya of Mbayegh, “who always held his audience spell 
with both his poetry and dance craft” Tsenongu [82]. The rest include Ikyaator Uge from 
Mbayion, Nungwa Cagh of Mbagen (also a World War II veteran) Mstem Acaver of Mbakor and 
Ada Adi of Mbatdierev. Included as well was Ayoo Angwe from Mbara in Vandeikya Local 
Government Area. One characteristic of Bam Ginde’s era was the material needs of the poet 
from the public and the patron. The experiences acquired by these ex-service men had led to the 
opposition of installing a non-Tiv as the Chief of Makurdi town. These protest songs greatly 
made the war veterans who fought tirelessly against these injustices and they were lavishly 
praised in songs. 
               Another age was known as the Tarker Goloza era, which began about 1960. This era 
had poets like Tarker Golozo from Mbatiav, Iyoughul Ute of Mbagbera, Kuje Iyum of Masev, 
Tondo Kumbul of Mbatierev, Ishorbo Ati of Gaav, Akile Bende of Mbayion, Pevikyaa Zegi of 
Ukum, Ajo Ugor of Ukan, Yamuel Yashi of Mbayion, Amee Iyongo of Ihyarev, Iorgyer Igba of 
Mbatierev, Iortimbir Ajabu of Ukan, Gari Kwaghbo of Ishorov and many others. Another group 
in this age were; Atayo Koko of Tsambe, Agugu Igbakunbul of Hyarev, Hemen man Dondo of 
Mbayegh, Mathew Boyo of Ukum, Faga Adinge of Turan and many others. These groups of 
poets . . . have confessed that they took to singing because of want, and the financial gains 
involved. This was the period when poets were contracted to sing for Nigerian soldier at the war 
from, the use of fertilizer, census and its uses, changes of driving from left to right, celebrating 
creation of states and local government and singing on politics and various issues till today.  
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2.4 EUROCENTRIC CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF TIV ORAL POETRY  
 This section of the literature review looks at Eurocentric critical considerations of Tiv 
oral poetry generally and Tiv panegyric poetry in particular. The earliest critics of African oral 
literature were European anthropologists who sought, collected and preserved African artifacts 
in their museums and documented them as African oral literature. Among these are Herscovits, 
C. M. Doke, E.E Evans-Pritcherd, R. E. Armstrong, R.C. Abraham, R. S. Rattray, and Ruth 
Finnegan, among others.  Although their criticism of African oral literature was largely 
sociological and lacking in literary touch, their effort is significant as it marked the beginning of 
scholarly interest in African oral literature generally and Tiv oral literature in particular. 
The term oral literature is generally used to describe the tradition in written civilizations 
where certain genres are transmitted by word of mouth or are confined to the so called folk (that 
is those who are “unlettered”, or do not use writing).  Before the advent of writing in Europe and 
elsewhere in the United States and Asia, there had existed established traditions of folk story 
telling and praise songs aimed at inculcating values and morals to successive generations among 
other things (Okoh 5).   
 Pre-literate Western societies which had no written literature at some point, but possessed 
rich and varied oral traditions, provided the material which successive generations of literate 
minds developed upon such as Iliad and Beowulf  from the Greek mythology.  Interestingly, 
myth and legend are known as core areas of oral literature.  The success of Iliad and Beowulf 
stemmed from Greek mythology.  The literate societies only continued with the oral tradition 
that has its essence in writing; the parting point which marks the clear dichotomy between oral 
and written literature.  Even at that, a corpus of the written literature of past and present 
generations derives its literary resources or materials from oral traditions (Okoh 7).  
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  The presence of the oral tradition in the written form is particularly evident in family 
bedtime storytelling, and Tales by Moonlight, a television programme by the Nigerian Television 
Authority, for example. Thus, the common assumption among early Western anthropologists that 
Africa and Asia lack the creative ingenuity for their oral art to be accorded the same pedestal 
with their Western counterparts has resulted in the argument that African and Asian oral art lack 
literary creativity.  This narrow conception has its roots in western obsession with writing as the 
only proof of creativity, a perception that delayed the reception of oral art into mainstream 
intellectual circle as an authentic art that has all the intellectual trappings and creativity. 
Consequent upon the foregoing, Nkem Okoh argues that,  
European scholars have devised interesting theories about the African, and 
even more bizarre hypotheses have arisen in different periods of history. 
Much of this has been to suit the West, and justify even some of the 
atrocities committed against such other races. Concerted efforts have been 
made by several uninformed white writers to prove some unnecessary, 
even futile point, namely that the black man has little or no significant 
contribution to human civilization, nor can he lay claim to any role in the 
development of a world culture. (8)  
The harsh criticism of some Western anthropologists against oral art as lacking in 
creativity falls short of the fact that the great Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey; Virgil’s Aeneid;the 
Anglo-Saxon poem, Beowulf; the Italian Tasso’s Jerusalem; and Milton’s Paradise Lost are 
today seen as Western masterpieces or canonical texts. This is in spite of the fact that they drew 
their very inspiration and existence from Greek mythologies among others, not minding that they 
existed from pre-historic and pre-literate Western civilization.  Instructively, oral literature is 
found in every society of the world, whether literate or non-literate (Okoh 6). Burton asserts that, 
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“Africa is a land lacking in literary sensibilities…” (qtd in Nkem Okoh 8-9). Burton’s comment 
only re-echoes earlier iconoclastic postures that Africa could boast of nothing significant 
regarding language and literature.   Commenting on the link between language and literature, 
Okoh opines that, “... we cannot have literature, for example, without a language … [because] 
literature nurtures the language of a people and, conversely, is itself preserved and perpetuated 
by the language (9). 
 It is clearly understandable why no prominent space was accorded oral literature by most 
Western writers.  After years of claims and counterclaims from the two sides of the divide, that 
is, between African and European writers on oral literature, the disputations by Koelle, Burton 
and Dohne linger into the present time, albeit in a somewhat different guise.  According to 
Anyidoho, “Chadwick and Chadwick open the section on Africa in their monumental and highly 
authoritative work, The Growth of Literature, with the sterile, indifferent, and damaging 
statement that, “whatever Africa had to offer in the field of oral literature was not nearly so full 
or so important as that of the other parts of the world” (qtd in Okoh 12). 
 The overt refusal of some Western scholars such as those cited above, to acknowledge 
the sheer fact that both oral literature and its written counterpart are works of creativity in the 
service of their society makes it more complicit when Iliad and Beowulf were believed to be 
creative works but the same oral performance in  Africa was  tagged inferior and lacking in 
creativity. With hindsight, the deliberate denunciation of oral literature by the West is 
responsible for the underdevelopment of this noble art form till the recent past when the likes of 
Ruth Finnegan made significant strides. Finnegan sought, documented and commented on 
several African oral artifacts found to be empirically viable academic material rich in sense and 
creativity. 
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The existence of African oral art is as old as Africa itself, meaning that the innate 
creativity and manipulative power of language as a tool of expression is an undeniable and 
intrinsic property of every living language. Undeniably, Africa has always had a language with 
which it communicates and which meets all its linguistic needs, and through which it transmits 
its culture from generation to generation. It is this sobering reality of the existence of Africans 
and their numerous cultures that are interrelated and have long co-existed that informed  the 
position of Ruth Finnegan that, “…African oral literature started in the first half of the twentieth 
century is unsubstantiated” (25), because it started from time immemorial.  
   From the foregoing, it is unrealistic to try to locate a particular time in history when 
African oral art came into existence, as African oral art is the consequence of the creative power 
of African languages to express the emotions, feelings, culture, and worldview of several African 
societies. Panegyric song, the focus of this study, is a minute aspect of the larger body of African 
oral expressions.  Thus, African oral art having its origin from prehistoric time needs not 
conform to the strict Western typology of classification to restrict its origin to documents that 
might have been avalaible as proof of its existence when Europeans had contact with the 
continent.  The common ground between Western literature in the strict sense of the word as 
essentially written and oral art which is performance-based, is that both are products of creativity 
and media of expressing human feelings and emotions; even though if one is written and the 
other is not.    
According to Akporobaro, “[t]he study of traditional oral literature of African pre-literate 
societies did not begin simply as an academic exercise, or a matter of curiosity…” (40). Prior to 
the colonisation of the continent, different ethnic nationalities in Africa had established the oral 
art form as a creative means of sustaining the cultural, social, political and  religious needs of 
their traditional societies. Instructively, the creative artist remains the conscience of society, both 
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in the pre-literate society as well as the literate society.  Hence, the existence of court singers 
among many African societies such as the Zulu and Bantu who not only praised but recalled the 
heroic deeds of past generations underscores the truism of oral art as prehistoric and preliterate.  
In the old Kingdom of Dahomey too, praise songs and orchestras were always known to perform 
at all functions of the chiefs. Similarly, among the Hausa, there were the marokos who would 
announce the arrival of the chiefs or emirs and praise them with bands of musicians. In Rwanda, 
the court poets known as Umusisi Umwami had the role of presentation of dynasty poems whose 
main subject were, according to Ruth Finnegan, “[a] dynasty, military, and pastoral which 
corresponded with three parts of their society  king, war and cattle” (18). 
 Finnegan attributes the successes of the court poet to the degree to which he is able to 
unite his art with the performance  as much as his skill on the instrument and more importantly, 
his ability to connect with the audience at every given occasion of performance; and his ability to 
weave a story or songs that capture authentic human experience (93).  From  the earliest times, 
the oral artists in Africa were able to hold their society up to certain expectations as their 
mediating role with the larger society.  
 The occupation of some oral poets is that of part-time singers who shuttle between 
singing and other occupations to boost their incomes.  Monetary reward is, however, not the only 
consideration for the practice of oral performance; others do it for the sake of the honour they 
derive from it.  This kind of practice is well known in East Africa by the Luo “Nyatiti.”   
According to Finnegan, 
The oral poet thus, needs no special invitation for he is always welcomed 
once the noise and bustle of the actual burial have subsided. From the 
singer’s point of view there are various reasons why he puts in an 
appearance: he may come from sorrow at the loss of a friend or relations; 
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to do his duty and drink profusely what is available at funerals; and finally 
a not insignificant motive to make money from a large and admiring 
audience … if the Nyatiti singer’s prime function is that of lament, his art 
also extends to other spheres and occasions. He is called on to praise 
friends or relatives, to recount his personal experiences, to exalt kindness, 
hospitality, or courage, and to comment on current affairs. (93) 
From Finnegan’s description of the Nyatiti form of poetry, there are intrinsic similarities with 
other ethnic nationalities in Africa and Nigeria in particular.  In Tiv society, for instance, the 
equivalent of Nyatiti poetry is known as Imo while among the Agila in Idoma South of Benue 
State, it is known as Eje anya. The stock-in-trade of this sort of panegyric poets is essentially 
praising his/her patron/patroness without any formal invitation to the occasion. In the case of the 
Eje anya, it is specifically an elevated form of elegy that is essentially praise in content.  
 Speaking on the literariness of oral art among the Limba speaking people of Sierra 
Leone, Ruth Finnegan states that, 
there are two … aspects to language that should be  considered: first, the 
existence of a literature among the Limba. This, it is true, is expressed in 
an oral rather than a written form.  But it can nevertheless be regarded as a 
literature. The detailed content of this literature – prose narratives as well 
as poetry of various distinct kinds – matters less in this context than the 
Limba attitude to it. Contrary to what is often assumed of non-literate 
peoples, their literature is not valued primarily for functional purposes but 
for its own sake.  Certainly there are conventional social contexts for 
certain definite literary types – songs, in particular – and the performers on 
such occasions are fulfilling social as well as literary roles. It is true too 
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that, just as literate societies, their literature can be used on specific 
occasions or by specific individuals with a  pragmatic intent. But to stress 
just this side would give a completely unbalanced account of the Limba 
attitude to their literature.  (49 -50) 
According to Finnegan, in their literature the Limba possess a medium through which they can 
comment in a detached way on the social and natural world around them.  The Limba story-teller 
or poet stands back, as it were, from the reality and uses his art to bring out the truth that lies 
below the surface actions of men (51). 
 Virtually all the ethnic nationalities in Nigeria of today have one form of oral 
performance or the other as handed down to them by their forebears.  The practice of oral art in 
Nigeria dates back to the pre-colonial days when people gathered at night to tell stories meant to 
inculcate moral values,  reverence for cultural norms and fear of taboos among other things; a 
way of living aimed at preserving the rich cultural heritage of the people.  It is instructive to 
restate that the point at which European scholars began studying African oral art was not at all 
the starting point of the ancient creative endeavour of the people.   
 In Nigeria, societies such as the Hausa, Fulani, Yoruba, Igbo, Nupe have praise poetry for 
their language groups or towns.  For the community, such as praise poetry may be helpful in 
tracing the history, occupation and shared values of the group.  A deeper probing into the origin 
of certain praise songs might reveal their roots in myth and legend which explains their 
background and inspiration.  In the song “the Fate of an Etsu,” a Nupe praise singer presents a 
picture of their king as insurmountable, that even though he is warned not to belittle an enemy; it 
is quickly asserted that he can never be threatened by anybody, because he is enthroned by God.  
  According to Okalawon, it was about 1910 that some Western scholars like Leo 
Frobenius started to draw the attention of the German speakers to the existence of African oral 
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narrative. To him, Ruth Finnegan was the first in the Anglo Saxon world to openly admit and 
acknowledge the existence of African Oral Literature.  Finnegan’s admittance of this obvious 
fact is predicated on the scores of evidences in the Yoruba Ijala, Ozidi of the Ijaw and scores of 
folk songs found across Nigerian societies.  
 The agelong practice of panegyric singers and poets in many traditional societies in 
Nigeria is sheer praise of target patrons and patronesses.  In doing this, ‘praise names,’ according 
to Finnegan, form the basis of formal praise poetry. These names are given to individuals as well 
as clans, animals and inanimate subjects, and they are usually explicitly laudatory (111). Relating 
this to another African society, Finnegan observed that one of the Zulu King’s Shaka’s praise 
names was ‘The Ever-Ready-to-Meet-Any-Challenge.’  Also among the Hausa, Finnegan noted 
that, a Hausa chief is referred to as “Fearful and terrible son of Jato who turns a town into ashes” 
(111).    
 Ruth Finnegan further points out that, African and other oral poetry often makes use of 
conventional themes rather than formulae. She cites an instance of Hausa praise songs which use 
set topics or themes or the praise poems of the Bahima of East Africa, for instance, where the 
composer attempts to repeat identical themes with different and startling turns of phrase and 
achieve his effects in that way (qtd in Okoh, 185). 
 Apart from the poetry of patronage largely practised with materialist considerations, there 
are pockets of others which evoke more localized cults or gods where there are deities of various 
pantheons.  This is very common among the Yoruba in Nigeria, the Fon of Dahomey and the 
Akan of Ghana. Like the Ifa priest of the Yoruba, poets are not confined to full time service as 
they have other means of survival such as farming, fishing and trading.   
   The practice of oral performance in Tiv society, like in every other African society, is an 
age long phenomenon. The traditional story-telling art is central to all African traditional 
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societies as a way of transmitting the culture and traditional sensibilities of the people from 
generation to generation.  
 Tiv oral poets are mostly non-professionals who have other trades or crafts on which 
they fall back to provide their needs. Pevikyaa Zegi whose songs are the subject matter of this 
study is a non-professional poet who has an alternative means of livelihood in farming, sings 
about a wide range of subjects.  
The first elaborate study of Tiv oral poetry was done by Charles Keil, whose work, Tiv 
Song, has provided insight on Tiv musicology and other important discussion on Tiv orature. 
However, Charles Keil’s work, as much as it was a major attempt to understand Tiv poetry, is 
sociologically inclined and is rather a collection of the different musical instruments and various 
types of music rendered. Charles Keil’s work is mainly an overview of Tiv music and 
performance. Furthermore, as a sociologist, his study was not particularly on panegyric poetry 
but only made mention of the genre whereas this study aims at providing sufficient evidence that 
the Tiv have panegyric poetry as part of their oral literature.  
2.5 INDIGENOUS CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS ON TIV ORAL POETRY 
Writing on oral poetry among the Tiv people of Central Nigeria, Toryima Jenkwe in 
Yanmoel Yashi: A Study of Tiv Oral Poetry asserts: 
Tiv oral poetry is an embodiment of all such literary qualities and elements that 
render a piece of poetic art undoubtedly poetic- that is the intensity of felt 
emotions, economy in the use of words, tenses, form, musical quality, 
figurativeness and so on. (1) 
Jenkwe’s assertion on Tiv oral poetry focuses on the general view of what he considers to be 
artistic display in all its totality. Jenkwe’s preoccupation with the artistry in Tiv oral poetry led 
him to overlook the fact that Tiv oral poetry also educates and that it is a reflection of the 
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society. He also fails to mention that the panegyric aspect of oral poetry function actively. 
Jenkwe’s work is also an overview of Tiv oral literature, and not specifically the panegyric. As 
he observes:  
Poetry in Tiv is incorporated into the tribe’s total social life and deals with its day 
to day issues and problems of life. Poetry is thus, one aspect of the communal 
way of life of the Tiv, and is enjoyed by everybody. Tiv poetry mirrors the whole 
spectrum of social life- its history, beliefs, traditions and changing moods, its 
functions and so on. (1) 
 
Another remarkable scholar of Tiv oral poetry is Iortyange Igoil. In his paper, “Tiv 
Music and Social Control” published in Culture and Democracy in 1982, Igoil focused on praise 
poetry among the people and the vilification that is part of it. In Igoil’s paper, music is described 
as part and parcel of Tiv life which includes songs by different Tiv authors. Some of the songs 
have been widely adopted for use in secular settings and some are joint stanzas from different 
songs. Igoil has also indentified the very many reasons and advantages of music in the Tiv 
society. He lauds vilification as being an aspect of music that is meant to control the excesses of 
members of the society 
As much as Igoil was at the forefront of studies on Tiv oral poetry, his work was not 
specific about the panegyric. His is an overview of the use of songs, panegyrics inclusive, in the 
society.  It also has the opposite which is the vilification for the wrongs the poet considers 
antithetical to society’s progress. The thrust of this work is the rhetoric hallmarks of the 
panegyric songs of Pevikyaa Zegi. The poet’s songs do not vilify patrons, but extol the virtues, 
and achievements of patrons who are capable of rewarding him. Nevertheless, Igoil’s work is a 
laudable attempt to inspire other scholars to study and research further on Tiv oral poetry. 
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“Symbolism in the Songs of Amee Ijorpo” by Iortyange Igoil appears to be the first 
published work on Tiv oral poetry by a Tiv writer. The article first appeared in Ahmadu Bello 
University Journal of the Centre for Nigerian Cultural Studies in 1980. As evident in the title, 
Igoil’s concentration is on symbolism as contained in the songs of Amee Ijorpo and not a 
particular form of Tiv oral poetry like panegyric poetry. In the work, Igoil dwells on the Tiv 
value system and perception of societal laws, in the same way as the present study does. 
Howeve, he had not shown interest in the composition or looked at what Tiv poetry 
encompasses, nor studied the figurative and poetic devices in the songs.  
Another article entitled “Performance in Tiv Oral Poetry” by Iorwuese Hagher, published 
in Oral poetry in Nigeria in 1980 is probably the second work by an indigenous critic on Tiv 
oral poetry.  According to Hagher, “[the] paper is concerned   with providing the sources of Tiv 
poetry and poetic thoughts, with the aim of encouraging research into this unique aspect of Tiv 
culture by Tiv scholars” (37).   
In 1982, Toryima Jenkwe published his paper under the titled, “Tiv oral verse as 
Prototype poetry”in Nigeria Magazine. The paper by Toryima Jenkwe has also contributed to 
laying a solid foundation for the study of Tiv oral poetry. Nevertheless, the study was not on 
Pevikyaa Zegi, neither did it focus on panegyric poetry in Tiv land. It also fails to look at the Tiv 
people vis a vis their interests, impediments and development which influence the oral 
performance. How do the Tiv eulogise people and in what way? This pertinent question is one of 
the issues addressed in the present work. 
Moses Tsenongu, a notable contributor to the study of Tiv oral poetry, in his thesis 
entitled, “Artistic Dexterity in Tiv Oral Poetry: A Study of the Ibiamegh Poems of Amee 
Ijorpo,” examines aspects of Ijorpo’s poetry, identifying the speaker, the addressees, the setting, 
the subject and the thematic preoccupations of the poet. Through this approach, he demonstrates 
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how Ijorpo manipulates poetic properties to elicit desirable responses from his audience. The 
approach adopted by Tsenongu is not the same as that used in the present work. Tsenongu did 
not focus on panegyric poetry as an area of study in his work, but explored manipulation as a 
tool used by Ijorpo in his songs.  
 In one of his essays one of his numerous articles on Tiv oral poetry, published in The Ker 
Review, entitled “The Five Stages of Tiv Oral Poetry,” Tsenongu looks at Tiv oral poetry 
through the critical lens of periodization.  In the work, Tsenongu views the evolution of Tiv oral 
poetry in stages. The first stage, according to the author,  is the migration stage which covers the 
movement of the Tiv to their present abode, characterized by the popular but anonymous 
Gercham, named after its dominant compositional technique. The second epoch is the age of 
Aginde Agena which marked the maturing of song professionalism in Tivland. Most notable 
among the poets of this era was Aginde Agena. Tsenongu observes categorically that: 
...this age began from the end of the Tor-Agbande era, (that is, the late 
1910s ) to about the  mid 1940s when the Tiv who fought during World 
War II returned home and Bam Ginde, a second world war veteran, started 
his new style of composition. The distinguishing characteristic of poetry 
during this era was the professionalism that was clearly observable. (78) 
The third era of Tiv oral poetry as identified by Tsenongu is the age of Bam Ginde who returned 
from World War II with a unique style of singing. Tsenongu intimates that, “[Bam’s] experience 
of the world outside of Tivland added something distinctive to the Tiv oral poetic repertoire” 
(82). After the age of Bam Ginde, Tiv oral poetry transited to the age of Tarker Golozo which 
began at about the time of Nigeria’s independence. The most distinguishing feature of this epoch 
was the practical embracement of the economic way of life introduced by colonialism which was 
marked by radical commercialization of poetry (Tsenongu 86).  
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 The current evolutional stage of Tiv oral poetry, as noted by Tsenongu, is the age of 
Obadiah Orkor which covers poets from the early 1980s to the present, marked by 
contemporaneity. Even though there are interesting exceptions to the above categorization, 
Tsenongu maintains that, “... most of Tiv oral poetry submits to the ages discussed in this 
essay... (97). In the above analysis of the evolution of Tiv oral poetry, the writer attaches much 
importance to the stages and not the types or thematic preoccupation of the poetry. However, 
from his contribution, we now know that Pevikyaa Zegi belongs to the on-going evolutional 
stage of Tiv oral poetry, with Obadiah Orkor being his contemporary.  
In a similar vein, a study carried out by Ayem Shoja on Tiv oral literature in his book, 
Aesthetics and Social Vision in Tiv Oral Poetry: A Study of Oliver Ayeh, provides a new angle to 
the study of Tiv orature. Shoja in this work debunks the European stereotypical belief that 
African orature is static and the oral artist is a passive bearer of tradition.   Thus, his examination 
of Ayeh’s poetry with special focus on the socio-linguistic value proves that the Tiv oral artist 
could invent his own modern tales to comment on contemporary issues in his society. Shoja’s 
work only mentions panegyric in his classification of types of poetry, but the thrust of his work 
is on socio-linguistic values. It is true that examples of socio-linguistic value are also present in 
the present study; however, panegyrics whether by Pevikyaa Zegi or not have not been discussed 
in Shoja’s work.  
It is obvious from the foregoing that some effort has been made to study Tiv oral 
literature from diverse perspectives. It is worthy of note however that, no scholar has paid 
particular attention to the study of Pevikyaa Zegi as a Tiv panegyric poet. This gap has informed 
the focus of this research. 
 In Tivland like other parts of Nigeria and Africa, there are freelance panegyric poets who 
are not necessarily confined to any specific geographical locale, but who seek patrons and 
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occasions of performance wherever such opportunities present themselves. This practice is also 
common among the Hausa, the Nzakara of the Sudan, and the Mande speaking people of 
Senegal.  These kinds of poets are called griots and are found wandering from one place to 
another. They are also found in Guinea, Sierra Leone and the Gambia. 
Hyacinth Kyaagba in his dissertation under the title, The Tiv Popular Song: Two Case 
Studies states that, “Tiv popular songs thrive on flattery and praise singing” (48). Kyaagba 
opines that even though some poets are semi-professionals, they still derive material benefits 
from their art, and that, “the rewards are sometimes substantial especially when a musician is 
specifically invited by one who has been praised. Generally, rewards range from drinks to 
motorcycles” (47-8). Kyaagba states further that in an attempt to retain patrons, the Tiv praise 
poet encounters the challenge of sacrificing truth and objectivity for material reward. His 
master’s essay centres on two poets and their songs, and why they are referred to as popular. 
Kyaagba’s emphasis is on the nature of popularity and prominence.  
In Kyaagba’s study, the themes explored are politics, agriculture and the general 
development of Tiv society. According to him, “in their exploration of these themes, the 
composers serve as articulators of the aspirations of the people, singing praise where it is due 
and criticising where necessary...” (35). Kyaagba further remarks that, “the central issue in our 
discussion is the literary merits of the songs and song texts” (35). The literary devices identified 
by Kyaagba are many; they are not specific to panegyric poetry but apply to various types of 
poetry.  Although Kyaagba refers to panegyric poetry in his work, he had failed to probe further 
into the subject.  
Among the comprehensive studies of Tiv panegyric poetry is Akosu Adeiyongo’s “Form 
and Content of Tiv Panegyric and Elegiac Poetry”. His work was a major attempt to bring to the 
fore the existence of Tiv panegyric poetry and to highlight the features of Tiv panegyric and 
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elegiac poetry.  Adeiyongo, however, did not focus on a particular poet but did a general survey 
of praise and elegiac poetry in Tiv land. Also, Adeiyongo in his work also disagrees with 
Hagher’s position in his article, “Performance in Tiv oral Poetry”, that Tiv poetry “is a doing 
art,” insisting that Tiv poetry “is a speech art”. However, it is pertinent to note here that, Tiv 
poetry is both a speech art and a performing art. As a speech art, Tiv poetry entertains, educates 
and sustains society. While Adeiyongo‘s work concentrates on form and content of Tiv 
panegyric poetry, this study goes further to examine the social functions of Tiv panegyric poetry, 
its’ literariness and uniqueness. Adeiyongo’s writing on the panegyric in Tivland is a general 
survey, but the present work on Pevikyaa Zegi is specific to a poet. The oral poet also has a way 
of praising his patrons using a structure that is peculiar to him, which is the call and the chorus. 
At times he uses instruments. These are some of the things that are not mentioned in Akosu 
Adeiyongo’s “Form and Content of Tiv Panegyric and Elegiac Poetry”.  It is also noteworthy 
that in Adeiyongo’s work, nuptial songs are also grouped as praise songs, the difference being 
that nuptial songs have no single authorship. Nuptial songs are communal songs that have lost 
their authorship and have the aim of arousing love between couples and stimulating the 
unmarried to find a partner and marry. This form of panegyric poetry is none formalised. 
Adeiyongo’s work is, therefore, a major attempt aimed at showcasing the fact that Tiv panegyric 
poetry exists.   
Apegba Ker also undertook a study of Tiv oral poetry in his book, Tiv Poetry and 
Politics: A Study of Tarker Golozo. In his work, he opines that:  
The panegyric ode is another popular oral poetic form that is extremely common 
both in Africa and Oceania. In the panegyric odes, the theme is the praise of 
rulers and other members of society who have distinguished themselves in one 
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way or other. The poet sings the heroes’ exploits which he evokes rather than 
giving a chronological account of successive episodes. (2)    
It is pertinent to observe that the praise of leaders and other individuals who have 
distinguished themselves in the society by panegyric poets is often done to attract economic 
gains from the people so praised. Thus Tarker Golozo, who Apegba Ker has studied in his book, 
is a Tiv panegyric poet. For as the scholar argues, “any poet who praises a ruler or a 
distinguished person because of achievements is clearly panegyric (43)”. According to Ker, 
“poets like Golozo too should be regarded as [a] panegyric poet[s], for [they have] also 
eulogised many patrons” (43). 
The opinion of Ker is a generalised statement about all Tiv poets, without taking into 
consideration the themes of the poet’s songs. Golozo mostly serves as mouthpiece for 
government, in promoting agricultural practices and policies like Operation Feed the Nation, the 
electoral processes, condemnation of the assassination of General Murtala Mohammed and many 
others. 
The present work contains songs that on some occasions mention topical issues like 
Green Revolution, the death of J.S Tarkaa and others, but the aim is to praise those who have 
promoted the green revolution, and to eulogise J.S Tarkaa and many others for their 
achievements. Pevikyaa Zegi has not been a government mouthpiece like Tarker Golozo in some 
of his songs. It is also noteworthy that Golozo sometimes abuses his patrons for not rewarding 
him enough as revealed by Moses Tsenongu in his “The Five Ages of Tiv Oral Poetry” (87). 
Tsenongu also states that most singers of Golozo’s time sang praises which sometimes contained 
falsehood in order to attract money. Pevikyaa Zegi’s panegyric songs do not contain falsehood 
but hyperboles, and the difference is remarkably clear with varying degrees of hyperboles.  
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Tsenongu in his article explains that some of the singers of Golozo’s era including Pevikyaa 
Zegi started, earning money through singing:  
The first distinguishing feature of the Golozo generation was its practical 
embracement of the economic way of life introduced by colonialism. This age 
therefore, marks the radical commercialization of poetry. Poets like Ajo Ugor, 
Faga Adinge, Atayo Akoko, and Pevikyaa Zegi have confessed to taking to song 
composition because of the financial potential of the profession. Even poets who 
did not confess to this showed in their career that financial gains were their chief 
purpose. Tarker Golozo, the very talented leader of this age, could even sing 
thinly veiled abuses against patrons who slacked in rewarding him. (87) 
Since one of the aims, as observed by Tsenongu, was to attract benefits from patrons, the songs 
created by these artists dripped with praise, most of which constituted falsehood which often 
weakens the panegyric quality.  
A notable scholar of Tiv oral poetry, Ayem Shoja, has also investigated praise poetry in 
Tiv. Shoja maintains that in Tiv land, praise poetry is of great socio-economic significance. 
According to Shoja: 
Tiv Praise poetry has become a source of income to the oral poet. One observes 
that even at funeral ceremonies, the poet gets cash rewards from his patrons and 
admirers as he mentions the names and titles of the distinguished 
personalities…through panegyric poetry, many highly placed Tiv men, wives, 
sons and daughters were brought to limelight. Panegyric poetry serves a didactic 
function as it advises highly placed personalities on social and moral issues. It 
serves as a yardstick for measuring the society’s attitude to hard work. Praise 
poetry serves as historical records. (16)   
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The social relevance of this art form as outlined by Shoja in Tiv society makes it popular among 
the elites and the general masses. Shoja further intimates that,  
Unlike oral poets in other cultures, the Tiv oral poet does not praise animals or 
objects, except some of the personal belongings of his patrons and admirers as the 
general objective of panegyric poetry is to show that society accepts high ethical, 
moral and social standards and that members must aspire to attain the set 
standards. (17)  
There is no doubt that the position of Ayem Shoja is in line with the thought of this work on 
Pevikyaa Zegi. However, Ayem Shoja discusses generally what panegyric is and is not particular 
to a poet as done in this work. Secondly, Ayem Shoja in his submission has not emphasised the 
use of rhetorics by panegyric poets as done in the present work.  
 An overview of the welter of criticisms on Tiv oral poetry would reveal that although 
Pevikyaa Zegi is a highly talented performer, his works have not been given the kind of critical 
attention they deserve. The poet, however, receives significant mention in the work of Moses 
Tsenongu where he is classified as a contemporary of Tarker Golozo in an era of 
commercialization of oral poetry in Tiv land.  The present study of Pevikyaa Zegi as a panegyric 
poet is thus a worthwhile contribution to the wealth of literature on Tiv oral poetry.  
This chapter has reviewed related literature on panegyric poetry, Tiv panegyric poetry 
and Pevikyaa Zegi as an oral poet with the aim of bringing into focus and evaluating existing 
works of literature relevant to our subject of study. The chapter has also examined the various 
theories and approaches to the study of oral poetry. The review has revealed that although a good  
deal of work has been done on oral poetry generally and Tiv oral poetry in particular, no 
comprehensive study has been carried out on the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi. An overview of the 
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theories and approaches to oral literature further showed that the rhetorical theory is most 
suitable for the study of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs.   
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE THEMES AND SUBJECTS OF PEVIKYAA ZEGI 
The thematic scope of Tiv panegyric poetry is extensive. It covers virtually all areas where the 
poet’s patrons have trod with honour and dignity.  Although praise is the overriding aim of 
Pevikyaa Zegi’s poetry, the poet also dwells on topical and historical issues.  The songs, though 
panegyric in nature, reflect a wide range of economic, social, cultural and religious concerns. 
This chapter aims at illuminating the roles played by the poet’s patrons in such issues and events 
while also illuminating the sociological functions of the songs. Akosu Adeiyongo has observed 
that,  
The most popular themes in Tiv poetry at any particular point in Tiv history tend 
to depend on the prevailing circumstances in Tiv society and Nigeria as a whole. 
This explains why poets who are most renowned and popular in Tivland today are 
those who seem to be mostly concerned with topical issues in their songs (?). 
This submission by Adeiyongo is highly noticeable in the wealth of Tiv oral poetry. One finds 
that the most successful Tiv oral poets in the class of Amee Ijorpo, Tarker Golozo and Obadiah 
dwelt on topical themes. Pevikyaa Zegi too has explored a wide range of contemporary themes 
and subjects in his songs.  These include;  wealth and generosity, death, beauty and elegance, 
popularity and political power, hospitality, poverty, developmental aspirations, civilian 
dictatorship, creation of local government areas and states, the place and relevance of women in 
Tivland, soldiers’ invasion of Tivland, among others. It is noteworthy that the poet often treats 
more than one theme or subject in a song, except where the song is very short. However, each 
song has its major preoccupation. Here we shall treat these major preoccupations one after the 
other. Thereafter, the functional aspect of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs will also be highlighted and 
discussed in this chapter. 
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3.1 POVERTY 
 Of great prominence in Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs is the subject of poverty. On a general 
note, the panegyrist among the Tiv is seen as a beggar who approaches his patrons mainly so that 
they can alleviate his poverty. Although at a point in the history of Tiv praise poetry, after the 
decline of the Ator-agbande (Drum chiefs), the Tiv praise poets turned their attention to self-
praise because they had also acquired lands, wives, and titles (Tsenongu, “Five Ages…” 75). 
This era did not last and did not seem to gain much popularity either. Today, the most widely 
practised form of praise singing is the form in which the poet humorously casts himself as a 
beggar, even when in fact he is remarkably well-off. Pevikyaa Zegi is one of such poets. He 
often approaches his patrons with the plea that poverty is chasing after him, holding him down, 
or about to kill him and that they have to help him urgently. An example is Song 17, lines 7-12: 
Ape Fate we u ngu ga chan Zendam mnyor   Ape Fate, you were not around  
Vandeikya       poverty chased me away 
Kwagh gbam a Ahile Lusekuna Vaalumun   I need to see Ahile Lusekuna  
         Vaalumun 
Regina wan u Ahile mama     Regina, Daughter of Ahile Mama 
10 Mbagbera wam moo     My dear Mbagbera oo 
  
Ichan gba songun ga      Poverty has not slaughtered me 
Ape ne luichan a erem zee (2x)     Wherever you are, poverty will not  
         overpower me (2x) 
Here, the poet has used imagery effectively to paint a picture of one who is being pursued and he 
has run to a saviour for help. He has also painted a picture of a struggle with poverty, which has, 
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however, been unable to slaughter or overpower him because he has finally reached the 
residence of his saviour, in this song, “Mbagbera”. 
 Elsewhere, the poet adopts the tone of threats and even blackmail, telling his patrons that 
since they have the means, if poverty kills him, it will be a source of shame to them. In fact, the 
poet even alleges that a patron has already allowed poverty to kill him. As such, the patron will 
be scorned. The poet here takes advantage of the fact that when a person lives and dies in abject 
poverty, those considered responsible for that person are scorned by the society for being stingy 
and irresponsible. He thus blackmails his patrons in the following words: 
Chan har  ashe sha mo je ganden    Poverty has set eyes on me beyond my  
        ability 
Gbe yilan Ityongi Ikyaagba or Mbayar   I am calling Ityongi Ikyaagba, a man  
        from Mbayer 
Hembadoon Ityongi     Hembadoon Ityongi 
 Kwagh kpa ban ne ga ne de   You do not lack anything, just leave  
Ichan na wuam yo ka ne ase ne zum   If poverty kills me then it is you that will be 
laughed at for ineptitude  
     (Song 22, lines 7-11) 
In the following lines, the poet actually levels an accusation at his patrons: 
Darecto Terseer John Ian man    Director Terseer John Ian and 
Mama wan u Ugondo Duger Biam er ne   Mama Daughter of Ugondo Duger Biam 
De ichan na awuan yo ka ne ase ne zum(2x)  have allowed poverty to kill me then it is  
        you that will be laughed at for ineptitude  
        (2x) 
 (Song 22, lines 12 – 14) 
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 In Song 34, the poet emphasises the extent of his poverty by saying his clothes are all 
torn.  It is the highest and most embarrassing level of poverty when a person begins to go about 
in rags or even naked. The poet claims that this is his condition: 
Ichan ngi dem mo ga Joseph Mista   Agba Poverty is not leaving me  
        alone Joseph  
ken Mbaterem      Mr. Agba from Mbaterem 
Ormbayuha kondo ya ande chii    A man from Mbahyula, my cloth is all torn 
  
The purpose of this extreme exaggeration is not in doubt. The poet hopes to attract speedy 
help from his patron through this device. This is further buttressed by the fact that the poet 
declares in the next line that he begs in songs. Exaggeration is therefore one of his techniques for 
effective “begging”. 
The poet’s persistent reference to his poverty is meant to emphasize the fact that his 
patrons, unlike him, are wealthy and are therefore in a position to save him. He thus implies 
praise for anyone who will make the move to save his life. It is the general view of the Tiv that 
one who announces his poverty will certainly get something to alleviate his suffering.  
 
3.2 BEAUTY AND ELEGANCE 
 Beauty and elegance are also recurrent in Pevikyaa Zegi’s panegyrics. Beauty is of great 
importance to a Tiv woman. An ugly woman is pitied or ignored while a beautiful woman is 
given much attention and often eulogized as though she were responsible for her beauty. In Song 
36, the poet describes the sparkling beauty of a patron’s wife metaphorically, referring to her as 
Shan Pepe – Morning Star. He sings: “It is the morning star that will lead Nyer Alaakpa to come 
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out” (line 8). It is noteworthy that the woman described in this song may not be as beautiful as 
the poet presents her, but the poet employs hyperbole to emphasize her beauty.  
 Closely related to beauty is elegance. This has to do with one’s carriage and bearing 
which matters very much in both men and women. When one walks carelessly, one is said to be 
walking chough chough; and when one walks sluggishly, one is said to be walking gbeee, both 
of which are bad. On the other hand, when one carries oneself smartly and elegantly, one is said 
to walk tsembelee. This reflects confidence, pride and wellbeing. In Song 6, lines 1 – 15, the poet 
eulogizes the elegance of one of his patrons thus: 
Justin Iche      Justin Iche 
Or sha Nanev Kwande man Justina   A man from Nanev Kwande and Justine 
Or per tsembelee tema kera    A man crossed neatly to the other side and seated  
        comfortably 
  Ape Fate u Wanzum sha Mbagbera   Ape Fate of Wanzum from Mbagbera 
     Atese Tyoakosu      Atese Tyoakosu 
       Fate ti or tsembelee tema kera(2x)  Fate has crossed neatly to the other side  
 and is seated comfortably (2x)   
       (Lines 11-15) 
 In Song 56, lines 1-3, the poet sings about the subject of elegance with reference to 
himself: 
Joe Targema       Joe Targema 
Mista Tuhemba or sha Mbaduku-Tiev Ajiir   Mr. Tuhemba, a man from  
         Mbaduku-Tiev Ajiir, 
       or Mbashagba       a man from Mbashagba  
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Mzenden aven me mo ya Tar wuha iyol              I go about with you so that I will eat  
                 well, dress elegantly 
Here, Zegi humorously gives his reason for clinging to a particular patron as his desire to eat 
well and dress elegantly. Thus, the poet tells the patron indirectly that the patron himself eats 
well and dresses elegantly. This is because one cannot give what one does not have. 
3.3 WEALTH AND GENEROSITY 
Wealth and generosity are central themes in Zegi’s songs in particular and in Tiv praise 
poetry in general. This is not surprising as the panegyric poet takes praise singing as a trade and 
not a hobby; and there is no better way of eliciting ample reward from a patron than to make 
repeated references to his generosity, often in exaggerated terms. This explains Akosu 
Adeiyongo’s comment on Tiv panegyrics that, “it only seems to be based on the prominent and 
notable patrons who are generous and capable of giving handsome rewards to the composers” 
(51). In Song 10, one can see the poet’s exaggerated description of his patrons’ wealth and 
generosity:  
Nenge Utim ver wan Tor              See Utim with Daughter of Tor 
 Patageri Ugba wan ve nyor ve             Patagari Ugba son has arrived   
Kwagh u naira hen ve or kuma ga             On naira issue, no one can contest with them 
Tangega ka madam              Is not a miser, that is Madam 
Oradi gba van ve mama              Oradi is coming now, Mama 
In the following lines, the poet further emphasises the wealth of his patroness using the Peugeot 
car as a symbol before he goes on to extol her generosity: 
Udue Nongo va sha Peugeot je va tile pine tar   Udue Nongo came in a Peugeot,  
         stood and asked the world 
Mkar me ka ichan iyo     I said it is poverty around me  
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Mama or naira ke ikpa dubu mom nambem,   Mama counted naira from her bag,  
         One thousand and gave me, 
Gema kaa er ichan yo ka kwagh ga er    Saying that poverty alone is not a  
         problem ee 
 (Song 10, lines 9 – 12) 
Given such description, it will be a thing of shame to the patron if she does not reward 
the poet generously. Because the Tiv people love to hear their names mentioned in a song, they 
can spend huge sums of money to retain the poet’s allegiance.  Sometimes, a patron’s generosity 
may decline, to the disadvantage of the poet. In such cases, the poet makes subtle or outright 
references to this in his songs with the hope of encouraging the patron to return to his former 
level of generosity. This usually works, especially as it is an attack on the pride of the person 
involved. This is what Zegi does in Song 45, line 18 when he makes reference to some of his 
patrons who have not bothered to reward him in the course of his performance: 
     Ligom ne va ga shin wan Dam ave pe mo mtem   Did this Ligom not come? Why is it  
    mgbelen imo ga?                            that the Daughter of Udam has not  
          come to where I am sitting, singing?  
                        
This is similar to the poet’s statement in Song 22, lines 13 – 14: 
Mama wan u Ugondo Duger Biam er ne    Mama Daughter of Ugondo Duger  
         Biam since you 
De ichan na awuan yo ka ne ase ne zum(2x)   Have allowed poverty to kill me  
         then it is you that will be laughed at  
         for ineptitude (2x) 
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In these lines, the poet has employed a strategy commonly used by Tiv oral poets to 
persuade their patrons to reward them continuously. Tsenongu has referred to this as “fair 
weather tendency” in his paper, “The Oral Poet as Terrorist: Examples from the Tiv”. He notes 
that for many Tiv oral poets, when they get sufficient and generous reward from their patrons, 
they compose compelling panegyrics about them. But when the patron begins to find it difficult 
to meet the poet’s expectations, “the poet often begins to ask questions in his songs as to what is 
happening to that particular patron; the questions soon turn to complaints – complaints that 
seldom lack in censorious content” (138). Although Zegi does not use harsh invectives on his 
patrons, he does not hesitate to point it out when they fail to reward him as generously as he 
expects. 
Another eulogy of a patron’s wealth and generosity is seen in Song 16, lines 8 – 10: 
       U nenge wan Tyokula Girgi je kpa a kumau  If you see the son of Tyokula Girgi  
         then you will be satisfied 
       Unenge wan Gaadi Mbagbera kpa a kumau   If you see the son of Gaadi  
         Mbagbera then you will be satisfied 
        Or la tangen zer (2x)                  That man is not a miser at all (2x)
 Mkera eren parti gayo tar er yem chii undum  Since I have stopped playing  
      ke jime      partisan politics, the whole world  
         has gone ahead and left me behind 
 
Here, the poet says of the patron that anyone who is in need only needs to set eyes on him; that 
person will be satisfied. He goes on to explain his reason for saying this, that the patron is not 
miserly at all.  
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3.4 POLITICAL POWER AND POPULARITY 
 Political power and popularity constitute also a recurrent subject in Pevikyaa Zegi’s 
songs. The Tiv admire popularity and charisma in politicians. Also, when a politician is 
eulogized in a praise song, it helps to promote his image and popularity. Thus, Tiv panegyrists 
often pay allegiance to certain individual politicians, political parties or even factions within 
political parties, especially when elections are approaching. Panegyrics composed on the subject 
of political power are usually grouped under topical or political poetry. However, in so far as 
they eulogize their subjects, they may also be regarded as panegyrics.  
 Pevikyaa Zegi has composed songs about the political clout and popularity of General 
Malu, Senator George Akume, the late Governor Aper Aku and others. In a song composed to 
receive General Victor Malu back to Benue State after his retirement from the Nigerian army, the 
poet sings humorously: 
Leftenan Jenera Samuel Victor Malu    Lt. General Samuel Victor Malu 
 U za de shoji hegen ka lanke     You have now retired from the  
         military on the rank 
U or ka de ver na ya president la     That a person attains before  
         becoming the president 
 (Song 19, lines 1-3) 
The poet understates the fact of retirement while emphasizing how close the General got 
to becoming president of the country.  The poet goes further to show the extent of General 
Malu’s political clout by mentioning the names of prominent individuals from the State and even 
beyond who will be present at the occasion to mark General Malu’s return: 
Mista Ligon we de ulen ga   I told Ligon not to be depressed 
Forma Governor u Plateau Solomon Lar   Former Governor of Plateau Solomon Lar 
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Yemen iyange i Malu ne     Has gone to this Malu Day 
Jenera Gawon ngu van de ulen ga   General Gowon is coming don’t be  
        depressed 
 (Song 19, lines 36 – 39) 
Later in the same song, Pevikyaa Zegi explicitly eulogises Senator George Akume who was then 
the Governor of Benue State thus: 
 Er mve je mgu oron kwagh u Governor    Since I came, I have been talking  
         about the Governor 
George Akume now      George Akume now 
Zone C zua lumun chii e      Zone C gathered and all agreed 
We u kimbir       You should repeat 
Zone A man B kpaa      Zone A and B too 
Or mom kpa venda ga.      No one said no (Lines 40 – 45) 
This event took place shortly before the expiration of Governor George Akume’s first term in 
office as governor of Benue State, and it was obvious that he intended to contest for a second 
term in the ensuing elections. The poet thus seized this opportunity to assure him in exaggerated 
terms of the support of the entire state. The exaggeration of the patron’s popularity is glaring. 
The poet begins to point out the supporters of George Akume’s second term bid from a most 
unlikely part of the State; Zone C senatorial district which was vehemently agitating for a chance 
to produce a governor for the State. The poet then went on to add that both Zones A and B too 
had accepted George Akume’s candidature, with no single dissenting voice.      
3.5 HOSPITALITY 
Hospitality is also a recurrent subject in Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs. Among the Tiv, 
hospitality is highly valued. One is easily endeared to the society when one is willing and able to 
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receive visitors and entertain them lavishly. But the form of hospitality most valued by the Tiv 
panegyrist is called imo mirin, meaning song feast. This is a situation where a person invites a 
panegyrist to his house to sing his praises. On such occasions, the patron also invites his friends 
and acquaintances as well as his relatives.  The poet or bard as the case may be sings the praises 
of the patron and his friends and relatives. The patron also provides food and drinks for all those 
present at the event according to his capability, and provides ample reward for the poet.  
 Those invited to the song feast also come prepared to reward the panegyrist in case he 
mentions them in his performance. The main focus of the panegyrist is however, usually the host 
and his relations.  Pevikyaa Zegi often eulogises people that organise song feasts and invite him 
regularly. Sometimes, he also complains that he has not seen a particular patron for some time 
and often pleads that someone should organise a song feast for him.  
This is the subject of Song 48 where the poet has announced repeatedly that a patroness, 
Madam Fate, has organised a song feast for him: “Madam Fate, Mama organised a song feast” 
(line 5). Elsewhere, the poet presents a scenario where some patrons are “insisting” on 
organising song feasts for him such that it even becomes a kind of competition: 
Ikyav tesem e Igba yan Ugondo va  I saw a sign that my maternal kin 
Ugondo has come 
      Orduen u Kuma Aburdi Yawe ke Mbaterem   Orduen of Kuma Aburdi Yawe from 
Mbaterem wan Gbaka Kwanji                               son of Gbaka Kwanyi 
Zende gbenda Orum erlee     Went around and told me that 
Yan u lu suen u yemen a tyer ki milin imo  You were insisting to go away with  
         the pot to organise  
Ishima ngi vihin       His heart is troubled 
 (Song 43, lines 12 – 16) 
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As if to make the other patrons even more troubled and anxious, the poet goes on to announce 
that yet another patron has organised a song  feast for him: 
Mama mlumun Ityo wan Ugondo kwase   Mama I agree, my kinsmen, Ugondo Kwase 
     tangen ga (2x)      does not mise (2x) 
Va za nen imo hen Dominik    Come, let’s go to the song feast that  
        Dominic 
Burya wan amir ne     Mr. Burya has organised 
Amilin imo ne kwagh doo Tona Ujoh   He has organised this song feast and Tona  
        Ujoh is happy 
Ujoh Shin dam Mbatinyam    Ujoh from Dam Mbatinyam 
(Song 43, lines 19 – 23) 
When the poet says that a particular patron is generous, he is referring to the quantity of food and 
drinks the patron is likely to provide for the guests and how much reward he is likely to get. This 
is also a way of encouraging the patron to live up to expectations. The poet has also noted in 
several songs that his patrons’ wives are happy to host him. This is also a reference to the extent 
of the women’s hospitality, for much of the burden of the song feast event falls on the women. 
Even where a patron provides the food and drinks, his wife and female relatives see to the 
cooking and serving. 
Similarly, in Song 30, lines 1-4, the poet paints a picture of a patron who has insisted on 
organising a song feast for him and the patron’s wife is so happy that she is hurriedly making 
preparations for the feast: 
 John Mista Kulemkwagh  John Mr. Kulenkwagh 
 Or Mbatyula sue imo i milin mo yo  A man from Mbatyula insisted on  
  organising a song  
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   doo wan Tor Asogo                              feast for me, so Daughter of Tor Asogo is  
                                                                             delighted 
 Or Mbatyula sue yo Mbakyer kpa mough A man from Mbatyula insisted so Mbakyer 
lohon  too started inviting 
 Kwase na Wan Ukan ngutorough ye er la  His wife, Daughter of Ukan is hurrying as if  
 mua gande he delayed (2x)   
  
Hospitality is highly valued among the Tiv. A person who is always ready to organize a feast 
where he would provide food, drinks and entertainment for his kinsmen is loved and highly 
respected. Song feasts were among the most common of such feasts in Tivland, though the 
culture is gradually fading and panegyric poets in recent times perform mostly at political 
gatherings, funerals, weddings and other events. 
3.6 DEATH 
Death is a recurrent subject in Pevikyaa Zegi’s poetry. Many songs that deal with the 
theme of death are simply classified as elegies. However, the poet may use the elegy to eulogize 
the deceased or some of his relations; this is often done by Pevikyaa Zegi.   In his study of Tiv 
panegyric and elegiac poetry, Akosu Adeiyongo concludes that there are no clearly marked 
distinctions between the two genres (vii).  This study is in agreement with Adeiyongo’s 
submission since there is a thin dividing line between death and elegies as is clearly 
demonstrated in   Pevikyaa Zegi’s panegyrics studied in this resaerch.  
 In Song 14 titled “We Will Not Give it to Witchcraft”, the poet views death as coming 
from God and no other source. He thus dissuades the audience from attributing the cause of 
death to Mbatsav. As stated earlier in this work, the Tiv believe that witches are responsible for 
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the death of humans; that they usually kill people to provide meat for their various feasts of 
human flesh. The poet rejects this belief completely: 
Mama se na tsav ga cii     Mama, we will not give it to witchcraft at all 
Se fa er a Aondo Ter gba tsa gba ku (2x)  We know that God the Father created death  
        from the onset (2x) 
 (Song 14, lines 14 – 15) 
 This is similar to the poet’s assertion in Song 2, line 1 that, “It was Cain and Abel that 
made God to give us death” The emphasis here is on the fact that God was the one who gave us 
death, although the reason advanced by the poet for God’s action may not be accurate.  
 In Song 39, the poet approaches the subject of death from a different angle, lamenting the 
untimely death of Tiv leaders like the late Governor Aper Aku and the Late Senator J. S. Tarkaa. 
The poet is worried that while politicians from other tribes live long, Tiv leaders are dying at a 
youthful age. He thus calls on the paramount ruler of the Tiv to offer an explanation: 
Tor-Tiv Akperan Orshi Kur oo man er nena?   Tor-Tiv Akperan Orshi Kur oo, what  
         happened? 
Tor-Tiv Akperan Orshi Kur     Tor-Tiv Akperan Orshi Kur 
Tor-Tiv u sha u tar wam      Tor-Tiv the third, my dear    
(Lines 13 – 15)       
The poet specifically makes mention of Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe, the First President of Nigeria, a 
contemporary of the Late Senator J. S. Tarkaa. The poet laments that while this prominent 
politician of Igbo extraction is still alive (at least at the time of the composition and rendition of 
the song), his Tiv counterpart had died early. At the time of this performance, the former 
journalist turned politician was still alive. 
Nenge nen Dokuto     See Doctor. 
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Nande Azikiwe u Ibo ngu her se yo   Senator Nnamdi Azikiwe of Ibo is  
        still around, but our Senator 
Joseph u Sarwuan ngu ga oo    Joseph of Sarwuan is no more 
Man m er nena?      And what should I do?    
(Lines 16 – 19) 
This song calls to mind the belief by the Tiv that one does not just die unless his or her kinsmen 
permit it. Thus, the poet calls on the Tor-Tiv as well as prominent Tiv sons like Chief Padopads 
Awunah and Chief David Afaityo Ajoko with the belief that they can help to put an end to the 
ugly trend.  
 
3.7 LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT 
Pevikyaa Zegi, while eulogising his patrons, often seized the opportunity to admonish 
such patrons to bring development to their communities. This is one of the most prominent 
themes in the songs. Indeed, sometimes, the poet goes to the extent of attributing to his patrons, 
projects that they have not yet been executed with the aim of spurring them into action. This is 
seen in Song 55 where the poet has admonished some of his patrons including Mr. Washima 
Erukaa, the Chairman of the newly created Ukum Local Government Area who was about to be 
sworn in, and Mr. Mvendaga Jibo, a commissioner, to provide amenities for the people: 
Mista Erukaa      Mr. Erukaa 
 Alu we alaa abum yo me oroo   If you are eventually sworn in, let me tell  
        you 
Kwagh u Division Ukum ne man adoo   This issue of Ukum Division would have 
kpa igbinda ingi ga     been very good but there are no roads      
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Kwagh yan ngu kpishi kpaa shi gbinda ngi  There is much food there but there are no  
i zenden ga (2x)     roads to go about (2x) 
 (Lines 19 – 22) 
The poet insists that although the appeal is not a new one as it has been brought before several 
leaders before, he will continue to bring it up as the problem has not been solved. In his words: 
Gomenti gba tso gba mliam ana    There have been governments, there have  
        been cries 
Mista Erukaa wangbian     Mr. Erukaa, my brother 
 Angev adeu ve u de chii ye   It is when sickness leaves you that you stop  
        taking drugs  
Honourabul Commishiona    Honourable Commissioner   
Mista Mvendaga Jirbo or Ukum    Mr. Mvendaga Jirbo, a man from Ukum 
Or Ukum usu ke avese zee (2x)    The man from Ukum, there is no light in our  
        place (2x). 
       (Lines 23 – 28) 
In Song 59, the poet goes a step beyond admonishment to suggest that Mvendaga Jibo is 
already taking steps to provide electricity for his people. Of course this is not literally true as the 
Commissioner had no personal means to provide such an amenity. Yet the poet sings: 
 Jirbo nger kende nger kende mba ke won   Jibo wrote and sent, wrote and sent  
         those abroad to 
mba cheken anada compeni     check another company 
Ior mba ve fe iwa i letiliki cii     All those who are knowledgeable  
         about electricity 
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Itindi iv a na Benue or Benue soo usu    Were fully assembled to give Benue,  
         Benue wants light 
      (Song 59, Lines 30 – 32) 
In Song 7, lines 13 – 19, the poet praises a patron whom he says has brought companies 
from  abroad. This song was most likely performed to welcome the patron on his return from a 
trip abroad. The poet even calls on those whom he says accompanied his patron on the trip to 
confirm his claim: 
Manaja Ayua Ikume or Kwande     Manager Ayua Ikume from Kwande 
Sembee hinden tar batur uza va se a    Just returned from the white man’s  
       kompeni       land to bring a company 
 Alu aie yo pine oo Senator Unongo Zuakyase  If it is a lie ask oo, Senator Unongo  
         Zuakyase 
Biam Akor Ikyulav Tiev      Biam Akor Ikyulav-Tiev 
Mbayan ve zenden a na      Those that travelled with him 
Manger Yua Ikume or sember hinden tar batur   Manager Yua Ikume just returned  
         from the white man’s land 
Uza va se a compeni      To bring us companies 
Pevikyaa Zegi, while eulogizing his patrons in this song, also hopes to arouse in them the 
consciousness to develop their community so as to be truly worthy of the praise showered on 
them. The poet’s handling of this theme confirms his claim in an interview with the researcher 
that he does not only sing for personal gain but also uses his songs to express his community’s 
needs to his patrons. 
 
3.8 SOLDIERS’ INVASION OF TIVLAND IN 2001 
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The invasion of two towns in Tivland, Zaki Biam and Gbeji, by men of the Nigerian 
Army in 2001 is the subject of Song 1. As noted earlier, the poet’s themes cover several areas of 
life to show how his patrons have contributed in such areas. This is the case in Song 1 titled 
“Praises” where the poet gives a detailed dscription of the brutality of the soldiers on the Tiv 
only to point out that Honourable Gabriel Suswam ended it all. 
 There had been a prolonged crisis between the Tiv and Jukun and soldiers had been 
deployed to contain the crisis. However, it was alleged that the Tiv killed some soldiers and the 
soldiers went on a revenge mission to the area. They invaded Zaki Biam and Gbeji towns, razing 
down buildings and killing people. The attack was widely condemned by non governmental 
organisations, civil society groups, religious leaders and the press. Hon. Gabriel Suswam who 
was then a member of the Federal House of Representatives for Katsina Ala / Ukum/Logo 
Constituency at the time also lent his voice in the outcry against the brutality of the army. Hon. 
Suswam is said to have made concerted efforts to end the crisis, which entailed several trips 
abroad where he also issued press statements condemning the attacks.  This incident and 
situation is what the poet reflects in these lines: 
Ityo yam mo mngu wuese     My kinsmen, I’m praising 
Gabriel Honorabul Suswam Tingir sha ieren na la  Gabriel Hon. SuswamTingir for his  
         conduct 
Ga yange i plan u wuan Tiv     For there was a plan to kill the Tiv 
Kpa yan ye m za bunde      But he went and prevented it. 
     (Song 1, lines 6 – 9) 
The poet goes on to give an explanation of what Hon. Gabriel Suswam did to prevent the 
planned annihilation of the Tiv race: 
Yange yem America    He went to America (U.S.A) 
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Za lam a tar      And spoke to the whole world 
Chii ve bunde ye      Before the planned killing was stopped 
 (lines 11 – 13) 
Although the song is mainly a eulogy of Hon. Gabriel Suswam, the poet does not miss the 
opportunity to lament the extent of brutality the soldiers unleashed on the poor civilians in the 
invasion. This is a distinctive aspect of Pevikyaa Zegi’s panegyric poetry. The poet deftly inserts 
in between his eulogies, pertinent issues that affect the life of his kinsmen. He thus laments: 
Yange i mase nanden Anyiin    They then burnt down Anyiin 
 Nanden Gbeji oo kua shi Zaki-Biam  Burnt down Gbeji and Zaki-Biam              
         
I nande Tse Adoo ler     They burnt down Tse Adoo as well 
Hilen wuan ior yemen     Then they killed people as they went 
Ngura kpa yan u venda chii(2x)    Even that you stopped it all (2x) 
      (Lines 14 -18) 
The poet has raised this subject here with the sole aim of highlighting the role of his patron in 
ending the crisis. It is also obvious that the poet has exaggerated the role of Hon. Suswam  in 
bringing the crisis to an end. 
 
 
3.9 CREATION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREAS AND STATES 
Pevikyaa Zegi has also explored the subject of creation of Local Government Areas and 
States in a number of songs. The songs that focus on this subject were all composed at the height 
of the minority agitation for States and Local Government Areas to be created to accelerate the 
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pace of development and enhance their access to development. This was a heated issue in the late 
1960’s and 1970’s and the poet appropriately reflected it in his songs. 
 Pevikyaa Zegi viewed the creation of Local Government Areas as an achievement on the 
part of his patrons and a source of great joy to him and the entire Tiv nation. The poet also used 
his songs to agitate for the creation of Local Government Areas by asserting that the entire Tiv 
nation had assented to it. This is the subject of Song 55 titled “Aku Has Never Rested” and Song 
54 under the title, “Nachi Had Earlier Said It”. While in Song 55 the poet presents the creation of 
more divisions as an achievement of the late Governor Aper Aku, in Song 54, he eulogises the 
National Party of Nigeria for the feat thus: 
 Nashona party hile Nageria nenge         The National Party is back, Nigerians have  
               seen 
Hide pav wan kwagh la doom mo           Has created many entities, I am happy about it 
kape ngise Nachi oron se jela           That was what Nachi told us some time ago 
 
Nachi yan akaa je er i pav tar (2x)           Nachi used to say that more divisions should  
               be created (2x)  
      (Lines 10 – 13) 
In Song 55, the poet presents the creation of more Local Government Areas in Benue State as an 
achievement of the late Governor Aper Aku: 
Gomna Aku er yange Aku unde je ngu a hile   Governor Aku, since Aku ascended 
amem nya ga       the throne, he has not rested at all 
 Aku va pav local government Ukum   Aku has created Ukum Local  
         Government  
Tsua or Tiv ngu hemen      Appointed a Tiv man to head it 
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      (Lines 14 – 16) 
This is also the theme of Song 49 titled “Create More Divisions for Us”. In this song, the poet 
attributes the creation of Local Government Areas, to the Sankera Development Association 
(SADA) and its members: 
SADA pav Local Government u Katsina Ala   SADA created Katsina-Ala Local  
         Government 
SADA pav Local Government u Ukum    SADA created Ukum Local  
         Government 
Ka mlu ungwan me SADA guma Logo    I have heard that SADA turned Logo  
         into a division hingir Division 
       (Lines 6 – 8) 
The creation of more Local Government Areas and States usually translates to greater 
development. This is because it necessitates the construction of roads, establishment of schools, 
hospitals and other institutions and amenities that enhance development. The poet thus considers 
it as an achievement for his patrons and also agitates for it though not directly. 
 
3.10 THE POSITION AND RELEVANCE OF WOMEN IN TIV SOCIETY 
This is another prominent subject of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs. The poet is conscious of the 
patriarchal nature of the Tiv society and the challenges faced by women in such a setting. He 
thus uses his songs to encourage women to be strong and to strive to maintain their dignity 
against all odds.  In Song 36, the poet has admonished a widow, and by extension all widows,  
that the death of their husbands should not overwhelm them. Rather, they should strive to uphold 
the family name even in the face of such calamity. This is what the poet means when he sings 
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that, “If fire falls on the yam barn, let a woman too quench it” (Song 36, line 9). He goes on to 
admonish a widow thus: 
Mbaluver u Awuhe      Mbaluve of Awuhe   
De kpenen wer nom kendoo ga oo    Do not say because your husband  
         has left you oo 
Nengen ken Hungwa      Look unto Hungwa 
Hungwa Dyelegh kpe undu kwase na her  Hungwa Dyelegh died and left his  
wife behind 
Kpa iti la ngi a mile ga      But that name has not disappeared 
      (Song 36, lines 10-14) 
The poet further highlights the potential of the woman to be useful and be productive in the 
following lines: 
Hamatar hamatar kwav     Everywhere everywhere the clouds  
 Aondo wa ula ken wan kwase  Hungwa   Are pregnant with rain in Ankwase Hungwa 
Dyelegh ee.      Dyelegh ee 
 (Song 36, lines 15-16) 
As stated earlier in this work, the Ankwase Hungwa Dyelegh myth among the Tiv is 
about a female with a protruding stomach who is believed to have descended from heaven in the 
North-Eastern part of Tivland. The mythical figure is believed to provide rain for the Tiv even in 
times of drought. However, the myth makes no mention of husband of the woman. This version 
of the myth is thus the poet’s own invention to make the myth suit his purpose. This song could 
be taken as a challenge to the Tiv woman to strive to affect the society positively no matter the 
challenges.  
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 Similarly, in Song 37, the poet has admonished women to be a good influence on their 
husbands by spurring them on to perform their duties. Though as is usual with the poet, he 
relates this piece of advice to the patron giving him a reward thus: 
 Nom a yav kwase ader nan     If the husband is asleep, the woman  
         should wake him 
       Der un amough ga ichan a kule mo sha won(2x)  Wake him, let him stand up, if not  
         poverty will finish me on earth (2x)   
(Lines 9 – 10) 
By waking her husband up, the woman will help avert the consequences of indolence and even 
help her husband win the praise and admiration of the people. This is reminiscent of the saying 
that, behind every successful man, there is a woman.  
High bride price in Tivland is one of the subjects that are related to the place of women in 
the society in the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi. The poet has raised this issue in Song 29 entitled “A 
Woman is Too Expensive”. In this song, the poet has called on prominent Tiv sons like Chief 
Ver Adoo Asenge, Andrew Nyiataer and Gube Gyakyor, while lamenting that a woman is too 
expensive: 
 Leftenan Anduru Nyiataer  Lt. Andrew Nyiataer 
 Ne hemen tar man kwase taver she yum  You are leading the nation and woman is  
  too Expensive 
 Dera ka faga wan ne u capten  Money does not know the son of a captain 
 Ngohol wan u Gube Gyakor  Took, Daughter of Gube Gyakor 
 Gube Gyakyor Akpe  Gube Gyakor Akpe 
Kwase kpa ka kwagh shi kwase taver ishe A woman is important and a woman is too 
yum       expensive       
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      (Lines 8-13) 
The poet seems to believe that his patrons, as opinion leaders, can influence the trends in the 
society. Thus, they should do something about the high cost of bride price in Tiv land.  
Although the manner in which the poet has broached this subject would give one the 
impression that the Tiv consider women as a commodity to be bought and sold, a closer look at 
the Tiv original marriage system would reveal that this is not the case.  Bride price is a foreign 
practice among the Tiv; it was introduced in Tivland by the British colonialists. The original 
system of marriage among the Tiv was the exchange marriage system. In this practice, a man 
gave his sister or Ngyor in exchange for a wife. Where a man did not have a sister, he would 
borrow from a relative, a debt which he would pay later with his own daughter.  There was also 
the system of elopement where a man made away with his bride and returned after a period of 
time to inform the girl’s family that he had eloped with their daughter. The marriage rites were 
then performed. 
In both systems of marriage, there was no monetary transaction but several social issues 
arose.  Sometimes, one of the women in an exchange marriage arrangement did not bear children 
while the other did. The family with no children would then complain that the exchange was 
unfair to them. In some cases, one of the women died early and the family was required to 
provide a replacement for them. These were the issues that led the colonialists to introduce the 
bride price system of marriage in Tivland. Some families then took advantage of the system of 
bride price to enrich themselves, demanding high amounts of money from prospective suitors. 
This is the practice the poet complains to his patrons about, knowing that if they condemn the 
practice, it could be curbed.  
3.11 POLICE-CIVILIAN RELATIONSHIP 
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The poet has also explored the theme of police harassment of civilians, though only 
briefly, in his songs. This is seen in Song 33 where the poet says: 
Or imoo wam Benedict Orya    My song patron Benedict Orya? 
Orya ka Polishi je man     Orya is a policeman indeed, and 
 Mimi je poloshi gema tsamem juu  Truly, police rather hate me  
 (Lines 8-11) 
 In lines 4 – 5 of the Song, the poet lamentes that everyday he sleeps in prison, though for 
now, a patron has set him free so he goes about.  The poet may not have been in prison in the 
literal sense, yet he sees himself as one with those who are arrested and imprisoned unjustly. He 
thus wonders why although Benedict Orya, a Police Officer, is his song patron, the police hate 
him: 
Iyange Benedict kange polishi    The day Benedict dressed in police attire 
Mo di kpa m kange Imo sha na    Me too, I addressed him in song 
 Lu iyongo mhir ga  It was not trouble I formented  
 Mer kaan gim kwagh ubo ve ne memem Tell me then, what is wrong that you won’t  
 ga (2x) let me be (2x) 
(Lines 13 – 16) 
This song is an example of a poet/patron relationship gone sour. It is a common feature of Tiv 
panegyrics that the poet turns against his patrons when he loses their patronage. He may 
sometimes begin by asking why they are no longer generous to him, and gradually, progress to 
actual insults.  
 In Song 30, the poet laments that his song patron is in prison and his wife is miserable. 
He thus pleads that something should be done to bring him out. Although no explicit mention of 
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the police is made in this song, the mention of the man being in prison makes it clear that he was 
arrested by the police. 
Ayer ngu ken pulusu     Ayer is in prison 
 Nyion Pati ke shima iyor je kpa  Pati is very sad but 
 Pati zua gbanda ga  Pati has no way out 
 Bunde tsa i za or a James Akombo  At least, it should be told to James Akombo 
 Akombo mer la tov jii  Akombo should try the case 
     (Lines 7-11) 
That the poet calls on James Akombo to try the case means that Ayer has been incarcerated 
without trial. This is also a common form of police unjust treatment of the public. One is just 
picked up, sometimes on trumped up charges, and where one does not have the wherewithal to 
engage in a legal battle, one may remain in detention indefinitely. The poet seems to believe that 
Ayer is innocent. Thus, if James Akombo, probably his song patron too is to try the case, then 
certainly, Ayer will be acquitted and released. 
 
3.12 THE FUNCTIONAL NATURE OF PEVIKYAA ZEGI’S SONGS 
 There is also a functional aspect to Pevikyaa Zegi’s art. Apart from the entertainment 
function, the poet often uses his songs to narrate/record history, to offer suggestions and advice 
to patrons and the general society and to offer words of consolation and encouragement to those 
in distress. 
 To begin with, many of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs are historical in nature. The poet often 
makes reference to historical events and their impact on the society. Though his main aim in 
such situations is often to highlight the gallant roles of his patrons in these historical events, 
nevertheless, the songs serve to enlighten the listener on the history of Tiv society and even 
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Nigeria as a whole. This is the case in Song 19 where the poet tells of the retirement of a 
prominent Tiv son, General Victor Malu, from the Nigerian army. This song is performed at an 
event held to mark the retirement. In this song, the poet raises several pertinent issues in the 
history of the Tiv that have affected their well being as a nation. The poet sings: 
I mem mou shoji er we u vanda    You were retired from the military that you  
        refused  
 Er ior mba ken won ne de san va kuran   That the people outside should not guide our  
 tar wase Nigeria ga    country  Nigeria  
            
Inbya kwagh ne yan vande eren se senate  This type of thing once happened in the 
President Dokuto Iorchia Ayu minister  Senate President Dr. Iorchia Ayu Minister 
Kwagh ne Dangote     This thing Dangote 
Kwagh shin sementu la     This issue of cement 
 Kpa shima i de vihin we ga er(2x)  But your heart should not be troubled ee(2x) 
     (Song 19 Lines 4 – 10) 
 These lines hint at the circumstances leading to the untimely retirement of General Victor 
Malu. It was said that the then Chief of Army Staff protested against the decision of the 
Obasanjo led federal government to bring in soldiers from the United States of America to train 
men of the Nigerian Army. General Malu’s protest was based on his belief that the decision 
would expose all the strengths and weaknesses of the Nigerian Army to the foreigners. The poet 
compares this situation to the impeachment of Dr. Iyorchia Ayu in similar circumstances due to a 
disagreement over certain decisions of the Federal Government of Nigeria. The plan at that time 
to sell the major shares of Benue Cement to Dangote is also mentioned in the songs. This song 
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records some parts of Tiv history and thus serves to enlighten the listener on some events in the 
history of the Tiv nation. 
 Yet another song that records history and enlightens the listener is Song 55. A few lines 
from the song read:   
Gomna Aku er yange Aku unde je ngu a hile   Governor Aku, since Aku ascended  
         the throne, 
amem nya ga       he has not rested at all 
 Aku va pav local government Ukum   Aku has created Ukum Local  
         Government  
Tsua or Tiv ngu hemen      Appointed a Tiv man to head it 
Ka Mista Washima Erukaa     He is Mr. Washima Erukaa 
Alu bumun swem un a lu ye     He will be sworn-in to lead 
Mista Erukaa       Mr. Erukaa  (Lines 14 – 19) 
 In this song, the poet credits Governor Aper Aku with the creation of Ukum Local 
Government, even though Aku had no personal powers to create a Local Government, the poet 
says this just honour him. The song also enlightens the listener by revealing that the first 
chairman of the newly created local government area was Washima Erukaa. 
 Pevikyaa Zegi also offers suggestions and advice on pertinent issues in his songs. An 
example is found in Song 55, lines 19 – 22: 
Mista Erukaa       Mr. Erukaa 
 Alu we alaa abum yo me oroo    If you are eventually sworn-in, let  
         me tell you 
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Kwagh u Division Ukum ne man adoo    This issue of Ukum Division would 
kpa igbinda ingi ga      have been very good but there are no  
         roads      
Kwagh yan ngu kpishi kpaa i shi gbinda ngi   There is much food there but there 
zenden ga (2x)       are no roads to go about (2x) 
Here, the poet advises the newly appointed chairman to pay attention to the deplorable state of 
the roads in the area, a situation which, the poet laments, makes movement difficult. Later in the 
song, in lines 27 – 28, the poet also informs Mvendaga Jibo, a prominent man from the area, that 
there is no electricity in the area. By implication, the poet is urging Mvendaga Jibo to do 
something about the situation. 
Similarly, the poet admonishes women to be courageous and determined. In Song 36, the 
poet seems to be addressing a widow, advising her to be strong in spite of her husband’s demise. 
The poet intones: 
 Mbaluver u Awuhe      Mbaluve of Awuhe   
De kpenen wer nom kendoo ga oo    Do not say because your husband  
         has left you oo 
Nengen ken Hungwa      Look unto Hungwa 
 Hungwa Dyelegh kpe undu kwase na her   Hungwa Dyelegh died and left his  
         wife behind 
Kpa iti la ngi a mile ga      But that name has not disappeared 
(Lines 10-14) 
This is to say that being a widow is no reason for a woman to be idle and helpless.  
 Using the functional criterion, some of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs may be classified as protest 
songs. These are songs that express the poet’s displeasure with happenings in the society, and 
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with the actions of some individuals and organizations. For example, in Song 26 titled “Mister 
Ayer is in Prison”, the poet laments: 
Iorkyaa Aye ngu ke sevoo     Iorkyaa Ayer is in prison oo 
 Ape Fate ungwa gbe zohon pinen e ler    Ape Fate heard quarelling and asked 
Ier ingin kanyi        that what is this?  
Er ilu je Iorkyaa er sue num aor ga    That Iorkyaa has never quarreled  
      with anyone 
Mape i wua orlo       Perhaps to kill someone 
Imbya la Mista Ayer une za ga oo    That act Mr Ayer will not go oo 
Wan Tyor tema sha gbe yilan     Daughter of Tyor sat up, calling 
 Mama Isaka orlu Mbaduku kanyi je gba    Mama Isaka, a man from Mbaduku,  
         what made 
Iorkyaa Aye ngu sevoo kpashi ka Joseph   Iorkyaa Aye to be in prison? Kpash!  
         It is Joseph  
Mista Tuhemba sha Mbaduku shi a lu tema   Mr. Tuhemba from Mbaduku that  
shiada er oo.      was the witness 
      (Lines 9 – 17) 
The poet here laments what he considers the unjust incarceration of Mr. Ayer. In an 
interview, the poet explained to the researchers that someone was killed close to Mr. Ayer’s 
house at a time when he was not even around. Mr. Ayer had no hand in the murder but he was 
arrested. The poet’s continuous protests and lamentations eventually led to the release of Mr. 
Ayer. This shows an important role of the oral poet as a social activist. The poet is thus able to 
achieve through his art, what he would not have been able to do by force. 
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Further, Pevikyaa Zegi employs his songs to console those in distress, especially at the 
death of a loved one. In such songs, the poet often explains that death is inevitable, and that it is 
an act of God. The bereaved should therefore be consoled. This is the function of Song 20 titled 
“Aboho Stop Crying”. In this song, the poet offers words of consolation to his patron, Lt. 
Colonel Aboho who has lost his wife. The first few lines of the song read: 
Leftenan Konel Aboho de mliam vaan na   Lt. Colonel Aboho stop crying 
‘Ikyuwen i Tiv’      “Ikyuwen” of Tiv 
Aboho ngu ke mliam      Aboho is crying 
Er iva kum Aondo ya Juliana Aboho nyor oo  That it has pleased God so Juliana 
Aboho left the Scene (Lines 1 – 4) 
 In the concluding lines of the song (lines 21 – 22), the poet declares that this death is no 
one’s doing but the Lord above. In this song, the poet, albeit in a subtle manner, while consoling 
his patron, also admonishes him to avoid the bitterness that comes with attributing the cause of 
death to fellow humans. Song 24 also performs a similar function. In this song, the poet 
expresses his sympathy for the bereaved, concluding that, “I will be crying with you” (line 15).  
  The researcher has analysed some of the recurrent themes and subjects of Pevikyaa 
Zegi’s songs and, by extension, Tiv panegyric poetry. These include wealth and generosity, 
death, beauty and elegance, popularity and political power, hospitality, poverty, leadership and 
development, the position and relevance of women in Tivland, creation of Local Government 
Areas and States, soldiers’ invasion of Tivland, among others.  The researcher has by no means 
exhausted the themes of Tiv praise poetry in this chapter; however, the work is a fair 
representation of the content of Pevikyaa Zegi’s panegyric poetry.  
 The researcher has also adopted a functional perspective in the analysis of the songs. A 
close look at Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs shows that they perform pertinent functions. The poet has 
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used his art to record significant events in the history of the Tiv people so as to enlighten the 
listener on the circumstances surrounding those events. The poet has also used his songs to 
admonish and advise his patrons and the general public and also to protest against injustice in the 
society 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RHETORIC, PROPERTIES/DEVICES AND STYLE IN PEVIKYAA ZEGI’S SONGS 
This chapter examines the rhetorical devices and language ornaments in the songs of 
Pevikyaa Zegi. This is to establish the poet’s proficient use of the Tiv language in eulogizing his 
patrons with the aim of eliciting material reward. The focus of Tiv panegyric poetry is on the 
words rather than instruments. This is why most Tiv panegyric poets perform without musical 
accompaniment. Pevikyaa Zegi, however, accompanies his songs with music which he calls 
Gbanyi. Gbanyi music is produced using drums, gongs and flutes. The musical accompaniment 
enlivens the performance, making the audience to dance. Another distinctive aspect of Pevikyaa 
Zegi’s songs is the call and response or antiphon and chorus style. The poet has several song 
assistants who sing with him. This, coupled with the use of gbanyi music makes his performance 
an exciting experience.  
Every oral poet has a certain level of stylistic predictability. This is because of his or her 
preference for certain rhetorical devices which best suit the purpose of the composition. Among 
the rhetorical hallmarks and stylistic features of Pevikyaa Zegi’s panegyric poetry are hyperbole, 
personification, metaphor, proverbs and epigrams, humour, repetition, and allusion. The poet 
also makes extensive use of personal names in the songs, mentioning his patrons as well as their 
relatives. These stylistic features are discussed below. 
 
4.1 HYPERBOLE 
Hyperbole is a figure of speech that has to do with the overstatement or exaggeration of 
facts. A. Preminger informs that in classical rhetoric, hyperbole was considered “a figure of 
speech of bold exaggeration” (359).  McCarthy and Carter explain that, Hyperbole is a kind of 
‘structuring’ of reality where there are competing realities; it can enable sharp focus on one 
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account of reality and downplay rival account, and it brings the listeners into the perspective of 
the speaker in a powerful way. Although it may be heard as a counter to other claims to describe 
reality, or as describing impossibilities, hyperbole is not heard as an act of lying (152). In 
panegyric poetry, exaggerated praise is often used to create humour and to persuade the object of 
praise to extend material reward to the poet. Hyperbole is one of the most common features of 
panegyrics as most of the things the praise singers say about their patrons and even about 
themselves are too exaggerated to be literally true.  
Pevikyaa Zegi often employs hyperbole in his songs to overblow the amount of money 
his patrons have as well as the amount given to him. This is often perceived by the patrons as a 
sign of gratitude and thus, they are inclined to give him even more money. An example of this is 
seen in Song 4 where the poet describes the generosity and lavishness of two of his patrons, Mr 
Biam Amaju and one anonymous patron that, when Nguleden Biam Amaju “Stood up and spoke, 
a man sprayed him without checking” (line 9). This is to say that the man is so wealthy and 
generous that he does not need to ascertain the amount he gives out. However, this same line also 
shows the oratorial prowess of Nguleden Biam Amaju whose speech is capable of eliciting such 
a lavish reward. 
In Song 10, the poet eulogises two of his patrons by saying that they are so wealthy that 
no one can contest with them when it comes to issues concerning wealth: 
Nenge Utim ver wan Tor     See Utim with Daughter of Tor 
 Patageri Ugba wan ve nyor ve   Patagari Ugba son has arrived  
Kwagh u naira hen ve or kuma ga   On naira issue, no one can contest with 
           them  (lines 4 – 6) 
This clearly shows an extreme exaggeration as no matter how wealthy these patrons are, 
the poet cannot be sure that they are richer than everybody in the world or even in the poet’s 
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circle of patrons. In Song 27 entitled “Jechira Children”, the poet eulogises Faga Ukpo Nyam 
humorously, saying that, “... when he comes to an occasion and sprays twice, I know that it is big 
money” (line 9). This means that the patron only gives out large denominations of money such 
that even when he sprays money only a few times, it amounts to a large sum of money. This is 
similar to the poet’s assertion in the same song that, “Orodi does not go about with little money 
in his pockets” (line 14).  
Besides the exaggeration of his patrons’ affluence and monetary reward, Pevikyaa Zegi 
often employs hyperbole to laud his patrons’ achievements and positive actions beyond the limits 
of reality. This is seen in Song 1 where the poet laments the Tiv massacre by men of the Nigerian 
Army during the tenure of President Olusegun Obasanjo. The poet lauds the boldness of Hon. 
Gabriel Suswam who was then a member of the Federal House of Representatives representing 
the Katsina Ala/Ukum/Logo Federal Constituency in condemning the actions of the Nigerian 
Army. However, the poet exaggerates the role of Hon. Suswam in ending the massacre in the 
following lines: 
Ityo yam mo mngu wuese    My kinsmen, I’m praising 
Gabriel Honorabul Suswam Tingir sha  Hon. SuswamTingir for his conduct 
Gabriel ieren na la       
Ga yange i plan u wuan Tiv    For there was a plan to kill the Tiv 
Kpa yan ye m za bunde     But he went and prevented it. 
 Yem tar batur     He went to the white man’s land, Yange 
yem America     He went to America (U.S.A) 
Za lam a tar      And spoke to the whole world 
Chii ve bunde ye      Before the planned killing was stopped 
(Song 1, lines 6-13) 
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Considering the extent of efforts by various groups including the then State Government, 
Civil Society Groups and even the Tiv Traditional Institution among others, to end the genocide 
against the Tiv, this is a great overstatement. However, the aim of the poet at this point is not to 
present facts but to feed the patron’s ego so as to elicit material reward. In the long run, such 
praise may also serve as an incentive to the patron to do more in the service of his constituency. 
There is also a touch of humourous exaggeration  in the assertion by the poet that Hon. Suswam 
“spoke to the whole world”, referring to a press statement issued by Hon. Suswam on the 
massacre while on a visit to the United States of America. 
A similar use of hyperbole is seen in Song 6, composed in honour of a woman referred to 
as Daughter of Ugbah. Here, the poet says that his patroness has acted like twenty women in one 
(Lines 9 – 10). In Song 9, Lines 10 – 11 too, the poet says of the same woman: 
 ... Wan Ugah mama erer    Daughter of Ugah Mama has acted like 
  Kasev ikyundu ya mo kpa ne nam avur “Twenty women in one”, me too shall get  
        left overs 
  
This may be referred to as a hyperbole of comparison where the worth of one woman is 
compared to that of twenty women. The poet derives this expression from the popular Tiv 
expression – “Kasev kyundu”, literally meaning “twenty women”. However, the actual meaning 
of “Kasev kyundu” is a woman who is hardworking, well-behaved, industrious, intelligent and 
greatly loved by her husband and his relations. In fact, a “Kasev kyundu” is an all-round 
achiever. Such exaggeration which sometimes amounts to flattery most often persuades the 
object of praise as well as his or her friends and relations to extend some form of material reward 
to the poet.  
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Overstatement of his patrons’ abilities is also seen in Pevikyaa Zegi’s eulogy of the late 
Juliana Aboho to whom he gives total credit for the creation of Ukum Local Government Area 
thus: 
 Madam ka Juliana u Abohol na i pav Ukum   Madam, it is Juliana Aboho that  
         made it possible to create Ukum 
John Gyenge Konsilo Uyam a er shiada (2x)   John Gyenge Councillor of Uyam  
         will testify to this  
(Song 20, Lines 15-16) 
 Pevikyaa Zegi has also employed hyperbole to overstate the extent of popularity and 
acceptance enjoyed by his patrons in his political songs. Knowing how much popularity and 
wide acceptance matters to the average politician, the oral poet takes advantage of this soft spot. 
In overblowing the popularity of the politician, Pevikyaa Zegi boosts the patron’s confidence and 
also to some extent, fosters love for him among the listeners.  
 This is what Pevikyaa Zegi does in Song 19. Even though the song is about Tiv sons who 
have just been relieved of federal appointments unfairly in the view of the poet,  the poet ends 
the song by saying how widely accepted Governor George Akume’s intention of running for 
second term is to the Benue People. In the poet’s words: 
 George Akume now     George Akume now 
Zone C zua lumun chii e    Zone C gathered and all agreed 
We u kimbir      You should repeat 
Zone A man B kpaa     Zone A and B too 
 Or mom kpa venda ga.    No one said no   
(Song 19, Lines 41 – 45) 
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 The poet even begins from Zone C, the part of Benue that was most unlikely to accept 
completely George Akume’s second term bid due to the Zone’s constant agitation that the next 
governor should come from their axis.  Zegi further extends the exaggeration to Zones A and B 
before reaching the climax: “No one said no”.  This is clearly an overstatement as no matter how 
popular a candidate is, there must be dissenting voices to his candidature.  
 Another instance of gross exaggeration by Pevikyaa Zegi is where he sings; “Death has 
killed all my song patrons” (Lines 4 – 7). This is clearly a gross overstatement, for although he 
may have lost some of his song patrons at about the same time, all of them could not have died at 
the same time. The poet’s aim is however to emphasise the enormity of the calamity that has 
befallen him. 
4.2 PERSONIFICATION 
Personification is a literary device in which an inanimate object is given human attributes or 
characteristics for greater effect. As noted by Akosu Adeiyongo in his study of Tiv panegyrics 
and elegies, personification is not commonly employed by panegyrists. Instead, the panegyric 
poets show a preference for hyperbole and metaphor. This is also true of Pevikyaa Zegi. 
However, the poet has personified poverty consistently all through his songs. He presents 
poverty as if it were a living being, an oppressor who is out to make life miserable for him. This 
is seen in Song 17: 
Ape Fate we u ngu ga chan Zendam mnyor   Ape Fate, you were not around 
Vandeikya       poverty chased me away Vandeikya 
Kwagh gbam a Ahile Lusekuna Vaalumun   I need to see Ahile Lusekuna  
         Vaalumun 
Regina wan u Ahile mama     Regina, Daughter of Ahile Mama 
 Mbagbera wam moo     My dear Mbagbera oo  
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Ichan gba songun ga      Poverty has not slaughtered me 
Ape ne luichan a erem zee(2x)     Wherever you are, poverty will not  
         overpower me (2x) 
(Lines 7 – 12) 
 In these lines, poverty is personified severally as having ‘chased’ the poet; failed to 
‘slaughter’ him’ and not overpowering him because of the presence of his patroness. In Song 22, 
the poet presents poverty as having eyes and the ability to kill: “Poverty has set eyes on me 
beyond my ability” (Line 7); “If poverty kills me, it is you that will be laughed at for ineptitude” 
(Line 14). In Song 34, Line 1, the poet says “Poverty is not leaving me alone” while in Song 40, 
Line 6, he says, “...poverty is harassing me.” 
 Elsewhere, the poet has personified Jiagba, a concoction that is believed to have the 
power to make one sing exceptionally well. Most successful folk singers among the Tiv are 
believed to have taken Jiagba otherwise known as Icigh ki imo – Medicine for singing. In Song 
2, Pevikyaa Zegi suggests that the ability of Bishop Usuh to sing exceptionally well is due to the 
influence of Jiagba : “Jiagba is not afraid, it has taken over Bishop Usuh” (Line 6). 
 Here, the concoction is presented as having the power to exert its influence over someone 
without fear. It is noteworthy that the oral poet avoids saying that the Catholic Bishop has taken 
Jiagba. Instead, he goes the other way round to say the medicine has, of its own volition, taken 
over the Bishop without fear. Obviously, it would be sacrilegious for the poet to say the reverend 
gentleman took the concoction to achieve success in music. 
 Another example of personification is found in Song 19 where the poet, instead of saying 
Colonel Asom Bur has invited him to his event, says: “This your day has invited me, so I came” 
(Line 18).  Here, the event is presented as being so important that it has called on the poet and 
the poet has responded by being present. 
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 In all these examples, poverty, Jiagba, and “your day” are presented as performing 
certain actions that can only be executed by living things. Poverty is personified to heighten its 
effect as an oppressor of the poet and thus, attract sympathy from his patrons while Jiagba is 
personified to show that it is so powerful as to take over an important person like the Bishop  
even without his consent and without fear.  
In Song 44, Pevikyaa Zegi has personified his song thus: “My song has mentioned Mr. 
Iorkase for a long time” (Line 2). Here, the poet has referred to his song or art as a living being 
with a mouth to mention someone’s name. 
4.3 PERSONAL NAMES 
One of the rhetorical hallmarks of Pevikyaa Zegi’s poetry is the extensive use of personal 
names. This is however, a common feature of Tiv panegyric poetry. It is perhaps for this reason 
that panegyric poetry is known in Tiv as Atsam a gberen teren ior literally translated as ‘songs in 
which people’s names are mentioned’.  Tiv praise songs usually do not focus on one individual, 
so sometimes; a praise song includes the mention of several names. An oral poet may compose a 
song in honour of a particular patron, but in the process of rendition, he includes the names of 
friends and relatives of the patron, especially the patron’s wife or wives.  The poet also mentions 
the names of other prominent people.. This is often a ploy to solicit for more patronage. Pevikyaa 
Zegi has used this device very often in his songs. An example is Song 40, Lines 7 - 12: 
 Dooshima hemba Iormba genev faga           Love is the greatest, some people do not know 
Igba Nyer Biam Ala u Akuga Laka nenge         Igba Nyer Biam Ala of Akuga Laka see 
 Er i hemba yo ka ma zamber a or imo je            The condition is bad; even when I beg my  
 kpaa nan udum mo    song patrons, they ignore and leave me 
Vaatyough Joe Ihyande ka aie ga   Vaatyough Joe Ihyande, it is not a lie! 
Ngom Katsina Aba ka hemban mo   My mother Katsina Aba, I am defeated oo 
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 Mista Jan a oo Jonathan Mista Tileve ngu  Mr. Jona ooo Jonathan Mr. Tileve is writing  
 ngeren pasen mo ityokyaa   and  explaining the reason 
The poet does not stop at three or four names. In a single song, he has up to ten names and often, 
even up to 15 names. In the same song, he continues: 
Atese Madam Ape     Atese Madam Ape 
 Kwagh la ka Mbausu     That thing is Mbausu 
Er Igba Nyer Biam Ala     Did Igba Nyer Biam Ala 
 Alaa Doki       Alaa Doki 
 Chan yam ne mva ke Mbanev    This my poverty, I have come to Mbanev 
Ayagwa Ugo      Ayagwa Ugo 
 Ugo Agila Mabera Agugu    Ugo Agila Mabera Agugu 
 M var kua madam Franca u Audu Hirnya  I came along with Madam Franca of Audu  
 i nongo mo (2x)     Hirnya to be cared for (2x) 
(Song 40, lines 16 – 23) 
 
In this one song, the poet has mentioned Ashive Akile Abaji, Igba Nyer Biam Ala, 
Vaatyough Joe Ihyande, Jonathan Tileve, Ape Fate, Atese Ape, Ugo Agila Mabera Agugu and 
Madam Franca Audu Hirnya. Usually, all the persons whose names are mentioned in the song 
give the performer a reward of some sort; otherwise, they risk being viewed as stingy persons. In 
extreme cases, they may even incur the wrath of the performer who then begins to give them 
negative mention in his songs. The extensive use of personal names is thus a rhetorical device 
meant to increase the relevance of the songs and increase the gains of the panegyric poet. The 
Tiv love to hear their names mentioned in songs. If a prominent and wealthy man is present at an 
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event and does not hear his name mentioned by a panegyrist who performs there, he feels 
slighted and does not give the performer any gift or reward.  
Often, Pevikyaa Zegi begins with the name of the song patron for whom the song is 
composed before going on to mention the names of other prominent individuals. This is the case 
in Song 19 titled “General Malu” where the poet begins with the name, “Lt. General Samuel 
Victor Malu” (Line 1) before he goes on to mention several other Tiv sons and then returns to 
Malu again as shown here: 
Honorabul Shima Ayati wan tema  My Hon. Shima Ayati take your seat 
Chairman u inyongo shon ne iyor na er(2x)  Chairman of the occasion himself ee (2x) 
Konel Asom Bur Asom Abelaka    Colonel Asom Bur Asom Abelaka 
Iyange yen  ne ilohom m ngu va er   This your day has invited me, so I came 
Torhile Gondo wam oo     My Torhile Gondo oo 
 (Lines 15 – 19)  
 Apart from personal names, Pevikyaa Zegi takes care to include the titles of his patrons in 
his songs where they have such. Indeed, one of the hallmarks of good rhetorics is addressing 
people by the appropriate titles. Examples of titles of people found in the songs of Zegi are: 
Lieutenant-General Samuel Victor Malu; Tor-Tiv Begha u Tiv Akawe Torkula; Barista Jime, 
Gomna Aper Aku, Honorabul Speaker Mr. Benjamin Chaha Biam Alagh Akuma, President, 
Mzough u Tiv Padopads Awunah, Ter-Katsina Unongu Anzua Ikyese, Senator Saaror, 
Comishona Mvendaga Jibo, Grade One Judge Joseph Ordorough Ada and several others. The 
oral poet usually places great emphasis on the titles, knowing the importance people attach to 
their social status and positions. 
 Another rhetorical hallmark of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs is his adherence to the practice of 
the Tiv where they refer to married women by their fathers’ names and by the names of the clans 
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from where they hail. This usually goes with the pre-fix Wan u, meaning ‘Daughter of’. This 
particular feature demonstrates Zegi’s good knowledge of his patronesses, as he refers to them 
by their husband’s names and their fathers’ names as well, often going on to say the clan from 
where they hail. This is seen in Song 44, Lines 10 – 15: 
 Oju ngu sha Dinya vea wan u Shangev-ya  Oju is at Dinya with Daughter of  
 wan Utongo wam ma    Shangev-ya, dear daughter  of Utongo 
Mzamber Tyomgbea Biam Adejii Or Kwande  I begged Tyomgbea Biam Adeji, a man  
        from Kwande 
Wan Akpaku ya or ti hungwa    Daughter of Akpaku, the man heard 
 Za ga man ungu yilan Aye    Did not go but is calling Aye 
 Orkyaa Aye oo Mhungwa zaga    Orkyaa Ayee ooo heard, did not go 
 Wan Tyough nguhere m oron ye (2x)   Daughter of Tyough is here, that is why I  
        am saying it (2x)  
 Praise names are also used by Pevikyaa Zegi in a few cases. Examples are Kasev Kyundu, 
meaning a woman whose worth is that of twenty women, and and Shan Pepe meaning Morning 
Star, referring to an extremely beautiful woman.      
 
4.4 HUMOUR  
 One of the rhetorical hallmarks of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs is humour. Humour is an 
important rhetorical device; it makes a literary work more entertaining and interesting. 
According to Long and Graesser, humor is “anything done or said, purposely or inadvertently, 
that is found to be comical or amusing” (4).  To Meyer, “humor [i]s a cognitive state of mirth” 
(24). Gervais and Wilson add that humor is a “…nonserious social incongruity” (399). This is in 
accord with M. Svebak definition of humor as a “social phenomenon that is reflected in playful 
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interaction and mirthful communication” (3048). Humour is very important to the oral poet who 
needs to sustain the interest and attention of the audience. Humour is also sometimes used as a 
veil to address weighty issues so as to avoid upsetting the audience. Pevikyaa Zegi employs 
humour extensively in his songs.  
For example, in Song 33, the poet says of himself: “I am now a General; a lot of people, I 
have sung about” (20). Here, the poet humourously classifies himself as a General, in the calibre 
of people like General Victor Malu, General Abacha and others. Though unlike the army 
Generals, he is a General of music, because he has sang about many people and for a long time, 
having also made great achievement therefrom. There is also a good dose of humour in Song 41 
where the oral poet says of a patron:  
Agee Agever Baku kaa a mo er    Agee Agever Baku told me that 
Er mo mfa tin na ne     Since I know his name 
Wen toom tom u zenden a min    He has given me the job of carrying it about 
(lines 12 – 14) 
The humour in these lines can hardly be missed. Usually, people are apprehensive when 
they know that someone is going about, discussing them. But in the case of the patron, Pevikyaa 
Zegi claims that Agee Agever Baku has actually commissioned him to “carry his name about”. 
Of course the poet is actually the one who has given himself the job, though with the hope of 
monetary reward from the patron. This can be discerned from the next line where the poet adds 
that: “I have a need of five hundred naira... he will help me” (line 15). 
 The touch of humour in Song 32, Line 14 – 15 is also obvious.  Here, the poet says of 
Rev. Fr. Thomas Orhena: 
  Fada yange er msen a or Bibilo   Father once prayed and read the Bible 
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  Mase za fan er tar la zum lum mkur   Then realized that the world was nearing the  
        end 
 The impression the poet creates here is that the poet has just recorded an achievement by 
making the discovery that the world will soon end. Yet, this is a common belief among 
Christians generally and there is nothing new about it. Considering the fact that the song begins 
with words of consolation to bereaved people, these humorous lines may be the poet’s way of 
telling the bereaved that they will soon be re-united with their dead relatives.  
 In Song 19, lines 1 – 3,the poet comments on a serious problem of governace in Nigeria: 
a situation where  the military have hijacked governance in the country and it is quite difficult for 
one who has not been an army general to become president in the country, even in a democratic 
dispensation. This is seen from the successive military coups that obstructed democratic 
governance in Nigeria with the likes of  Major-General Aguiyi Ironsi, Generals Yakubu Gowon, 
Murtala Mohammed, Ibrahim Babangida, Abacha and Muhammadu Buhari  ruling the country at 
various times. Even after retirement, some of the Generals retired from the army and have 
continued to rule the country as Presidents. This serious issue is however raised briefly and 
humorously by the poet thus: 
Leftenan Jenera Samuel Victor Malu   Lt. General Samuel Victor Malu 
 U za de shoji hegen ka lanke    You have now retired from the military on  
        the rank 
U or ka de ver na ya president la    That a person attains before becoming the  
        president 
This sounds as if the army is a training ground for future presidents. This is, however, 
actually not the case, as in an ideal situation the military have no business with governance. Yet 
in the same breath, the poet eulogises his patron for being only a step away from becoming the 
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president of Nigeria. To Victor Malu, it sounds funny and humorous because those who know 
him will agree that he does not like politics. 
 Other examples of humorous lines found in the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi include the 
following: In Song 3, Line 17, the poet says of a member of the Benue State House of Assembly, 
“I know that by now you have taken the laws of Christ and gone to develop the world”. Here, 
instead of making civil laws to help in governing the state, the poet suggests humorously that the 
patron is working with the laws of Christ and developing not just Benue but the whole world. 
Pevikyaa Zegi thus feigns ignorance of the workings of the House of Assembly so as to elicit 
humour. 
 In Song 18, line 5, the poet says: “Any event that occurs without the presence of a 
woman, that event will not be interesting”. This is also a humorous overstatement of the 
importance of the presence of women in social gatherings. The role of humour in enriching the 
quality of panegyric poetry cannot be emphasised. Humour entertains the audience and patrons, 
causes laughter, adds to the celebratory atmosphere and often elicits reward from the patron and 
audience.  
 
4.4 PROVERBS AND EPIGRAMS 
Proverbs are among the hallmarks of Pevikyaa Zegi’s panegyric songs. Apart from 
serving as speech ornaments, these traditional features enrich and deepen the meaning of the 
songs. Emenyonu opines that the proverb ‘‘serves to emphasise and deepen the force of what is 
said” (156). Epigrams on their own are short witty poetic expressions that enable the skilled user 
of a language to express himself aptly and forcefully using very few words or brevity of 
language. Godwin Yina, in A Semiotic Study of Tiv Oral Poetry says this about epigrams among 
the Tiv: “In Tiv language, epigrams are shrewd and insightful sayings that embellish speech 
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especially when weighty issues are thrashed. Often, such discussions involve dialectics of 
cultural wisdom, experience, traditional logic and ethics”  (172). 
Examples of the use of proverbs and epigrams abound in the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi. One 
of such is: “It is when sickness leaves you that you stop taking medicine” (Song 55, Line 20). 
This proverb comes shortly after a passionate appeal to one of the poet’s patrons, Mr. Washima 
Erukaa ,to seek  to do something about the state of roads in his community. The use of the 
proverb implies that the patron may have been called upon by his community several times 
already, and he may have done much for them. Yet they continue to call on him because their 
problems have not been solved.   
In yet another instance, the poet says “Ishasegh has caught fire” (Song 56, Line 5). This 
is actually the short form of a popular Tiv proverb: “ishasegh kor usuh, Zaar ngu sen 
un”meaning “ishasegh has caught fire, zaar is laughing at it”. Ishasegh in Tiv is a locally 
constructed canopy erected over the fire-place where dry meat is preserved. Above the ishasegh, 
there is usually another canopy called zaar where maize and other grains are kept for planting the 
next farming season. It is thus mere foolishness for the Zaar to laugh while Shase is on fire 
because the fire will certainly get to it, and if not contained, spread to the whole compound.  This 
proverb could be a threat to the miserly patron that although the poet is in dire need now, if 
something is not done quickly, the consequences of his poverty may affect the patron and even 
others. This is because poverty is not the exclusive preserve of any one person as a wealthy man 
can become poor and even a poor man can similarly become rich, in just a spell of time. 
In Song 36, Line 9, the poet sings: “If fire falls on a yam barn, let a woman too quench 
it”. This means that when it becomes necessary, a woman should perform a task that is ordinarily 
meant for men. In this song, the poet uses the saying to encourage a widow whom he refers to as 
Maluwe Awuhe not to waver in the face of difficulties because her husband is no longer alive.  
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Yet another proverb is found in line 56 and 29: “Wherever a horse sleeps, there you will 
always find fur”. This proverb usually means that a person is always surrounded by his or her 
antecedents. To the poet, wherever such wealthy men as his patrons are found, there is bound to 
be money. For this reason, he also accompanies them wherever they go so that he does not 
experience lack. This is why the poet quickly adds that, “Poverty will no longer disturb me oo” 
(line 30). 
Interesting also is the proverbial saying that “When someone cries for a back, it is not 
because of the cleft” (Song 35, Line 1). To get the full import of this proverb, one has to consider 
the fact that the Tiv word – ijime – means back as in the rear part of the human body, and it also 
means support or backing. The emphasis is thus on the difference between the two meanings. 
When one cries for a back, ijime, one is actually asking for support or help. If one has friends or 
relatives who do not add value to one’s life, then they are of no use. The poet is thus rejoicing 
that he has a backing, not just a back.  The proverb as used in this song may also be interpreted 
to mean that the poet is always crying out to his patrons not for the fun of it, but for a reason. 
In yet another proverb, Pevikyaa Zegi says: “When a child has cleaned himself up of dirt 
and is given food with an adult, do not be annoyed”. This is a piece of advice to those who feel 
that another has been given an honour  which he or she should not have been given on account of 
age or low social status. This is in spite of the fact that the person may be well  prepared or 
qualified for the honour. The import of the saying is that if one is given a task for which one is 
well prepared or an honour one deserves, people should not begrudge him or her no matter the 
person’s status or age.  The saying is similar to the Igbo proverb, “If a child has washed his 
hands properly, he may dine with kings”. 
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4.6 METAPHOR 
 A metaphor is a direct comparison or analogy which identifies one thing with another in a 
creative manner. According to Aristotle in his Famous work entitled  Poetics, a metaphor 
“consists in giving [a] thing a name that belongs to something else; the transference being either 
from genius to species, or from species to genus, or from species to species, or on the ground of 
analogy” ( qtd in Lan 25). To K. Yankah, “Rhetoric refers to the art of oratory, or persuasive 
speaking – the art of effective argumentation with the view to influencing opinion” (3568). 
Richard, Platt and Weber argue that, “a rhetorical question has the illocutionary force of an 
assertion of the opposite polarity from what is apparently asked” (202). Pevikyaa Zegi as a 
panegyrist has found the metaphor very useful. It has enabled him to compare his patrons with 
phenomena or things that enhance their status. The oral poet has also used metaphor to describe 
the extent of poverty he has experienced so as to win the sympathy of his patrons. An example of 
metaphor in the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi is in lines 15 – 16, Song 36, where the poet sings: 
 Hamatar hamatar kwav     Everywhere everywhere the clouds  
 Aondo wa ula ken wan kwase  Hungwa   Are pregnant with rain in Ankwase Hungwa 
Dyelegh ee.      Dyelegh ee 
 Ankwase Hungwa Dyelegh is a Tiv mythical figure who is believed to have descended on 
a mountain in the Eastern part of Tivland, presumably near the Cameroon Mountains on the 
Kwande boundary. The myth has it that Ankwase Hungwa Dyelegh, literally translated as, “A 
woman came down naked”, protected the Tiv people when they took refuge at the mountains at 
the height of the jihadist attacks.  It is also believed that when there is drought, Ankwase Hungwa 
Dyelegh provides rain for the Tiv. Thus, when the Tiv see clouds gathering at the Hungwa 
Dyelegh, they say that it will certainly rain. The poet has thus used the metaphor of the pregnant 
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clouds to show the great potential of Maluwe Awuhe to uphold the family name even after her 
husband’s death.  
In Symbolism in Tiv Religion and Culture, N. P Waapela narrates another version of this 
myth Ankwase Hungwa Dyelegh, literally translated as “A woman came down naked”. She 
narrates that, the myth holds that a female with a protruding stomach always comes down naked 
from heaven to the earth at certain times during the rainy season to bathe. The location of 
Ankwase Hungwa Dyelegh falls in the Eastern part of Tiv land where rainfall is forecast 
(Waapela, 42). The Tiv strongly believe that once clouds gather at that location, nothing stops 
the rain from falling, and it rains heavily. Ankwase Hungwa Dyelegh is a symbol of fertility to 
the Tiv; it is also believed to symbolise the origin of all races which spread to other parts of the 
earth (Waapela 43). 
It is not clear why the poet makes use of the analogy here because the myth of Ankwase 
Hungwa Dyelegh does not make mention of a father or husband, or any male relative who had 
died and left the naked woman behind. Zegi may, however, have in mind the ability of the 
female mythical figure to produce rain which gives life, and the resilience of the myth. This is 
probably why he urges Maluwe to look up to the female mythical figure. 
 One metaphoric expression Pevikyaa Zegi has used most often in his songs is the 
insistence that he has no clothes or that he is naked. This is seen in the following lines: “I am 
suffering from lack of clothes, David Abelega” (Song 61, Line 3); “My lack of clothes shall 
finish (Song 6, Line 23). Among the Tiv, when one says he has no clothes or is going naked, it 
signifies the highest and most embarrassing level of poverty. It also means that those who should 
provide for the person have not come forth. The poet’s use of the metaphor of lack of clothes 
thus serves to emphasise the level of his poverty and to spur his patrons to do something quickly 
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to avoid embarrassment.  In Song 57, Lines 6 – 9, the poet eulogises a patron using this 
metaphor: 
Wan u Manger Mbatinyam     Daughter of Manger Mbatinyam 
Aya moo sha yam Akondo kpishi    Aya got up, bought many clothes 
Ya mba mzenden a ve kpa yan     Even those I go about with, she  
         bought clothes for them 
Me hide ken a me zende idyerev alu viin (2x)   That when I returned home and I am  
         walking about naked, why will I be  
         quiet? (2x) 
 This does not mean that the poet was actually going about naked and the patron bought 
clothes for him and his acolytes. It only means that the poet was in abject poverty and the patron 
provided for him. In Song 52, Line 19, the expression, “My in-law, you will assist me to dress 
up”, is also a metaphor for the material reward which the poet hopes to get from his in-law. 
 Another example of metaphor in Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs is Song 56, line 16, where the 
poet eulogises a patron thus: “Chief Alabar does not use a walking stick”. The reference here is 
not to an actual walking stick. Rather, the poet uses the metaphorical expression to show that at 
his age, the Chief is still healthy, strong and even virile. In Song 51, Line 2, the poet sings: 
“Daughter of Tyo has gone across the water”. This could mean that the patron has died. It could 
also mean that she has travelled abroad. It is not clear what the poet means here. What is 
however clear is the fact that his patron is not around, so he is now experiencing poverty. 
 The poet has also used metaphor to emphasise the beauty of his patron’s wife in the line: 
“It is the morning star that will lead Nyer Alakpa to come out” (Song 36, Line 8). “Morning 
Star” or “Shan Pepe” in Tiv is a name for an extremely beautiful woman, especially a light 
skinned one. 
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 Pevikyaa Zegi has also employed a metaphor in Song 31 which laments the death of Tor- 
Tiv Gondo Aluor: “Dog has hunted; Squirrel did not perceive a smell”. This saying signifies the 
sudden death of the Tiv paramount ruler. Dog represents death while Squirrel is the unsuspecting 
Tor-Tiv who has been taken unawares. Of course, if the Squirrel had noticed the Dog’s presence, 
it would not have allowed itself to be captured by Dog.  
 Also in Song 37, Line 9, there is the metaphor: “If a husband is asleep,the wife should 
wake him”. This means that if a man does not know what he ought to do, his wife should tell 
him. It could also mean that if a man is not acting fast enough on an issue, his wife should spur 
him on. This belief is the reason that many people blame women for their husbands’ failures.  
 Another example of metaphor in Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs is found in the following lines: 
Ajir Yila fela mngu shin Akwati shin hyungwa   Ajir Yila Fela, I am in a coffin inside  
         a grave 
ngu vaan         and crying out 
Yilan Kange Grace Kunya erem ve (2x)    Calling Kange Grace, a shameful  
         thing has befallen me (2x) 
      (Song 50, Lines 6 – 7). 
 From the lines above, it is clear that the poet does not mean that he is actually in a coffin 
or grave. It means that he is in a very shameful and despicable situation that could be compared 
to death.  
 
4.7 INTERJECTIONS AND INFLECTIONS 
Interjections and inflections are prominent features of Tiv oral poetry. They are also among the 
rhetorical hallmarks of Pevikyaa Zegi’s panegyric poetry. Such interjections as ee and oo abound 
in the songs. The poet uses these exclamations to express excitement, joy and disappointment. In 
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some cases, the interjections are used to mark the end of an idea or a stanza, and to create 
emphasis. An example of an interjection in Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs is found in lines 6 – 8 of Song 
15:  
Wan sha Mbape Tor      Son from Mbape Tor 
Wan Tyozer Abari      Daughter of Tyozer Abari 
Wan sha Mbatswam      Son from Mbatswam 
Ape Fate wam yilam oo                                                   My Ape Fate has called me oo 
The emotion expressed by the interjection above is that of great joy and excitement. This 
is because the poet has received an invitation from one of his patrons. Similarly, in Song 10, the 
poet uses an interjection to express his great joy that a patron has bought for him a car: 
Justine Iche ne Kwande ne wasem Ngu wuese   Justine Iche, you Kwande have  
         helped me, I am appreciating 
Wan Ukum Mbaker nam mngu hendan    Daughter of Ukum, Mbaker has  
         enabled me ride 
Peugeot ihe       a new Peugeot 
I Peugeot ihe er(2x)      A new Peugeot ee (2x) 
      (Lines 1 – 3) 
 Also in Song 17, the poet expresses happiness that one of his song patrons is planning to 
buy him a car. This of course is an assumption by the poet as the song patron has not told him so. 
Yet he sings with great excitement: 
Yange wan Kajoh lu pinen    At a time Daughter of Kajoh was asking 
Honda ishe me Kajoh ngu hendan Honda  The cost of Honda that Kajoh was driving,  
        Honda 
 Wam mee.      My Honda ee   
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 In Song 46, the inflection oo is used by the poet to express great sorrow that several of 
his song patrons are dead: 
Kule Zwar a oo       It has ended as said ooo 
 Wan Zwar wam      My Daughter of Zwar   
Ku wuam ior mba amoo chicha cii    Death has killed all my song patrons 
Fa we tar hembam oo      Know that the world has defeated  
         me oo 
 (Lines 4 – 7) 
 These interjections also create rythm and arouse excitement in the listener. 
One of Pevikyaa Zegi’s most used exclamations is: “ka aie ga!” (“It is not a lie!”). Often, he uses 
the expression to begin a song and to emphasise a point. This particular ejaculation also creates 
some form of humour, for although no one is arguing with the poet, he hastens to insist that what 
he has said, or is going to say, is not a lie.  
 In Song 40, line 1, the poet sings: “I have been defeated, it is not a lie!”  Here, the poet 
wants the patrons to know without doubt that he is defeated or helpless. In lines 9 – 10 of the 
same song, the poet sings: 
 Er i hemba yo ka ma zamber a or imo je   The condition is bad; even when I beg my  
        song  
kpaa nan udum mo          patrons, they ignore and leave me 
 Vaatyough Joe Ihyande ka aie ga   Vaatyough Joe Ihyande, it is not a lie!
  
 Here too, the interjection is used for emphasis and to express sorrow that the poet’s song 
patrons are no longer generous to him and there is no denying it. The same expression which is a 
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regular feature of Pevikyaa Zegi’s song is also found in Song 42, line 9; Song 54, line 7, and 
Song 26, line 1. 
 
4.8 RHETORICAL QUESTIONS 
Rhetorical questions are questions that a writer or performer uses to drive home his points. Such 
questions do not require an answer from the readers or audience. Rhetorical questions encourage 
the listener to reflect on what the implied answer to the question must be. A rhetorical question, 
therefore, is posed for its persuasive effect without the expectation of a reply. Pevikyaa Zegi has 
extensively used rhetorical questions in his panegyric poetry for emphasis, to express 
disenchantment with unpleasant situations and even to create humour in some cases. 
As a panegyric poet, the artist is more or less an entertaining beggar. Pevikyaa Zegi thus uses 
rhetorical questions often to emphasize that he owns nothing and to remind his patrons that he is 
extremely poor. This is the case in Song 4 where the poet sings:  
Wan Lohol Gbatar     Son of Lohol Gbater   
Nom or vihi kwagh     A fierce, brave man 
Anguledem la maju     Anguledem Maju 
Ieren yor zuam a ie ier kanshior   Your conduct matches with what happened  
to Kanshio 
Kan u kpen ke mbazum mzua nyi   Except death in Mbazum, what have I got? 
 (Lines 15 – 19) 
 Obviously, the force of the question, “What have I got?” is greater than that of a mere 
statement that, “I have got nothing”. The question also implies that even the poet’s audience are 
aware of his abject poverty. In Song 12, the poet uses a rhetorical question to express surprise at 
his own audacity to ask for gifts even in a church: 
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Zeka de tom kpa sha ieren ya orti dega   Zeka has retired from work but his  
        conduct he has not stopped 
We alu ke adua kpa ushi sonon    You, even in church will you ask? 
 
 This question is quickly followed by a prayer that God should bless the patron so that he 
should always have something to give out. Thus indirectly, the poet has still asked for a gift in 
spite of his suggestion that it is not the appropriate place to ask. 
 Pevikyaa Zegi has also used the rhetorical question to express disenchantment with the 
state of affairs. For example, after the Nigerian civil war in which the Nigerian Army fought to 
keep the country one, power was returned to the civilians but only briefly. Just when the people 
were about to settle down to democratic rule, there was another coup. To this situation, the poet 
expressed his disenchantment thus: 
Er nan rijim i sivilian i lu shoja ee?    Why is the civilian regime becoming  
         a military regime? 
Shoja Nongo tyav kpa tyav er za bee hile   Soldiers fought a war but the war  
 tahav na sivilian      has ended and they returned power  
         to the civilians, 
 (Song 16, Lines 21 – 22) 
The poet is at a loss as to why the highly celebrated return to democracy is so quickly returning 
to military dictatorship. In Song 23, the rhetorical question, “Who will accompany me now?” is 
an expression of great sorrow by the poet at the death of his fellow poet, Golozo. The poet recalls 
that the late Golozo who once accompanied him to song feasts is now dead and he now has no 
one to accompany him anymore. Zegi laments: 
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John Mista Kulemkwagh milim imo    John Mr. Kulenkwagh organized a  
         song feast 
Kpa yange va loho Golozo za za verem er   Then he invited Golozo and he  
         accompanied me 
Kera nguga man nenge Azua Ichul   He is no more, and see Azua Ichul 
Ngu mir lee       Is organizing another feast 
 Kaan nana za Verem er.      Who will accompany me now? 
 (Lines 31 – 35) 
 The rhetorical question here serves to heighten the poet’s feelings of anguish. This is 
similar to Song 30, lines 16 and 17 where the poet uses the rhetorical question to express his 
sorrow and helplessness at the death of Tor-Tiv Gondo Aluor: 
 Tor-Tiv Gondo oo mngu ken Chovuru   Tor-Tiv Gondo oo! I am an orphan 
  Yese yo ka ma pine kpa ka mliam yo m er nena?  So, if I ask but get tears only in  
   response, what should I do? 
 
 Of course there is nothing that the poet can do; he cannot bring the late king back to life.  
In Song 35, the poet has used a rhetorical question as a compliment to highlight the perpetual 
youthfulness of his patron:  
Igba Nyer Biam mo yo ngi been iyor je kpa?   Igba Nyer Biam for me, are you  
         growing old at all? 
(line 6) 
Even when people are advanced in age, they love to be told that they still look young. It is 
therefore a great compliment to tell an aged person that he is not looking old. Doing this in the 
form of a question to the object of the compliment has added a touch of humour to it.  
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 In Song 39, the poet has used the rhetorical question for emphasis to highlight the huge 
gap created in the Tiv nation by the death of the late Governor Apollos Aper Aku. The poet 
laments: 
  Yan Sarwuan Nachi lu kpen tese se Aku,   When Sarwuan Nachi was dying he  
           showed us Aku; 
          Kiso yem kende se a ana er?                                         Kiso has gone and left us with who? 
 (Line 27) 
Instead of saying Aku Kiso has left us with no one, or that there is no one to take his place, the 
poet has used the question form to create emphasis. Pevikyaa Zegi has used the rhetorical 
question to create a note of urgency in Song 42 where he intones: 
  Ngom wam Atorough Agaku nguhan Myer   My mother Daughter of Atorough  
     moghon ga?        Agaku; where is she that I called and  
         she has not stood up? 
  (Line 2)                          
From the line above, one can tell that the patron has not offered any reward to the poet in the 
course of the performance. The poet has thus used this rhetorical device to prod his patron to 
reward him. The line also suggests that usually, when the poet sings, the patroness appreciates 
him, but on this occasion, she has not done this. This recalls Song 45, line 18 where the poet 
asks: 
Ligom ne va ga shin wan Dam ave pe mo mtem   Did this Ligom not come?  Why is it 
mgbelen imo ga?       that the  Daughter of Udam has not  
         come to where I am sitting, singing?  
These questions are simply the poet’s creative and humorous way of saying, ‘Please come out 
and give me something’.  
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 In Song 56, lines 13 – 14, the poet wonders at the audacity of poverty that even in the 
presence of his song patron, it dares to trouble him: 
Wan Shitile gbe pinen mo er ichan nenge a wan   Daughter of Shitile is just asking me  
 Alaa ga shiniin      that has poverty not seen the  
         Son of Alaa that 
I kpolum itserem kpa m kondon zee? (2x)   It has caught up with me? But I’m  
         coming up steadily! (2x) 
In Song 57, line 9, the poet justifies his continuous cries about poverty with the question: 
Me hide ken a me zende idyerev alu viin (2x)   That when I returned home and I am  
         walking about naked, why will I be  
         quiet? (2x) 
Although the poet attributes the last two questions cited above to his patrons, it is clear that he 
has only stated his own feelings.  
 Rhetorical questions are a common feature of Tiv oral poetry. They are also among the 
rhetorical hallmarks of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs. The poet has used the device to create emphasis, 
humour, and to persuade his patrons to give him gifts. He has also used the device to justify his 
practice of continuously begging for gifts.  
 
4.9 REPETITION 
Pevikyaa Zegi has also employed repetition of both linguistic and sound features in his panegyric 
poetry. Repetition occurs when a poet uses the same words, expressions or even whole stanzas 
over and over. According to Amase, the device is often used for emphasis in order to leave a 
more lasting impression on the minds of the audience. Tannen argues that repetition [in poetry] is 
a type of spontaneous prepatterning, and that prepatterning and automaticity are means for 
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speakers to interact, using repetition as a basis for creativity. She also suggests that “there is a 
universal human drive to imitate and repeat” (“Repetition in conversation” 215). In panegyric 
poetry, since the poet’s aim is to praise the patron with the aim of eliciting reward, some words 
and expressions are used repeatedly by the poet until the object of praise responds positively by 
appreciating the poet. Amase adds that as a composition technique, “Some oral performers also 
see repetition as a safety device that gives them time to remember some forgotten lines in the 
course of performance (88). 
 In Song 6, Pevikyaa Zegi has used repetition to emphasise the elegance of his patron’s 
movement and general conduct thus: 
Or per tsembelee tema kera    A man crossed neatly to the other side and  
        seated comfortably 
  Ape Fate u Wanzum sha Mbagbera   Ape Fate of Wanzum from Mbagbera 
     Atese Tyoakosu      Atese Tyoakosu 
Fate ti or tsembelee tema kera(2x)  Fate has crossed neatly to the other side and  
        is seated comfortably (2x)  
(Lines 13 – 15) 
Probably, the poet has noticed the patron arriving at an occasion. He has thus seized the 
opportunity to call attention to the elegance of the man. In Song 10, the poet has used the words, 
“a new Peugeot’ repeatedly to express his excitement and to also impress it on his audience that 
a patron has bought him a new Peugeot car.  He sings: 
Wan Ukum Mbaker nam mngu hendan    Daughter of Ukum, Mbaker has 
Peugeot ihe       enabled me ride a new Peugeot 
I Peugeot ihe er(2x)      A new Peugeot ee (2x) 
(Lines 2-3) 
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In Song 16, the poet tries to urge a patron to give him a gift by singing repeatedly that once he 
sees the patron, he will be satisfied: 
U nenge wan Tyokula Girgi, je kpa a kumau   If you see the son of Tyokula Girgi,  
         then you will be satisfied 
Unenge wan Gaadi Mbagbera, kpa a kumau   If you see the son of Gaadi  
         Mbagbera, then you will be satisfied 
Or la tangen zer (2x)     That man is not a miser at all (2x)   
(Lines 8-10) 
 Such lofty praise sang repeatedly by the poet will certainly compel even the unwilling 
patron to appreciate the performer. Pevikyaa also uses repetition as a rhetorical device to draw 
the audience’s attention to one of his needs or something he desires. This is what he does in Song 
17 where he uses the word Honda repeatedly: 
Yange wan Kajo lu pinen    At a time Daughter of Kajo was asking 
Honda ishe me Kajo ngu hendan Honda   The cost of Honda that Kajo was driving, 
Wam mee.      Honda My Honda ee    
(Lines 18 – 20) 
 Further, the poet has expressed his sworn allegiance to some patrons using repetition. The 
aim is to make the point sink in their minds, and thus win their constant patronage in return. This 
is seen in Song 35 where the poet says to a patron: 
Mbun mer       I swore that 
Me memu gberen imo teren we mayangega   I shall not stop singing and  
         mentioning you forever 
 Ieren i wan Manger mama ngu ngua zua amo   The conduct of Daughter of Manger  
         Mama when she sees me 
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Anam kwagh shi we azua amo     She gives me something and when  
         you see me 
     (Lines 13 – 16) 
 For emphasis and to ensure that he is heard by the patron, the poet sings again: 
Orhemba Chia ke Mbaterem     Orhemba Chia from Mbaterem 
 Mbum mer teren we mayanga    I swore that I shall not stop singing 
Me mem gberen imo      and mentioning you forever 
(Lines 19 – 21) 
 In Song 49, line repetition with a few variations is used to highlight the achievements of 
an Association thus: 
SADA pav Local Government u Katsina Ala   SADA created Katsina-Ala Local  
         Government 
SADA pav Local Government u Ukum    SADA created Ukum Local  
         Government 
 
Apart from the emphasis created here, the repetition also serves to enhance the musical quality of 
the songs. One of the expressions repeated most often by Pevikyaa Zegi in his panegyric songs is 
Wan u – meaning ‘Son of’ or ‘Daughter of”. It is a thing of pride in the Tiv traditional setting for 
one’s geneaology to be traced. This proves that the person is a “son or daughter of the soil”; it 
also shows how knowledgeable the poet is about the ancestry of his patrons. This is a rhetorical 
skill that requires careful research and an excellent memory. This is because it would be very 
embarrassing for the poet to mistakenly refer to a patron or patroness as the son or daughter of 
the wrong person or clan. This feature occurs often in the following lines: 
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David Afaityo Ajoko kua wan Ugande  David Afaityo Ajoko and Daughter 
of Ugande  
Ngom mee My mother ee 
Minde Aga yan lu lohon Joe Bosua Orga   Minde Agah was inviting Joe Bosua  
         Orga 
 Me za de hungur wan Yooso Tiza   I will go, do not forget Daughter of  
         Yoosu Tiza 
 (Song 61, lines 17 – 20) 
It is also found in Song 55: 
  Wan u Gyakyor Akpe 
  Wan u Gube, Mama va wasem  oo (Lines 7 – 8) 
Repetition is a particularly useful rhetorical device in the panegyric genre of poetry. This is 
because the poet has to make sure that the words sink into the minds of the listeners, particularly 
the patrons, who will then reward him based on the extent of his eloquence. This is why 
repetition of whole stanzas is also a prominent feature of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs specifically and 
Tiv panegyric poetry generally.  
4.10 ALLUSION 
Allusion is a literary device that quickly stimulates different ideas and associations using only a 
couple of words. Allusion relies on the reader’s ability to understand the allusion and his 
familiarity with the meaning hidden behind the words.  Allusion According to H. Shaw is “a 
reference, usually brief, often casual, occasionally indirect, to a person, event, or condition 
presumably familiar but sometimes obscure or unknown to the reader” (273). H. M. Abrams 
extends this definition with his comment that allusion is “a brief reference, explicit or indirect, to 
a person, place or event, or to another literary work or passage” (181]). Leppihalme explains 
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futher that “allusion is more or less closely related to such terms as reference, quotation or 
citation, borrowing … and the more complex intertextuality” (6) Ruokonen supports this 
argument with his assertion that “allusion is an implicit reference resembling an external referent 
that belongs to assumed shared knowledge” (33). Without good knowledge of the idea or event 
alluded to therefore, one may not have full understanding of what is being alluded to. Examples 
of allusion abound in the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi. In Song 2, Line 1, the poet makes  allusion to 
the story of Cain and Abel in the Bible: 
Ayange lu Kain man shi Abel na ve Ter   It was Cain and Abel that made God 
     na se ku ye(2X)   to give us death (2x) 
Cain and Abel were sons of Adam and Eve in the Bible. Cain was a farmer and Abel a shepherd. 
Cain gave God an offering of some of his harvest, while Abel brought the first lamb born by one 
of his sheep and killed it.  He then offered the best parts of it to God. The story has it that God 
accepted Abel’s sacrifice but rejected that of Cain. Cain was furious. He invited his brother to 
accompany him to the fields one day. There, he turned on Abel and killed him. This is the first 
death recorded in the Bible. The poet thus alludes to this story to show that death began many 
centuries ago from this event. Although the poet’s expression is not accurate or the exact truth, it 
bears a hint of what happened between the brothers in the Bible and it is related to the cause of 
many deaths in the society today.  Another example of allusion is found in Song 3 line 6, where 
the poet sings: 
Jiagba chiyan kwagh ga i kange sha   ‘Jiagba’ is not afraid, it has taken over 
Bishop Usuh(2x)      Bishop Usuh (2x) 
In this case, the poet alludes to the exceptional prowess of the then Bishop of the Catholic 
Diocese of Makurdi in music. Both in singing and musical instruments like the piano, the Bishop 
was gifted. The poet in this allusion further suggests that the Bishop must have taken Jiagba, the 
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Tiv traditional medicine for singing which imbues one with the gift of performing exceptionally 
well in music. L. M. Nyitse says of the Jiagba: 
The initiate takes a cockerel to the master poet who initiates him and gives him a 
mixture of ground tree barks known as jiagba or gyegw, which helps him to 
compose new songs or in remembering old ones. Several  poets have attested to 
the efficacy of jiagba; Obadiah claims it clears the mind of cobwebs. (22) 
In Tiv cultural psyche, it is believed that without initiation with jiagba there can be no profound 
imaginative perception or creative compositions (Yina 103). Pevikyaa Zegi too has 
acknowledged this widely acclaimed efficacy of the herb among the Tiv here, though indirectly.  
In Song 14 titled “WeWon’t Give It to Witchcraft”, the poet alludes to the belief among 
the Tiv that all deaths are caused by witches and wizards or Mbatsav. The Tiv believe that 
theMbatsav   weild significant and maleficient influence over those with less Tsav. According to 
Yina in Semiotics of Tiv Oral Poetry: 
The belief is that mbatsav can traverse expanses of lands, cross rivers and even 
seas and scale mountains to achieve nefarious aims.They are alleged to kill people 
for their numerous feasts of human flesh. When such people are buried, mbatsav 
can remove the corpse from the grave without disturbing the grave, then lead it 
away to the supposed venue where they feast on it. Their hunger for human flesh 
is usually the cause of many deaths in the society.(45 -6) 
The poet alludes to this belief among the Tiv, though with a contrary view. He urges the 
bereaved not to attribute the death to mbatsav: 
Mama se na tsav ga cii     Mama, we will not give it to witchcraft at all 
 Se fa er a Aondo Ter gba tsa gba ku(2x)  We know that God the father created death  
        from the onset (2x) 
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 (Song 14, lines 14 – 15) 
In Song 36, the poet alludes to the Tiv myth of Ankwase Hungwa Dyelegh. In Symbolism in Tiv 
Religion and Culture, N. P. Waapela calls this myth Ankwase Hungwa Dyelegh, literally 
translated as “A woman came down naked”, classifying it as a nature myth. She narrates that, the 
myth holds that a female with a protruding stomach always comes down naked from heaven to 
the earth at certain times during the rainy season to bath. The location of Ankwase Hungwa 
Dyelegh falls in the North-Eastern part of Tiv land where rainfall is forecast (Waapela 42). The 
Tiv strongly believe that once clouds gather at that location, nothing stops the rain from falling, 
and it rains heavily. Ankwase Hungwa Dyelegh is a symbol of fertility to the Tiv; it is also 
believed to symbolise the origin of all races which spread to other parts of the earth. Pevikyaa 
Zegi alludes to the myth in the following lines: 
Nengen ken Hungwa     Look unto Hungwa 
 Hungwa Dyelegh kpe undu kwase na her  Hungwa Dyelegh died and left his  
        wife behind 
Kpa iti la ngi a mile ga     But that name has not disappeared 
    (Lines 12 -14) 
It is not clear why the poet makes use of the analogy here because the myth of Ankwase Hungwa 
Dyelegh does not make mention of a father or husband. He may however have in mind the ability 
of the female mythical figure to produce rain which gives life, and the resilience of the myth. 
 Another example of allusion in Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs is, “Trekking causes suffering”in 
Song 6, line 22. Here, the poet uses the rhetorical device to suggest to his patrons that trekking is 
not good, so he needs a car. In Song 39, lines 17 - 18, the poet alludes to the fact that while Tiv 
leaders in the calibre of Senator J. S. Tarkaa and Governor Aper Aku are dead, their 
contemporaries in other parts of the country are still alive: 
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Nande Azikiwe u Ibo ngu her se yo    Senator Nnamdi Azikiwe of Ibo is  
         still around, but our Senator 
Joseph u Sarwuan ngu ga oo     Joseph of Sarwuan is no more 
 
This could mean that death is being unfair to the Tiv. It could also mean that the Tiv are being 
unfair to each other as it is believed that it is a person’s kinsmen that kill him or her. 
 
4.11 ONOMATOPOEIA 
The Oxford English Dictionary defines onomatopoeia as "the formation of words in imitation of 
the sounds associated with things concerned" (199).  Onomatopoeia also refers to the formation, 
and use, of a word by an imitation of sounds associated not only with the object, but with the 
action designated; a word whose pronunciation suggests its meaning (Holman 309).  To Barnet, 
Berman and Burto, onomatopoeia is “a figure of speech [that] occurs when the meaning of a 
word is echoed or suggested by its sound” (530). These understading agree with the submission 
of Marinetti (qtd in Russolo 58) that “onomatopoeia is poetic device, which could reproduce any 
kind of noise, whether of friction, collision of solids, liquids, or gas in motion, is one of the most 
dynamic elements of poetry”. Based on this analogy, he categorized onomatopoeia into the 
direct, imitative, elementary, or realistic onomatopoeia, which serves to enrich lyricism with 
brutal reality and prevents it from becoming too abstract or too artistic; the indirect, complex, 
and analogic onomatopoeia; the abstract onomatopoeia, the noisy and unconscious expression of 
the most complex and mysterious of our sensibility; and the psychic onomatopoeia chord, that is, 
the fusion of two or three abstract onomatopoeias. (qtd. Russolo 58). 
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Pevikyaa Zegi makes copious use of onomatopoeia in his poetry. Examples of such uses 
in Zegi’s songs include sheele for small or little in Song 6, line 3; tsembelee for neatly in Song 6, 
line 15. Also, the poet uses the sound hiee to imitate laughter in Song 47, lines 7-8: 
Ngom wan Atso       My mother Daughter of Atso 
Atso ngu zenden Ayem Ayem homon mse hier   Also is walking very quickly; I am  
         amused, I laugh “hieee” 
 This chapter has presented a study of the rhetorical hallmarks of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs. 
Diction, metaphors, symbols, hyperbole, personification, proverbs, epigrams, humour, metaphor, 
and allusion employed by the poet have been highlighted. It can be observed from the foregoing 
analysis that Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs are rich in rhetorical devices such as the generous use of 
figures of speech and other poetic devices. The poet has also used personal names extensively, 
because the Tiv like to hear their names mentioned in songs. The diction is generally highlighted 
and often humorous as the poet does not allow for a single dull moment in his performance. 
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                                                   CHAPTER FIVE 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONTRIBUTION TO 
KNOWLEDGE 
5.1 SUMMARY   
In the preceding chapters, the researcher has carried out a study of panegyric poetry 
among the Tiv with particular reference to rhetoric and style in Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs. The 
researcher has also given ample attention to the thematic concerns of Pevikyaa Zegi’s panegyric 
poetry.  One cannot study the entire body of Tiv panegyric poetry in one effort; thus, the 
researcher selected to study Pevikyaa Zegi, a highly talented performer of Tiv panegyric poetry 
who has practised for many years.The choice of this poet was also based on the fact that his 
works have not received the deserved scholarly attention from critics of oral literature.  
In the study, the researcher provided an overview of the nature of Tiv panegyric poetry. 
He contended that oral poetry in general and panegyric poetry in particular is an important 
aspect of the cultural wealth of the Tiv people. It was also noted that unlike some other African 
societies, the Tiv are an egalitarian people. As such, they do not have professional bards or 
praise singers that are found in kings’ courts elsewhere. However, many prominent Tiv people 
have panegyrists whom they patronise to mention them favourably in songs. It is noteworthy that 
such panegyric poets do not depend entirely on praise singing for livelihood. Most of them are 
also farmers. 
 The researcher views Tiv panegyric poetry as literary artifacts deserving of profound 
literary attention, yet also performing certain functions in the society.  Thus, out of the various 
approaches and theories available for the study of oral literature, he adopted the rhetorical theory 
and the structural functionalist theory. These theories have provided the necessary framework for 
the researcher to highlight the rhetorical devices employed by Pevikyaa Zegi to achieve the 
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desired effect on his patrons and general audience while also highlighting the functions of the 
songs. The theory has also allowed for an analysis of the themes and subjects of the songs in 
chapters one and two. 
 Tiv oral poetry is an artistic creation that is beautiful, entertaining, and emotionally 
touching. The songs studied in this work show a generous use of rhetorical devices. They are 
replete with epigrams and proverbs, metaphor, imagery and philosophical reflections on life. The 
poet has also employed sound devices such as repetition, onomatopoeia, interjection and 
inflections. Figures of speech like hyperbole, personification, allusion and  rhetorical question 
have also been used to add depth to the poetry. The poet’s diction reveals a consistent use of 
heightened language that is often humorous and colloquial. The poet has also used loan words 
from the English language extensively, though he often renders them with a strong Tiv accent 
that makes them blend smoothly with the Tiv words. 
 Another distinctive feature of Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs is the musical accompaniment. The 
poet often accompanies his performance with music which he refers to as Gbanyi. This music is 
usually produced with drums, gongs and flutes. It usually creates excitement in the audience and 
induces them to dance.  
 An analysis of the themes and subjects of the songs was carried out in Chapter Four. The 
researcher noted that among the Tiv, a poet is respected mainly because of his themes especially 
if they are topical and interesting themes.  Pevikyaa Zegi’s themes could be said to have all these 
qualities. The  songs deal with various subject of poverty, political power and popularity, wealth 
and generosity, hospitality, beauty and elegance,  death, creation of Local Government Areas and 
States, the invasion of Tivland by the Nigerian Army in 2001, police harassment of civilians and 
civilian dictatorship. The themes also include leadership and development, the role of God in 
death, the necessity for women to be courageous and productive, among others. The poet makes 
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reference to topical and historical events with the aim of highlighting the laudable roles played 
by his patrons in such situations.  The poet manipulates all these themes and subjects to achieve 
his main aim of attracting material rewards from his patrons. 
 
5.2 CONCLUSION 
 The study has posited that the aesthetic value of Tiv panegyric poetry is not in doubt. 
This is aptly demonstrated in the rhetorical devices and style Pevikyaa Zegi has deployed in the 
composition and delivery of his songs. These devices include hyperbole, personification, 
humour, proverbs and epigrams, metaphor, diction among others. Tiv panegyric poetry usually 
focus on particular individuals and groups for whom they are composed. The use of personal 
names is thus a prominent feature of the songs. The language is elevated and heightened as is 
suitable for the themes and subjects they treat. These include wealth and generosity, hospitality, 
poverty, leadership and development, among others. 
 There is also a functional aspect to Tiv panegyric poetry as shown in the songs of 
Pevikyaa Zegi. The songs perform the functions of recording historical events, admonishing and 
advising patrons and the general public, and expressing displeasure with injustice in the society. 
The study has shown the types of panegyric poetry in existence among the Tiv, thereby opening 
a window to the rich cultural heritage of the Tiv as embodied in panegyric poetry. It has also 
shown that apart from eulogizing great achievers, panegyric poetry also serves to spur the subject 
of praise to achieve greater feats and conversely, to encourage others to emulate such great 
achievers. 
 The researcher thus concludes that the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi constitute panegyric 
poetry. Their themes and subjects laud the notable deeds of individuals. The language is rich in 
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rhetoric and style, and the songs perform both entertainment and sociological functions. 
Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs, thus, are cultural artifacts worthy of profound critical literary study.  
 
5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 Given the conclusion of this work that Tiv panegyric poetry, as exemplified in the songs 
of Pevikyaa Zegi, constitutes a highly creative literary genre worthy of critical attention, the 
researcher makes the following recommendations: 
a. Concerted efforts should be made by government, literary-minded individuals, and 
organisations to record and preserve Tiv Oral Poetry, particularly the performance of 
highly talented artists like Pevikyaa  Zegi. 
b. As noted by Yina in Semiotics of Tiv Oral Poetry, much of what we know about our oral art 
forms come from the works of sociologists, anthropologists, historians, psychologists, 
foreign missionaries, e.t.c (142-3)). The interests of these scholars are not in the literary 
aspects of these pieces. It is thus necessary for African scholars to collect, transcribe and 
translate these works of oral literature for proper critical literary study and appreciation. This 
could provide a headway towards a formulation of African literary poetics. 
c. There is an urgent need to appreciate and encourage Tiv oral poets. It is sad to note that 
most Tiv oral artists die unknown, unappreciated and in extreme poverty. Pevikyaa Zegi is 
lucky to be alive up to this point, given his age. It therefore, behoves of the government, 
literary-minded individuals and organisations to motivate him with material gifts and 
sustained patronage so that his artistic performance will thrive, thereby enhancing oral 
poetry in Tivland. 
d. It is also crucial for scholars and researchers to collect, document and study Tiv oral poets 
like Pevikyaa Zegi as this will not only unveil the beauty in his poetry and artistic 
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performance but also, open them up for non-Tiv speakers to appreciate. This will 
consequently expose Tiv culture and tradition embedded in this literary form for the world 
to appreciate. 
e. Noteworthy is the fact that, digitization of Tiv Oral Poetry is now very important in view 
of improved technology for safe storage and future use of data. It is common knowledge 
that most Tiv oral artists die with their artistic creations due to lack of proper storage 
facility for such art forms. Digitisation will not only serve the purpose of preservation but 
will also make Tiv Oral Poetry an export commodity to all parts of the world. 
f. There should also be periodic competitions organised by wealthy individuals, corporate 
organisations and the government for oral artists to show-case their artistic heritage. 
Competitors should be rewarded with material and cash prizes and conferred with 
honourary awards.This will encourage the artists and provide good motivation for younger 
people to take up the art. 
g. To ensure the survival of Tiv and Nigerian cultures and tradition in the face of intrusive 
foreign traditions, it is expedient to introduce Nigerian cultural studies in the nation’s 
school curricula, beginning from primary schools to the tertiary levels.  
 
5.4 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE 
 This study has first of all focused critical attention on an important aspect of Tiv oral 
poetry, the panegyric poetry. It has highlighted the literary devices and the rhetorical features 
employed by the panegyrist to achieve his aims in the songs.  
 Pevikyaa Zegi, a renowned Tiv panegyrist who has however received little critical 
attention, is the focus of this work. The panegyric songs of Zegi are analysed with particular 
reference to rhetoric and style, themes and subjects, and the entertainment and sociological 
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functions of the songs. The researcher has thus established that Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs have great 
aesthetic and functional value. 
 This work has helped in the collection, transcription, translation and preservation of the 
songs of Pevikyaa Zegi. In so doing, the researcher may be bringing him to limelight, exposing 
his works to greater appreciation and more critical literary attention. 
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                                                                 APPENDIX A 
TRANSCRIPTION AND TRAN SLATION OF PEVIKYAA ZEGI’S SONGS 
Song 1: Iwuese       Song 1: Praises 
Mnder:        Antiphon: 
Gabriel Honorabul Suswam Tingir Dom Agya   Gabriel Hon. SuswamTingir Doom       
      Agya  
Mngu a za sugh u mayangega     I have not gone to greet you at all 
Mama Yemesi ka wan Yoruba mngu a za   Mama Yemesi is a daughter of  
         Yoruba I have not gone 
Lam a Suswam ga er     To talk with Suswam  
5 U ngu a fam mayan zee(2x)     You have never known me at all  
         (2x)      
Mlumun:        Chorus: 
Ityo yam mo mngu wuese     My kinsmen, I’m praising 
Gabriel Honorabul Suswam Tingir sha ieren na la  Gabriel Hon. SuswamTingir for his  
         conduct 
Ga yange i plan u wuan Tiv     For there was a plan to kill the Tiv 
Kpa yan ye m za bunde      But he went and prevented it. 
10 Yem tar batur      He went to the white man’s land,
                          
Yange yem America     He went to America (U.S.A) 
Za lam a tar       And spoke to the whole world 
Chii ve bunde ye       Before the planned killing was  
         stopped 
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Yange i mase nanden Anyiin     They then burnt down Anyiin 
15 Nanden Gbeji oo kua shi Zaki-Biam   Burnt down Gbeji and Zaki-Biam 
I nande Tse Adoo ler      They burnt down TseAddo as well 
Hilen wuan ior yemen      Then they killed people as they went 
Ngura kpa yan u venda chii(2x)     Even that you stopped it all (2x) 
Kwagh u mo m oron       What I am saying 
20 Ne ner pine Chairman u Vandeikya   You may ask the Chairman of 
Vandeikya            
Honorabul Stephen Manta ngula     Hon. Stephen Manta, there he is 
Alu aie kpa Manta una yem uvendan    If it is a lie Manta will stop me 
Chialady Mrs. Rose Agunde     Chairlady Mrs. Rose Agunde 
      Myera Agunde gba vaan ve     I have called Agunde, she is on the  
way coming    
25 Resepshion u Suswam ne ngu van ken    The forth coming reception for  
         Suswam               
    mo za zua a kwagh u orun                 I shall be there unfailingly  
          I will have something to say 
Mfa alu mimi ken ne (2x)     I know it shall be the truth (2x) 
Ichan ngi eren mo mngu yilan Injinia    I am suffering, I am calling on  
Wan Shiaondo      Engineer wan Shiaondo   
Mista Aaga wan mbabulum m ungwa kwagh   Mr. Aaga Wan Mbabulum, I haven’t  
u Suswam u bo zee      heard of Suswam’s bad deeds 
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Joseph Tsa Gwembe yila wan u sha ngo Joseph   TsaGwembe called my mother’s  
         child 
30 Mo ungwa kwagh u Suswam u bo ga ve m   I haven’t heard of Suswam’s bad 
yoon ye (2x)      deeds that is why I’m announcing  
         (2x)     
Ieren i nane i na Tombo konsu ward u Logo   His conduct has given Tombo  
         Council Ward in Logo 
Ve er reception       They had a reception 
Hingir mimi Honorabul J.T. Kwaghgba    It is now a reality Hon J.T.  
         Kwaghgba 
Kwaghgba Gawon      KwaghgbaGawon 
35 Tiza mo hungwa ngu ke ato    Tiza I’m already inside   
Mshi m malu Diyaka wan mbakersa ngu   Even if there was a problem, Diyaka  
Wan ne ave ne mo ya tar la (2x)    Mbakersa is here now I will  enjoy  
         that feast (2x)   
Kwagh er doo je m nenge     Something good has happened I have 
J.P. Honorabul David  Chahur     seen J.P. Hon. David Chahur 
U foma Chairman u Katsina Ala kpa va nyor,   Formal Chairman of KatsinaAla too  
         has arrived, 
40 Kwagh mom a Duputi u shin Logo   At the same time with the Deputy of  
         Logo,           
 Peter Agbanyo       Peter Agbanyo 
Me nenge sha ieren      I shall see their conduct 
Mhungwa imo sha na ve      I am singing about him now 
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Nyamkyume Ndzorov     ‘Nyamkyume Ndzorov’ 
45 Chief Dokuto Samuel     Chief Dr. Samuel                                                    
Ortom Adologo Seketiri Jenera     Ortom Adologo, Secretary General 
Mwa imo mva sha wer      My formal Councilor, Thomas Hon.  
         Asulega  
Foma Konsellor wam Thomas Honorabul Asulega  My formal Councilor, Thomas Hon.  
         Asulega 
Ka ieren yough Honoabul James     It is your conduct Hon. James 
50 Mr. Chiga u na kav ye.     Mr. Chiga will imitate 
        
 
Song 2: Ku ka keng      Song 2: Death Is A Must 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 Ayange lu Kain man shi Abel na ve Ter  It was Cain and Abel that made God 
na se ku ye(2X)                to give us death (2x) 
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
Swande Tar ya per gen ngu zeer    Swande the world has eaten beyond hunger  
and is still restless 
Saar shin yem the za mem    Except in the final resting place 
Joo za kohol Baba Tar Swande Igbe or Jv Tar la ve Till it has met Baba Tar Swande 
Igbe or 
5 Shima vihi Iornongo     Iornongo is angry  
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Ta ken yough due sor terna er Abela     He ran into the house, came out and  
      Iber shi man yen wan Mbaduku tiev     swore on his father that Abela Ber should     
          have saved the son of MbadukuTiev 
 Ier duku Tiev er ku ne na tar ga(2x)     It has happened to Duku Tiev like this, 
  death did not pardon the world (2x) 
Van lan Iborinvungu lu ken Mbakijime     Van is aware of ‘Iborivungu’ in Mbakijime 
Mnene una yam man anger lu jem mer Kange uya  Mnena will buy ‘anger’, and  tie 
around my waist    
10 Alu Igo Gwaza      It is Igo Gwaza   
Igo Gwaza ken mba ityunngu yem ku   Igo Gwaza from Mbaityunngu has gone,  
wua iyor ler(2x)      that is why death has killed people (2x) 
Yilan Ortar ler u mbakange wan    I am calling my dear Ortar Ier from  
        Mbakange 
Oron Saawan or lu ya la Dinya hemen   Telling Saawan the head of the house Dinya  
                      has gone ahead 
Imo na mbakange num    A song has caused chaos in Mbakange 
15 Kpoo mba mase oron e ve hen Iyorunmber  Really they are now telling them in Mr. 
Swande                         Iyorunmber Mr Swande  
Yilan Ku kighir ve hen tse Swande (2x)  Calling death has overwhelmed them in 
           Tse Swande (2x) 
       Awarga u tse tse er wan perver   Awarga of old, that one has reduced the 
kwagh u kuyan u kor lum mer.   same that befell us 
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Song 3: Tom u Dedoo      Song 3: Good Work 
Mnder:        Antiphon: 
Pristi Thomas Orhenna      Priest Thomas Orhenna 
Orhenna Bishop Athanisus Usuh musan,  Orhenna, Bishop Athanasius Usuh 
has posted you 
Kende shin Abeda Shitile     Dropped you in Abeda Shitile 
Bishop Usuh       Bishop Usuh 
5 Orhenan ka fada wam mer u hir hir u terem imo  Orhenna is the first priest I have  
         sang about  
Jiagba chiyan kwagh ga i kange sha    ‘Jiagba’ is not afraid, it has taken 
Bishop Usuh(2x)       over Bishop Usuh (2x) 
 
Mlumun:        Chorus:  
Sulenen Apebu Bubwa fada u a ver    Sulenen Apebu Bulbwa the priest  
         who built 
Paleshi Ugba ve shi igbe U Bishop    Ugba Parish that has made it 
Athanasius Usuh       possible for Bishop Athanisius Usuh          
Asen ne va bur i zerge iyor i fada tsan la  To come down to commission the  
big Parish residence 
10 Father Bubwa oo, u er tom wough    Father Bulbwa oo, you have done 
Senator Saaor        your work, Senator Saaor  
Saaor per u pelen ne u nyor Ugba    Saaor just as you cross the river on  
         your way to Ugba 
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Yo gema ken imese wough u nenge ser    Then turn to your left you will see  
         clearly 
Fada Bubwa penda ya u fada nguhen tser   Father Bulbwa put a priest house  
         there conspicuously 
Ngu her seen seen ne va wuese (2x)  It’s there clearly we are appreciating 
(2x) 
15 Honorabul Boniface Torbunde    Hon. Boniface Torbunde Benue 
House of Assembly      Benue House of Assembly 
Mfa hegen ne ne tor atindi a Kristu ne yem   I know by now you have taken the   
         laws of Christ and 
Mser tar amin       gone to develop the world 
Sember ler ne kpa chairman u Logo    Recently too the Chairman of Logo 
20 Honorabul Sylvester Kaane wam yem    My Hon. Sylvester Kaane went 
     Za tsa ken Rome kpa a hile     To Rome for some time but he is  
         back 
Festi lady Udoo Kaane a yima man(2x)    First Lady Udoo Kaane should save  
         me (2x) 
Excellency, George Akume Gomna    Excellency, George Akume  
         Governor 
Kwagh u kristu Loho      The invitation Christians gave 
25 Gomna wase ne ka bunden wen ga   Our Governor will not be turned  
         down  
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Ngue za ga kpa a na kwase na J.P    Even though he is not there in  
         person he’s represented by his wife  
         J.P 
Ngo u Benue Regina a za lu ken     Mother of Benue Regina to be there  
         unfailingly. 
Kwagh u iyorlo zua man na kende Ter    There is no gathering of people that  
     ken nya ngu ga      the Ter will be left out 
Ter katsina man Logo      Ter Katsina and Logo 
30 Honorabul Fezanga Wombo    Hon. Fezanga Wombo  
Lunchin u fada ne i loho utor     This father’s launching traditional  
        rulers have been invited 
Samuel Gojir tor u Gondo man     Samuel Gojir Chief of Godo and 
Honorabul James Iwaa      Hon. James Iwaa 
Becky mama ngo mo m gule hengen    Mama Becky Mother. I kneel now 
35 Ka sha ikum i Ter Aondo     It is in the bosom of the lord God
          
Song 4: Ichan Yam i a Sar ga    Song 4: My Suffering Will Not Be In Vain 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
John Mista Kulemkwagh sha mbatyula wam   My dear John Mr. Kulemkwagh  
         from Mbatyula 
Ichan i we u ya fa we i saa ga     The suffering you went through,  
         know that it will not be in vain 
Apav Katsina wan tor Asogo wam    My dear Apav Katsina Wantor  
         Asogo 
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Me lu vea ven ne       As I am with you 
5 De vaan we i nande u ya zee (2x)    Do not cry so that your house will  
         not be burnt down (2x) 
Mlumun:        Chorus: 
Ku ne ya been mer 
Yange Nguledem Biam Amaju zomum mo   That there was a time Nguledem  
         Biam Amaju twisted me 
Tar na yange mom mom      His world at once 
Amough a lam man or la nambe chii a cheke ga   He stood up and spoke, a man  
         sprayed him without checking 
10 Ngo na shi kpe or la zom iwar ityar   His mother died again and the man  
         combined three graves 
Maa ken yange imom mom     Built them in one day 
Mar war ne u wan ne u ikyaave Wan mbazum   Built this grave for this son of  
         Ikyaave from Mbazum 
Mar war u Terna Demla Maju  Built the grave of his father Demla  
Maju 
Mar war ngun me tese ku me mo u dem(2x)   Built this grave I will teach death to  
         leave me alone (2x) 
15 Wan Lohol Gbatar      Son of Lohol Gbater   
Nom or vihi kwagh      A fierce, brave man 
Anguledem la maju      Anguledem Maju 
Ieren yor zuam a ie ier kanshior    Your conduct matches with what  
         happened to Kanshio 
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Kan u kpen ke mbazum mzua nyi   Except death in Mbazum, what have I got? 
20 Man wan  Poolu lu orun mo er nom na   And daughter of Poolu once told me that her  
        husband 
Kanshior sue imo ne i milin    Kanshio boasted of organizing a song feast      
     for me Joko Biam ooo    Joko Biam ooo 
Doom wan Ikyaa ahingir mimi me or   One good turn has become a reality I will  
         tell 
Movihin ze mande wan vati er    Movihinze nailed Daughter of Vati eee. 
 
Song 5: Me Kera Zamber Tar Ga   Song 5: I Will No Longer Beg  
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Peter ijende yamoo mase shin cukuu   Peter, my friend oo, it’s just a while 
                              Thomas Orhungur   Thomas Orhungur 
Orhunur a hinde Zaria vea wan Veleshe   Orhungur has returned from Zaria with 
       Daughter of Veleshe 
Ichan i gbem ne i a dem eren    The poverty that has befallen me will cease 
Mista Faase myer Stephen u Faase   Mr. Faase, I call Stephen of Faase Mr. 
Akaagime      Mr. Akaagime   
 
5 Mary wan mimi wan Ikyulav ya wam amar(2x)  Mary Daughter of truth from  
         Ikyurav-ya, host my dance (2x) 
Mlumun:        Chorus: 
Igba Nyer Biam wan gbiam we man Kwaghalaa  Igba Nyer Biam, Brother, you and 
Kwaghalaa Doki Balakem     Doki Balakem 
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Er nyen ulu her me mem zamber a tar ga   As you were here yesterday, I shall  
         not stop begging the world 
Joshua Bosua       Joshua Bosua 
Wan Yooso Tivsee      Daughter of Yoosu Tivseer 
10 Maa er ne pav Nageria ne na se Ukum Division  Since you have divided Nigeria and  
         given us Ukum Division  
Kwagh doom mo mchan amar     I am happy let me dance 
David Afatyo       David Afatyo 
Ajoko kua wan Uganden yem ngu eren    Ajoko as well as Daughter of 
Uganden atindi Nageria                        has gone to make laws for Nigeria 
Or u wasen Gomna mhen Peter Vandelumun   The man assisting governor to think 
Peter Aka        Vandelumun Aka 
15 Yila mama Regina Vandelumun     Call Mama Regina VandelumunAva 
Yiman ve        Let her save me 
Me nyor a imo pe yan veor     I have brought my song to where I  
         shall eat o 
Me nyor a imo hen terem Ichango Vough    I have brought my song to my father  
         Ichango Vough, 
    Ichan a chihi a za ga                        poverty will not dare go there 
Baba za amo shin Div.Ukum     Baba take me to Ukum Division 
20 Tyoor u Ngenev Joseph Ami Akpera sha     Chief of Ngenev, Joseph Ami  
Mbatyam Tor Lanve Malu Titor loho   Akpera from Mbatyam, Chief Lanve  
         Malu Titor to invite 
Tor kule ve sha u kya chii     Chief has set the whole table 
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Tor Mbaterem Ukum Avenda gbande ken   Chief of Mbaterem Ukum has 
Mbaterem        stopped all drums in Mbaterem 
Kwagh yan ade yen ga(2x)     There shouldn’t be shortage of food  
         (2x) 
Ieren yen ne i sule ikaa commissiona    Your agricultural practices should be  
      J. T. Orkaa       known to Commissioner J.T. Orkaa. 
 
Song 6: Ieren I Dedoo     Song 6: Good Conduct 
Mnder :       Antiphon: 
Austine Mr Gwaza      Austin Mr. Gwaza 
Alu Ngu wanye man ieren yor ka i wan ye ga   If you are a young person and your  
         conduct is not that of a young person 
Wan u Wua Gwaala Kacha wan sheele gema   Daughter of Wua Gwaala Kacha,  
         little daughter but 
Ka ingor he mo       She is my sister 
5 Nongyo yiman mmem a shawon     Try and assist me to have some  
         peace 
 
Mlumun:       Chorus:  
Ka pendan yam ashe sha Daniel    I now put my eyes on Daniel 
Kwaghgba Alagenyi ke Mbanor    Kwaghgba Alagenyi from Mbanor  
Hingir batur genyi hegen     He is now the Head of government 
Wan Ugah mama erer     Daughter of Ugah Mama has acted like 
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10 Kasev ikyundu ya mo kpa ne nam avur   “Twenty women in one”, me too  
Justine Iche       shall get left overs Justin Iche 
Or sha Nanev Kwande man Justina    A man from Nanev Kwande and  
         Justine 
Or per tsembelee tema kera     A man crossed neatly to the other  
         side and seated comfortably 
  Ape Fate u Wanzum sha Mbaur Uragbera   Ape Fate of Wanzum from Atese 
Tyoakosu        Mbauragbera Atese Tyoakosu 
15 Fate ti or tsembelee tema kera(2x)   Fate has crossed neatly to the other  
         side and is seated comfortably (2x)
   
Kwiin Elizabeth Madam Nguseer Zeka u   Queen Elizabeth, Madam Nguseer  
 Mbape mir ishor      Zeka of Mbape has organized a  
         dance feast 
Atidi e m loho Simon      She sent me to invite Simon 
Minde Chaver kper sha Mbatiam    Minde Chaver Kper from Mbatiam 
Mza kende kor la wan shitile kende kwagh  I dropped the bait, Daughter of  
         Shitile dropped something 
20 Zegi er u yer Simon     Zegi said since you called Simon 
Minde Chaver Kper ya u mem     Minde Chaver Kper you shall rest  
         well 
Zenden angahar ava chan     Trekking brings suffering 
Ichan ikyondo i a bee nee.     My lack of clothes shall finish. 
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Song 7: Mzehemen u Tar     Song 7: Development Of The Land 
Mnder:        Antiphon: 
Ordorough ada va ve Joseph    Ordorough Ada has come, Joseph 
Agena Nyikyaa Kpav      Agena Nyikyaa Kpav 
Ordorough va vea wan Dusa mama    Ordorough came with Daughter of  
         Dusa Mama 
Orhemba wan Kwembe ne va iyol ye ne(2x)   Orhemba Daughter of Kwembe you  
         came yourselves (2x) 
Mlumun:        Chorus:     
5 Justina Iche mama wan Zum ken Gyakyor   Justina Iche Mama Daughter of Zum  
         from Gyakor 
Mama milim imo sha shie u Kpamor J.T. Orkaa  Mama organized a song feast for me  
         during the time of Kpamor J.T.  
         Orkaa 
Orkaa alu commissiona u agriculture    Orkaa was the Commissioner of  
         Agriculture  
Orkaa iv a super       Orkaa is full of ‘super’ 
Kwagh mom u sule une kera hena ga  Nothing in agriculture will do badly 
again 
10 Ke Benue           In Benue    
Alu ie yo pine de Chief Ayua Sambe        If it is a lie ask the Chief Ayua  
         Sambe 
Ayua Sambe Abelaka(2x)     Ayua Sambe Abelaka (2x) 
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Manaja Ayua Ikume or Kwande     Manager Ayua Ikume from Kwande 
Sembee hinden tar batur uza va se a    Just returned from the white man’s  
 kompeni       land to bring a company 
15 Alu aie yo pine oo Senator Unongo Zuakyase  If it is a lie ask oo, Senator Unongo  
         Zuakyase 
Biam Akor Ikyulav Tiev      Biam Akor Ikyulav-Tiev 
Mbayan ve zenden a na      Those that travelled with him 
Manger Yua Ikume or sember hinden tar batur   Manager Yua Ikume just returned  
         from the white man’s land 
Uza va se a compeni      To bring us companies 
20 Alu aie pineoo       If it is a lie, ask ooo   
Unongo Zuakyase      Unongo Zuakyase 
Biam Akor Ikyulav-Tiev i mba yen ve    Biam Akor Ikyulav-Tiev those that  
      zenden ana Benue a kpe yore e    travelled with him  Benue should be  
         better off. 
Duputi Governor Isa Oduma lumun    Deputy Governor Isa Oduma agreed 
25 Governor Aper Aku or Tiv    Governor Aper Aku, a Tiv ma 
Va vea wan Mbape Vikitoria wan Balakuu   Came with Daughter of Mbape  
         Victoria Daughter of Balakuu 
Tar wase hide hegen      Our world has returned now 
Je ne lu negen Benue Cement     So you now see Benue Cement 
U Benue        Of Benue 
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30 Kpa ne  nenge Nkalagu kuma sha na zee   But you will see that Nkalagu is  
         nothing compared to it. 
     
Song 8: Or Gaden Ichovor Ga    Song 8: No One Is Above Being 
Orphaned 
Mnder:       Antiphon:    
Orkalen chovor ga     No one is above being orphaned 
Kula Wombo Ter Makar Agaku hingir   Kula Wombo Ter Maker Agaku is  
      wan chovor ee     now an orphan ee 
  Hingir wan chovor ter ngu ga    He is now an orphan, there is no father 
Wombo Ter Makar     Wombo Ter Maker 
5 Kende se ka u se vaa gbem(2x)   Left us we will cry for long (2x) 
        
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
Mkera zende jog ga Justine Mista Hycenth         I no longer walk around Justine Mr. Hycenth 
      sha Kwande   from Kwande 
Mkera tema imongo we ga cha gba Justine  I have not sat with you for a long time  
        Justine, 
wan Mbatyev      Daughter of Mbatyev 
Madam Iche          Madam Iche 
Pe tar uze kpa mfe je mayam zee(2x)   Where the world is heading to, I do not  
        know at all (2x) 
10 Mva nenge a mama zee    I came but did not see Mama at all 
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Iorkyaa Aye Nyam     Iorkyaa Aye Nyam 
Aye yange lu hen anenge amo ga   Aye was there yet did not see me 
Wan Tyough pinen je kpa zua amo ga   Daughter of Tyough asked but did not meet  
        me 
Yange Francis Upev lu ga    Francis Upev was not there 
15 Imo Nungwa lu vaan mza kumbur un nee Imo Nungwa was crying, I went to console  
        him ee 
Iza oron wan u Anongo Shimaga wan uke  They should tell Daughter of Anongo  
        Shimaga that 
mough nyor akwati                         Daughter of Uke has entered the coffin 
Yem za kohol Ashetu wan Mbape   Went and met Ashetu Daughter of Mbape 
Tuhemba Zege Iwen     Tuhemba Zege Iwen 
Zeka de vaan ku ma yange ga    Zeka has not stopped crying at all 
20 Tulemo wan Duger Biam Ala ka kwase u  Tulemo Daughter of Duger Biam Ala is the 
tor u Kende      wife of the Chief of Kende 
Ukenden Dwem Tor     Ukenden Dwen Tor 
Lumun e ichan i a chihi a ar amo ga   Has not left poverty to dare reach me 
Kazan Aka      Kazan Aka 
Magi una luga      Magi is not there 
25 Magi       Magi      
Ulee       Depressed  
Rose kunya kolom mee     Rose, I’m ashamed ee 
Mgbe yilan Madam Julio o    I’m just calling on Madam Juli oo 
Akpera shi kumbur mo Magi.    She should come closer to console Magi 
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Song 9: Mtem u Dedoo 
Mnder:  
  Orkyaa Aye Nyam Or ke Kendev Orkyaa   Aye Nyam a man from Kendev 
Wantyor mama Ngom ne mem ga tso    Wantyor Mama Ngom, you have not  
         rested then 
James Fate shi yer ne            James Fate also called you 
Atese Tyoakosu       Atese Tyoakosu 
Madam Fate mama mir ishor     Madam Fate, Mama organized a  
         dance feast 
 
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
5 Ichan erem mfa Dominic     Poverty has made me to know Dominic 
Hen ya wam ke Mbaterem Ukum   In my house in Mbaterem Ukum 
Ieren na ka i doo wan Manger Mbatinyam  His conduct appeals the Daughter of  
Manger Mbatinyam 
Ieren na ka i doo se     His conduct appeals to us 
Kwaghgba Alagenyi ke Mbanor mir amar  Kwaghgba Alagenyi from Mbanor has  
        organized a dance feast 
10 Uyange U gah man Madam Lidia wan Ugah   Uyange Ugah and Madam Lidia  
 lohom mza      Daughter of Ugah invited and I went 
      Ieren na ka i kasev ikyundu     Her conduct is that of twenty-women  
         in one  
Alu Ahungwa sha Gwaza yange lu her i yol na(2x)  Alu Ahungwa from Gwaza was there  
         himself (2x) 
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I loho or Mbajov, ka David Abelega    They invited a man from Mbajov, he  
         is David Abelaga 
 Abelega ngu principal      Abelaga is a Principal 
15 Abelega ngu a shima i tar or han a na u ya tar   Abelaga has the heart of the world,  
         to everyman, he is generous 
Ape Fate milim imo Ape      Fate has organized a song feast 
Atese Tyoakosu       Atese Tyoakosu 
Double Fate wan Mbausu     Double Fate Daughter of Mbausu 
Tso yen Jechira Mba suen     So yesterday Jechira people were  
         insisting 
20 Er kwande er makeranta ayange nga ke jime   That Kwande has studied this issue  
         sometime in the past  
Je un kanyi tor Uga gbe sen eren telegram hen   That is why Chief Uga is smiling  
         while sending a telegram to 
Terlumun Afaityo            Terlumun Afaityo    
Kwane vaan a wan Ugande wan u Tiza Ajoko   This time come with Daughter of  
         Ugande Daughter of Tiza Ajoko,  
yilau voo jee(2x).       I’m calling you precisely (2x). 
 
Song 10: Iyua i Peugeot      Song 10: A Gift Of A Peugeot 
Mnder:        Antiphon: 
Justine Iche ne Kwande ne wasem Ngu wuese   Justine Iche, you Kwande have  
         helped me, I am praising 
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Wan Ukum Mbaker nam mngu hendan    Daughter of Ukum, Mbaker has 
Peugeot ihe       enabled me ride a new Peugeot 
I Peugeot ihe er(2x)      A new Peugeot ee (2x) 
Mlumun:      Chorus: 
Nenge Utim ver wan Tor     See Utim with Daughter of Tor 
5 Patageri Ugba wan ve nyor ve    Patagari Ugba son has arrived 
Kwagh u naira hen ve or kuma ga    On naira issue, no one can contest  
         with them 
Tangega ka madam      Does not mise, that is Madam 
Oradi gba van ve mama      Oradi is coming now, Mama 
Udue Nongo va sha Peugeot je va tile pine tar   Udue Nongo came in a Peugeot,  
         stood and asked the world 
10 Mkar me ka ichan iyo     I said it is poverty around me 
  
Mama or naira ke ikpa dubu mom nambem,   Mama counted naira from her bag.  
         One thousand and gave me, 
Gema kaa er ichan yo ka kwagh ga er    Saying that poverty alone is not a  
         problem ee 
James Ape Fate da due a bua      James Ape Fate then came out with a  
         cow 
Yo kwagh doo madam Fate     So Madam Fate was happy 
15 Atese Tyoakosu ya iv yilan     Atese Tyoakosu the house is filled,  
         then I am calling 
Madam Orodi shi va a koo.     Madam Orodi to bring a rope. 
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Song 11:   Mfa ve Chii     Song 11: I Know Them All 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Or a eren a mo, Zege faa     If someone is troubling me, Zegi knows 
Or nan ere mo Zege kpa faa    Someone troubling me, Zegi also knows 
Men m mem ngu zee er(2x)    Rest, there is no rest at all ee (2x) 
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
Iornongo Joka va er er, de m memen   Iornongo Joka came and made it possible,  
        let me rest 
5 Iwa imo sha na yum     I have mentioned him in songs 
 De mo mem una yimam er.    Let me rest, he will help me ee. 
 
Song 12: Ahungwa Vam a Peugeot   Song 12: Ahungwa Has Brought Me A  
        Peugeot 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Alu Ahungwa Igo Gwaza vam a Peugeot  Alu Ahungwa Igo Gwaza has brought me a  
        Peugeot 
Myem yande la      I have gone across the river 
Wan Uwua ahemen mo kir se za nen oo   Daughter of Uwua should lead me there we  
shall go oo 
Mlumun:       Chorus:  
Ityoyam Ngenev ver ka la se a ayem   My kinsmen Ngenev should come over let  
        us go 
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5 Abogenage sha Mbatula kar ve    Abogenage from Mbatula is on his  
         way  
Wan ne Utor Asogo ngula ve wan na Ukaan   Son of Utor Asogo, there he is with  
         Daughter of Ukaan Mngu keen ashe 
ka ken u        I am looking forward 
Or mbatsav Kperse kpa va nyor ve    The wizard Kperse too has just 
arrived 
Wan u Zerbo ngu yalen      Daughter of Zerbo is moving around 
10 Er kwan Orun e kperse Maaor,    Around saying that Kperse Maaor 
Alu kwagh u nyar kpa u mande sha kperse   If it is a money affair too you will  
         encounter Kperse 
Dom Chia Chia Buya ken Mbaterem    Dom Chia Chia Buya from  
         Mbaterem 
Wan u Manger mama wam     Daughter of Manger, my mother 
Mama yan  mfa Iche sha Jos     Mama I knew Iche at Jos 
15 Zan zan wan Utume alu yiman mo   Until Daughter of Utume called  
Mama milim imo mba sha kwande m   Mama organized a song feast people  
lohol        from Kwande I’ve invited 
Turhemba  Zeka  ungwa      Turhemba Zeka heard 
Tule yan va Nyor ve      Hurriedly came over now 
Nguseer Zeka or Mbape de mliam vaan    Nguseer Zeka A man from Mbape  
         stop crying 
20 Atoo Tom ku va yem ana     Got a job, death came and took him  
          away  
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Zeka wou ngu her      Your Zeka is still here. 
Zeka de tom kpa sha ieren ya orti dega  Zeka has retired from work but his 
conduct he has not stopped 
We alu ke adua kpa ushi sonon     You, even in church will you ask? 
Aondo ana un alua kwagh u un a     God should enable him have  
yinma see.       something with which to help us. 
    
Song 13: Gredi One Joogi     Song 13: Grade One Judge 
Mnder:        Antiphon: 
Mer do kwagh ne gba sha shima Uganda   I will stop, this thing is in line with 
Ugande Ordorough Ada      Ordorough Ada 
Gredi One Justice      Grade one Justice 
Uger , Agena Nyikaa sha Mbagena kpav va   Uger Agena Nyikaa from Mbagena  
         too has come 
Mnenge wan u Igyusa wan u Tongov yo me   I have seen the son of Igyusa son of  
         Tongov 
chaa amar        so I will dance 
5 Ichan a wuan mo Kpaa, Odorough nguher yor   Even if poverty is killing me,          
iyor we       Ordorough is around himself   
 
Mlumun:        Chorus: 
Igba Nyer Biam we Ngu kua     Igba Nyer Biam you are present with 
Kwagh Nguer Aladoki Mbalaken    Kwagh Nguer Aladoki Mbalaken 
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Song 14: Sena Tsav Ga    Song 14: We Wont Give It To Witchcraft 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Iliam salem a David Abelega    I desire to cry with David Abelaga 
Chief Abelega ngu sha Ihugh me mo za    Chief Abelaga is at Ihugh, said that I should 
kpa mfetyo mayanga     go but will not be able 
Kwagh ne ka Kuhemba Ukum ngu wer   This time its Kuhemba Ukum that has hands 
wase ne oo(2x)      on the cheeks oo (2x) 
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
Kwagh u Ter a gbe ku ne vihi juu   This thing that the Lord has created  
        death is very bad 
5 Uduu wankaa Ugande    Uduu Wankaa Ugande   
Aondo Ter yem ana sha     God the father took him away 
M za ya Kuhemba     I went home Kuhemba 
Ukologberle Hembe    “Ukologberle” broke 
Kange nyagba tile ngolum mliam   Tied a cloth around his waist and wept 
10 Kpiligh mo yor juu m vaan ye(2x)   I was very surprised that is why I am crying  
                 (2x) 
M vaa myila      I cried and called 
Iyorkyaa Ayer Nyam or ken Kendev ve   Iorkyaa Ayer Nyam, a man from Kendev 
Wan Tyor mama ngom     Daughter of Tyor Mama my mother, 
Mama se na tsav ga cii     Mama, we will not give it to witchcraft at all 
15 Se fa er a Aondo Ter gba tsa gba ku(2x)  We know that God the father created death  
        from the onset (2x) 
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Uduu wan kaa yem undu Dominic    My Uduu come and go and leave  
         Dominic 
Orhemba Chia ken Mbaterem     Orhemba Chia from Mbaterem 
 Wan Manger Mbatinyam     Daughter of Manger Mbatinyam 
Mama mem mliam Ter usha yila ya a    Mama stop crying, the father above 
hemen er.        called that is why he has gone ahead 
 
Song 15: Yange la I kuma     Song 15: The Day Has Come 
Mnder:        Antiphon:   
  
Yange i Ape Fate       The day Ape Fate 
Iyange yilam kuma      The day he called me has come 
Madam Atese ngulohon or mgbe  ember er(2x)   Madam Atese is inviting people so  
         I’m jubilating (2x) 
 
Mlumun:        Chorus: 
 Loho Imoter Nungwa or sha Mbape Tor   Invite Imoter Nungwa, a man from 
Mbape Tor 
5 Uza u kaa mama Mbalamen Ityokor Tyumba  You go and tell Mama Mbalamen  
         Ityokor Tyumba 
Wan sha Mbape Tor      Son from Mbape Tor 
Wan Tyozer Abari      Daughter of Tyozer Abari 
Wan sha Mbatwam      Son from Mbatwam 
Ape Fate wam yilam er(2x)     Ape Fate has called me ee (2x) 
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Song 16: Or Kasuwa J.T.  Datso   Song 16: A Man Of Commerce J.T. Datso 
Mnder:       Antiphon:  
Mo hemban mngu yila ikpuu Barrister    Me, I am defeated, I’m calling on a  
         great barrister 
Barista Wan Imem      Barrister, Son of Imem 
Imem er Apeda or sha Mbahir Swange lumun   Imem made them place a man at  
         Mbahir, Swange has agreed 
       Hana gba van ve oo(2x)      Hana is coming oo (2x) 
Mlumun:       Chorus:  
5 Iyor gbim ve zam iyor er     Many people have disturbed me that 
Zegi tese se ikpuu kasuwa J.T. Datso    Zegi showed us a great man of  
         commerce, J.T. Datso 
Or la Tav ga ngu ii      That man is not tall and dark- 
         skinned 
U nenge wan Tyokula Gigi je kpa a kumau   If you see the son of Tyokula Gigi  
         then you will be satisfied 
Unenge wan Gaadi Mbagbera kpa a kumau   If you see the son of Gaadi  
         Mbagbera then you will be satisfied 
10 Or la tangen zer (2x)     That man does not mise at all (2x) 
Mkera eren parti gayo tar er yem chii undum   Since I have stopped playing  
         partisan politics, the whole world 
     ke jime        has gone ahead and left me behind 
Yange se tso se tsua Hon.     One day we shall select Honourable 
Dogola shin idyu u yer      Dogola in the assembly. You call 
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Ember Akpera Inyam i kyume mimi tar tsume   Ember Akpera Inyam Ikyume, truly  
           the world is confused  
15 Wan ne u Gber Ityungu J.P mer pine   The son of Gber Ityungu J.P. I will  
         ask 
Or ler shin nam answer er(2x)     Someone should give me an answer  
        ee (2x) 
Me pine ne kwagh ne Hon. Komisina Udende  I will ask you this thing Hon. 
Commissioner Udende                                         
 Jika Dwem Tor       Jika Dwem Tor 
J.P. mer Pine       J.P. I will ask 
20 Wan Fave wan maa     My daughter of Fave   
Er nan rijim i sivilian i lu shoja ee?    Why is the civilian regime becoming  
         a military regime? 
Shoja Nongo tyav kpa tyav er za bee hile   Soldiers fought a war but the war 
tahav na sivilian       has ended and they returned power  
         to the civilians, 
Shagari ya president ee     Shagari then won the president 
Shi ningir i va gba se ee     It went around, it has reached our turn 
25 Se mba nan shoja      We are giving it to soldiers 
  tsume ve mlu pinen yee.     I’m confused, that is why I’m asking. 
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Song 17: Ichan Zendam    Song 17: Poverty Has Chased Me Away 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Er mnyer Vandeikya fele sha Samuel   As I have reached Vandeikya so quickly at  
        Samuel 
Mista Aondonengen Kwaghdoo oo   Mr. Aondonengen Kwaghdoooo 
Yila wan u Ajon      Call the son of Ajon 
Mtsera wam Gaav     The profitable son of Gaav 
5 Me le yima ma      That he should save me  
  
Ichan zendam mnyon Vandeikya ee(2x)   Poverty has chased me away that is why I 
have Reached Vandeikya 
 
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
Ape Fate we u ngu ga chan Zendam mnyor   Ape Fate, you were not around  
     Vandeikya       poverty Vandeikya chased me away 
Kwagh gbam a Ahile Lusekuna Vaalumun   I need to see Ahile Lusekuna  
         Gaavlumun 
Regina wan u Ahile mama     Regina, Daughter of Ahile Mama 
10 Mbagbera wam moo     My dear Mbagbera oo  
Ichan gba songun ga      Poverty has not slaughtered me 
Ape ne luichan a erem zee(2x)     Wherever you are, poverty will not  
         overpower me (2x) 
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Ieren i ne eren amo ne zuam a Director    The manner that you are treating me  
 Iliambee Mr. Amokaha      reminds me of Director Iliambee Mr.  
         Amokaha 
Sha Mbaur Mbagbela      From Mbaur Mbagbela 
15 Mama wan u Orlogbaa      Mama Daughter of Orlogbaa Ieren i 
ne eren amo ne ngu kaa Akaakaa  Adugba  The manner that you are  
     `    treating me surpasses Akaakaa  
         Adugba 
Adugba Dyeger       Adugba Dyeger 
Yange wan Kajo lu pinen     At a time Daughter of Kajo was  
         asking 
Honda ishe me Kojoh ngu hendan Honda   The cost of Honda that Kojoh was  
         driving, Honda 
20 Wam mee.       My Honda ee   
    
Song 18: J.J. Akaakaa     Song 18: J.J. Akaakaa 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Chief J.J. Akaakaa ngu ga too yange la   Chief J.J. Akaakaa is not around but  
        the day 
     va nyor ve hegen      he picked has reached now 
Mfa hegen baba er iyom shin gema   I know now Baba has clocked one year in  
        the grave 
Se mba umbur un      We are remembering him 
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Inginia Ikile Jime wam mo va va yimam(2x)   My Engineer Kile Jime, I have  
         come, come save me (2x) 
Mlumun:       Chorus:  
5 A er Kwagh Kwase la lu ker ga tso kwagh   Any event that occurs without a  
         woman’s presence, 
la hom ga                    that event will not be interesting 
M vande oron ne       I have told you before 
Er mo nenge big u business woman Madam   As I have seen a big business  
         woman, Madam 
Ngodoo Ukpila va ngunu      Ngodoo Ikpila come around, 
Wan Mbayion esem mliam sha     Daughter of Mbayion has wiped my  
         tears 
Chief Double J ngu ga oo     Chief Double J. is not around ooo 
10 Akaakaa kende m ee     Akaakaa has left me ee  
Akaakaa kendem me vaa mver lu hungwan ga   Akaakaa left me, I will cry, I shall  
         never stop. 
Honorabul Michael Kondom or Ugondo ngu   Hon. Michael Kondoun, a man from 
chairman u Logo       Ugondo is the Chairman of Logo 
Wasem erem Ior lumun Jime inginia la kpa   Helped me make people accept  
         Engineer Jime but 
Orlobor zenda shi va      Orlobor still chased and came again 
Iorlumun Jime Kuma yanmen mato nam m     People have accepted Jime, it’s time  
or aie ga         to buy a car for me, I have not told a  
         lie 
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Song 19: Jenera Malu     Song 19: General Malu 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Leftenan Jenera Samuel Victor Malu   Lt. General Samuel Victor Malu 
` U za de shoji hegen ka lanke    You have now retired from the military on  
        the rank 
U or ka de ver na ya president la    That a person attains before becoming the  
        president 
  I mem mou shoji er we u vanda    You were retired from the military that you  
        refused  
5 Er ior mba ken won ne de san va kuran   That the people outside should not guide our  
 tar wase Nigeria ga    country Nigeria  
Inbya kwagh ne yan vande eren se senate  This type of thing once happened in the  
        Senate 
President Dokuto Iorchia Ayu minister   President Dr. Iorchia Ayu Minister 
Kwagh ne Dangote     This thing Dangote 
Kwagh shin sementu la     This issue of cement 
10 Kpa shima i de vihin we ga er(2x)  But your heart should not be troubled ee  
        (2x) 
Mlumun:       Chorus:  
Iyor zua nyian ka u ngohol Retired Jenera   People have gathered today to 
Sam Victor Malu      welcome Rtd. General Sam Victor Malu 
Ka hilen na ken shoji ne      He has just retired from the military 
U hile a kwagh ubo yor ga y a Benue    You returned without a bad record so Benue 
 Kaa e u va mem     Said you should come and rest. 
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15 Honorabul Shima Ayati wan tema  My Hon. Shima Ayati take your seat 
Chairman u inyongo shon ne iyor na er(2x)   Chairman of the occasion himself ee (2x) 
Konel Asom Bur Asom Abelaka    Colonel Asom Bur Asom Abelaka 
Iyange yen  ne ilohom m ngu va er   This your day has invited me, so I came 
Torhile Gondo wam oo     My Torhile Gondo oo 
20 Mhile u Malu man Iorchia Ayu   The return of Malu and Iorchia Ayu Kua 
shi Abu Ube ken Benue     As well as Abu Ube to Benue 
Kwagh mom ndzuu sha ve ga    Nothing bad is known about them 
Ka er yan ve or kwagh u mimi ve yan   It is because they said the truth that 
i de ve tom(2x)        they were removed (2x) 
Barista Jime Iyange a oo     Barrister Jime one day shall tell 
25 Mzough u KAOBA man shi SADA  The meeting of KAOBA and SADA  
Man Benue chii ve ker ave sha u ngohol   And Benue all have raised their hands to  
      His Excellency George Akume   receive His Excellency George Akume  
Ka er ve lu ahegh      As they are still fresh 
Kwagh u gban ityo i Benue    There is a need from Benue people 
30 Alu akuma yo shi atindi ve(2x)    When the time arrives, they will again send  
them (2x) 
J.P       J.P 
Ngo u Benue Regina Akume     Mother of Benue Regina Akume 
Kwagh u Malu       This Malu issue 
Hemba vihin director u culture u kpen tar ne   He is most annoyed, the Director of  
         culture in this part of the world 
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35 Mista Iorwuese Ligon    Mr. Iorwuese Ligon   
Mista Ligon we de ulen ga   I told Ligon not to be depressed 
Forma Governor u Plateau Solomon Lar   Former Governor of Plateau Solomon Lar 
Yemen iyange i Malu ne     Has gone to this Malu Day 
Jenera Gawon ngu van de ulen ga   General Gowon is coming don’t be  
        depressed 
40 Er mve je mgu oron kwagh u Governor   Since I came, I have been talking about the  
        governor 
George Akume now     George Akume now 
Zone C zua lumun chii e     Zone C gathered and all agreed 
We u kimbir      You should repeat 
Zone A man B kpaa     Zone A and B too 
45 Or mom kpa venda ga.     No one said no   
           
Song 20: Aboho dem Mliam     Song 20: Aboho Stop Crying 
Mnder:        Antiphon: 
Leftenan Konel Aboho de mliam vaan na   Lt. Colonel Aboho stop crying 
‘Ikyuwen i Tiv’      “Ikyuwen” of Tiv 
Aboho ngu ke mliam      Aboho is crying 
Er iva kum Aondo ya Juliana Aboho nyor oo  That it has pleased God so Juliana 
Aboho left the scene 
5 Ingyor yam wan Ngyise    My sister Daughter of Ngyise  
Datso kwase u Abohol nguze er(2x)    Datso, Aboho’s wife is no longer  
         alive (2x) 
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Mlumun:        Chorus:  
Aondo Ter  ku ngun u Juliana u Abohol na   God the father, this death of Juliana  
         Aboho made 
Begha u Tiv       Begha u Tiv 
Tor Tiv  Torkura bum Juliana er ka ‘isan i   Tor Tiv Torkula declare Juliana to 
Ikyuwen yase i Tiv’     be “Isan I Ikyuwenyase  iTiv” 
  Ter u va too san yo       Lord, you have taken the happiness  
10 ‘Ikyuwen’ gbe vaan  na(2x)     “Ikyuwen” is just crying (2x) 
Thomas wam oo       My Thomas 
Terna Nyise Datso      Terna Nyise Datso 
Oron nen wan Gernyi      Tell Daughter of Gernyi  
Tor wan Gernyi Ikpa Ivungu     Tell Daughter of Gernyi Ikpa Ivungu 
15 Madam ka Juliana u Abohol na i pav Ukum   Madam, it is Juliana Aboho that  
         made it possible to create Ukum 
John Gyenge Konsilo Uyam a er shiada (2x)   John Gyenge Councillor of Uyam  
         will testify to this (2x)  
   Fefa ga ya Lubem Ungbea     Not so quickly, Lubem Ungbea 
Va sha Tulan zer kwagh u Ter Kwande    Came to Tulan, maintaining the  
      James Azape      issue of Ter Kwande James Azape 
Alu yan ichan u kumbur wan na    Who is trying unsuccessfully to  
         console his son 
20 Chief Abohol ku ne ka or     Chief Aboho this death is no one’s  
         doing 
Mom mom ga ka Ter u sha er.     No one at all, it is the Lord above. 
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Song 21: Imo Yam i Kosum     Song 21: My Song Sustained Me 
Mnder:        Antiphon: 
I mo ne ngi teren ne kau      This song mentions you so that 
Or lu nan mo ya berem m tem or kwagh ga   Anyone may give to me,  I think I  
         am not envious 
Alexenda Iornumbe Ikyen     Alexander Iornumbe Ikyen 
Or u Mbatswam Mbagbera     A man from Mbatswam Mbagbera 
5 Lohol mtem hen yana ve oo     Invited, we are sitting in his house 
Wan u e Akor Ikpete wan Ishagev-ya    Daughter of Akor Ikpete daughter of 
Ishangev-ya lumun ee (2x)     agreed too (2x) 
 
Mlumun:  
Kwagh er nyian      Something has happened today 
De iyor i a nenge ieren i Terzungwe   Let people see the conduct of Terzungwe 
Nyior Iyor u Iorpuu Mbagen vea wan   NyiorIyor of Iorpuu Mbagen with daughter 
     Mbaduku oo      of Mbaduku 
10 Kwagh u nyagh lu erTerzungwe Nyion Iyor  The money issue with Terzungwe Nyior  
        Iyor 
Iorpuu  wer Azua     Iorpuu with Azua  
Je ma yange      At all 
Injinia Hassan      Engineer Hassan 
Mista Mbaukaan kua shi     Mr. Mbaukaan as well as 
Wan u Agaku va kpa?     Daughter of Agaku came too? 
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15 Mngu oron ne nyian de yelen nen   I am telling you today, do not hide at  
 ma yange ga(x2)     all (2x)  
Madam Rose Agungu     Madam Rose Agungu 
Mnyer Rose      I called Rose 
Chairladi kpa va nyor     Chairlady too has arrived 
Er ngu yilan Shagba kwase u hen Biam   She is calling the wealthy woman from  
        Biam 
20 Myila Palaper Atsanga me a fam man  
yiman(2x)      I called Palaper Atsanga that he should  
        recognize me and save me 
Sargent       Sergeant 
Ikpalakar       Ikpalakar 
Ayom jeloo      This is Ayom 
Wan naAgbagye ngu lohon mo    His son Agbagye is inviting me 
25 Mtem wam ngu hen Biam   My sitting is there in Biam   
Mngu lohon Benedict Orya   I am inviting Benedict Orya 
Wan Ishangev-Tiev     Son of Ishangev-Tiev 
Orya kenden mo mayanga(2x)    Orya does not leave me at all (2x) 
Alekezanda Ornumbe Ikem    Alexander Iornumbe Ikyen 
30 Erem mtem je loho     Organized a sitting for me, also invited me 
Or lu mtomun a tom u teren imo    There is a man I have been longing to  
        mention in song 
Iti na  Amber yer e Terhemba Tarle   His name, Amber calls him Terhemba Tarle 
Mtsetsa oo       Mtsetsa ooo 
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Tarle Mtse or  Ukum ne     Tarle Mtse, a man from Ukum 
Kwase wan u Ugondo wan Mbachongo   A woman, Daughter of Ugondo Daughter of 
gber  youn      Mbachongo is announcing 
35 Oron er Tsagh baba, yimam ma    Saying how Tsagh Baba has saved me 
Imo ne ngi yilan John Ian    This song is calling John Ian 
John Ian va nyor      John Ian has arrived 
Or imo wam oo      My song patron oo 
Va vea wan ne u Ugondo Dugwer Biam   Came along with Daughter of Ugondo  
        Dugwer Biam 
40 Kwagh ban ve ken ikpa ga    There is no lack in their pockets 
Gema pine Ikpuuor kasua Terna Ngise  Then he asked a prominent trader Terna  
        Ngise 
Mkar me J.T. Datso kpa va nyor    I said J.T. Datso too has arrived 
Mama wan Ikoga wan Ikurav ya ngu ner.  Mama Daughter of Ikoga Daughter of  
        Ikurav-ya is entertaining 
Song 22: Ornyar Ityongi Ikyaagba   Song 22: A Rich Man Ityongi Ikyaagba 
 Mnder:   Antiphon: 
Ornyar Ityongi Ikyaagba     A rich man Ityongi Ikyaagba 
Or Mbaduku      A man from Mbaduku 
Or lu er  akaa gbingbin     The man has done many many things 
Ior mbanengen      People are witnesses 
5 Mase shin u we u nongo a Zegi higen   What is left is for you to help Zegi now
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Hembadoon Ikyaabga wan Mbaduku er(2x)   Hembadoon Ikyaagba daughter of  
         Mbadukuer (2x) 
 
Mlumun:        Chorus:  
Chan har  ashe sha mo je ganden     Poverty has set eyes on me beyond  
         my ability 
Gbe yilan Ityongi Ikyaagba or Mbayar    I am calling Ityongi Ikyaagba, a man  
         from Mbayer 
Hembadoon Ityongi      Hembadoon Ityongi 
10 Kwagh kpa ban ne ga ne de    You do not lack anything, just 
leaveIchan na wuam yo ka ne ase ne zum   If poverty kills me then it is you that  
         will be laughed at for ineptitude (2x) 
Darecto Terseer John Ian man     Director Terseer John Ian and 
Mama wan u Ugondo Duger Biam er ne    Mama Daughter of Ugondo Duger  
         Biam 
De ichan na awuan yo ka ne ase ne zum(2x)   have allowed poverty to kill me then  
         it is you that will be laughed at for  
         ineptitude (2x) 
15 Honorabul Hingya      Honourable Hingya  
  
Hinga Konsilor  u Boiko      Hingya, Councilor of Boiko 
Kpa ka wan u John IKyenge     Is also the son of John Ikyenge 
Majoriti leader Ukum      Majority leader of Ukum 
Mfa ka Konsilo Uyam      I know he is Councilor of Uyam 
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20 Wan Yilase wan oo    My Daughter of Yilase  oo  
Ka me nyor mnyam ma tesen mo er    When I go to sleep, I dream that the  
nomor u John       Braveman of John    
Kyenge kende Konsilo une yem idyu yer   Kyenge left Councilor to go to the assembly 
Kwagh doom m enber yer     I am happy and rejoicing 
Honorabul Lubem moo     Hon. Lubem moo 
25 Lubem Or u Mbagwa     Lubem,  a man from Mbag  
Ungbea Ashijo or u Mbajande wam Ungbea   Ashijo, a man from Mbajande my dear 
Shie ne mzough Terulu u kem ver Alanyi   At this time your father-in-law met with  
        Alanyi 
Ngu  er nambem ter wan na u kwase la   Are spraying on Ter, his son-in-law stay  
        peacefully  
Shi a namben  Ter wan na kem lubem mer   Are spraying on Ter, his son-in-law stay  
        peacefully  
Ungbea or u Mbajande     Ungbea, a man from Mbajande 
30 Honorabul Keneth Shimaver mer le  Hon. Kenneth Shimaver that he should save 
yima maa       me 
Alekezana Iornumbe Ikem or Mbatswam  Alexander Iornumbe Ikem, a man from  
        Mbatswam 
 
Tema ver wan u Agor Igbete wan Shangev  Has sat with Daughter of Agor Igbete  
        daughter of Shangev 
Ya er mtemen mloho Terngu Mista  Since I sat and invited Terngu Mr. Duem to 
Duem mo       a song feast 
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Wan Shitile nyor     Daughter of Shitile has arrived 
35 Lu mbagaa la yange ne za fa mer  It was Mbagaa that went and discovered that  
ichan ngi ga      poverty was not there 
De Duem mer yiman ma    Allow Duem to save me as well 
Mtem ne i loho Iorkyaa la Ayer Nyam  This sitting, they’ve invited Iorkyaa Ayer Nyam 
Or lu ken Kendev     The man from Kendev 
Wan Ityough mama ngom   Daughter of Ityough, my dear mama 
40  Mom orlu ya wou chiver yem or  Mom, your husband, has gone, told all his kinsmen 
Ityona beer  
Mase shin u ne na bua ee.   It is only left for you to give a cow ee. 
 
Song 23: Golozo     Song 23: Golozo 
Mnder:      Antiphon: 
Iyor kpa nger anger kpa nger   There are many people, there are many diseases 
Mbu wuan ior ahoner    That kill people nowadays 
Hapatension man kansa    Hypertension and cancer 
Danzaria      HIV/AIDS 
5 Chia zende sha mi    Chia made concerted efforts   
Kpa no one Golozo ka hapatension  But Number One Golozo it was hypertension 
A hingur u undun mo  ye er(2x)   That made him leave me (2x) 
 
Mlumun:       Chorus:  
Tor Tiv Alfred Torkula, tar Tiv hingir viin   Tor-Tiv Alfred Torkula, the Tiv Nation is  
        quiet 
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Ishua yase i Tiv      Our Tiv parrot, 
10 Honorabul Dokuto Agostin Tarker Number  Hon. Dr. Augustine Tarker, Number One 
 One Golozo undu     Golozo left   
Kasev a mbayev undu     Women and children left 
Agure Mki veoo      Agure Mki Ve ooo 
Chiv Ayangwa chia Ashan    Chief Ayangwa Chia Ashan 
Er gomeneti lam Agber Agugu    Made the government talk to Agber Agugu 
15 Chiv Ayangwa Chia Ashan    Chief Ayangwa Chia Ashan  
Er Gomeneti lam Agber Agugu    Made the government talk to Agber Agugu 
Madam Franca      Madam Franca 
Se za kumbur kasev ve Mbayev ve   Let’s go and console women and children to 
devaan ga(2x)      stop crying (2x) 
Mgever mliam mgbe yilan Ter Buruku wase  I broke down in tears calling our Ter Buruku 
20 David Afatyo Ajoko    David Afatyo Ajoko    
Mama wan Ugande ngom Aondo    Mama Daughter of Ugande, my mother God 
Erem mnyor Mbatyav Nyam awer sha wase ve Has made me enter Mbatyav-Nyam with  
        hands on my cheeks now 
Baba Tordue Ayati Ager wam    Baba Tordue Ayati Ager my dear 
Golozo kende Agure Mkir    Golozo has left Agure Mkir 
25 Mkir gbe vaan yilan or Mbaduku   Mkir is crying and calling a man from  
       Mbaduku 
Christopher Ayashagba Ubwa oo    Christopher Ayashagba Ubwa oo 
Wan u Tsegba wam kwagh u doon tsorun   My dear Daughter of Tsegba, a good thing  
 ga hembam ve(2x)       does not last, I am defeated (2x) 
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Terzungwe Aende Kon wam moo   My dear Terzungwe Aende Kon oo 
Mama wan Zakor ngom     Mama Daughter of Zakor, my mother 
30 Or gbe vaan ga      A man does not just cry   
John Mista Kulemkwagh milim imo    John Mr. Kulenkwagh organized a song  
        feast 
Kpa yange va loho Golozo za za verem er   Then he invited Golozo and he accompanied  
        me 
Kera nguga man nenge Azua Ichul  He is no more, and see Azua Ichul 
Ngu mir lee      Is organizing another feast 
35 Kaan nana za Verem er.     Who will accompany me now? 
          
Song 24: Ku ka Ikuren Kwagh    Song 24: Death Is The Ultimate End To  
        Things 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Yilam Chiaman Ukum Tse     Could you call Chairman of Ukum Tse 
Honorabul Dominic Chia Bur or Mbaterem   Hon. Dominic Chia Bur, a man from  
        Mbaterem 
Wan Manger wan Mbatinyam ku ka ikyuren  Daughter of Marger Daughter of  
 kwagh      Mbatinyam, death is the ultimate end to  
        things 
Adaga Abaa yemkendem ibya ku i Dennis   Adoga Abaa has gone and left me in the  
 Zeka la ve er(2x)     manner  of death that Dennis Zeka did too  
        (2x) 
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Mlumun:       Chorus: 
5 Kwagh u ku u ere mo chii     All that death has done to me  
U er le mo igba Nyer Biam     It has done to me just like Nyer Biam 
Tarjaa Agbaa Nyor tema ya hen ape u za lu   Tarjaa Agbaa has gone to stay where  
         we shall be 
Wan Ishokua gbe vaan      Daughter of Ishokua is just crying 
Yilan Kenger Nyer      Calling on Kenger Nyer 
10 Tajaa la Agba a kendou     Tajaa la Agbaa has left you  
Kwaghngu ngom va fefa kenger ler va uwa   Kwaghngu, my mother, come  
         quickly and see how 
 iyor na(2x)       you will save your people (2x) 
Andrew Abetse mough va ker Mbayula fefa ga   Andrew Abetse did not come  
         quickly to Mbayula 
Nyiegba a madam ga aer ngu vaan ner(2x)   Nyiegbaa Madam has been made to  
         cry  (2x) 
Orlu oron William Gerei ka sha Shitile Gere   The one to tell William Geri is at  
         Shitile Gere 
15 Geri me vaan avene nee.      Geri, I will be crying with you
   
Song 25: Peter Swande     Song 25: Peter Swande 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Ubunde wan kpan or u Shitile ne kyaa   If you prevent this slave from Shitile,  
      ibo eren ne     something bad will befall you 
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Mngua zaga ka tyokyaa     I have not gone yet, there is a reason 
Peter Swande wam oo     My dear Peter Swande 
Mngu vaan oo      I am crying oo 
5 Mo va me nenge war tser(2x)   I shall only see the grave (2x)  
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
Kwagh u orya va zayor juu Benedict Orya  The family head matter has become a  
        problem, Benedict Orya 
Kange poloshi tsembelee mo kpa mde ga  Neatly became a policeman, I too did not  
        stop 
Mkange imo sha na ber i er ahemba tom   I composed a song on him that he is the  
 u atindi ya(2x)     greatest law enforcement (2x)  
 Akaler Gema ngohol o  Akaler, death has taken oo 
10 Kama pine me mama ka wam kwagh   When I ask, Mama will advise me 
Aondo erem nyi mngu vaan  imo kpa ngi a  God has done nothing to me, I am crying, 
      hungur mo      even forgetting how to sing 
Zaki Shima Nor      Zaki Shima Nor 
 Utsofo a hunwan a de kera lun iyongo a  Utsofo, be quiet, don’t be angry with 
     u umache ga oo                                       human beings oo 
Ku ya ka Aondo      Death is from God 
15 Aondohemba juu a zaa a nyor bem er.  God is most powerful, so may he rest in 
peace      
Song 26: Misa Ayer Ngu ke Sev   Song 26: Mister Ayer Is In Prison 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 Ka aie ga       It is not a lie 
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 Yange Ashetu Mbape tema lu orun a   At a time, Ashetu Mbape sat and  
 Dennis Zeka       told Dennis Zeka 
‘Tuhemba Zeka ka we je u iim ye’   “Turhemba Zeka, it is you that will  
 Imoter kaa Nungwa     bury me” Imoter told Nungwa 
5 Nungwa ngu ga kpa Nungwa is not around but  Nungwa is not around but  
Ka we je u hingir Nungwa sha Mbape ye   It is you that has become Nungwa                                                            
         from Mbape now 
Mama Mbalamen Tyokor ka apera ga (2x)   Mama Mbalamen Tyokor, it is not  
         pretence (2x) 
Tyo m yam na kpa Mesa Ayer nguke Kende vee  My kinsmen gave but Misa Ayer is  
         in isolation 
Iorkyaa Aye ngu ke sevoo     Iorkyaa Ayer is in prison oo 
10 Ape Fate ungwa gbe zohon pinen e ler    Ape Fate heard quarelling and asked 
Ier  ingin kanyi      that what is this?   
Er ilu je Iorkyaa er sue num aor ga    That Iorkyaa has never quarreled  
         with anyone 
Mape i wua orlo       Perhaps to kill someone 
Imbya la mesa Aye une za ga oo     That act Misa Ayer will not go oo 
Wan Tyor tema sha gbe yilan     Daughter of Tyor sat up, calling 
15 Mama Isaka orlu Mbaduku kanyi je gba    Mama Isaka, a man from Mbaduku,  
         what made 
Iorkyaa Aye ngu sevoo kpashi ka Joseph   Iorkyaa Aye to be in prison? Kpash!  
         It is Joseph  
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Mista Tuhemba sha Mbaduku shi a lu tema  Mr. Tuhemba from Mbaduku that  shiada 
er oo.       was the witness 
        
Song 27: Onov Jerchilla     Song 27: Jerchila Children 
 Mnder:        Antiphon: 
 Izua ber ve oo       They have all gathered 
 Mama Ikoyor  Ayanga Ala ikyaiyor gba van ve  Mama Ikoyor Ayanga Ala young    
         people are coming 
Zua bee veoo(2x)       They have all gathered (2x) 
 Mlumun:                 Chorus: 
 Onov Jerchila Mba ihar i doo ve shima ne hana?  Jerchila children that love to boast,  
         where are they? 
5 Ter  orpin ngusha ngu e tema ga mfa je me   Ter Orpin is standing, he has not sat,  
         I know that 
    ka kwagh            it is something  
Orpin pin chenji ga mfa  Orpin doesn’t ask for his balance, I 
know  
 Tor Tsua tilesha er ior msem kaa e tar ne u lu   Tor Tsua stood up, prayed for people  
   saying that  
ken bem mer  this nation should be in peace 
Or kwagh doo Feaga Ukpo Nyam    He said something that pleased  
         Feaga Ukpo Nyam 
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 Nyam ka un ne va he kwagh un ne nambe  Nyam, when he comes to an occasion and  
  sprays  
kwahar fave ka lu Kpa nyar    twice, I know that it is big money 
10 Wada Ihuyaan yan kpe or lam ga  Wada Ihuyaan when he died, no one spoke 
 Atese Madam Ape  Atese Madam Ape 
Ape Fate Wanzum lam ga sati mom er   Ape Fate Wanzum did not speak for one  
        week 
Jemgbaa Jerchira madam Orodi    Jemgbaa Jerchira Madam Orodi 
Orodi zenden a chengi ken ikpa ga   Orodi does not go about with little money in  
        his pockets 
15 Ngu e naben Joka  Erukaa gba vaan ver When he sprays Joka Emkaa is coming, he  
 ngu ner is here 
 Muder Uchi ne a nyor lu yo ava ken If Mude Uchi has arrived here, let him step 
won ner sugh ior out and greet people 
Asugh Mfahan mama     Let him greet Mfahan Mama 
Mfa ngu pinen Torkwase u ken Yal Akemer.  Mfa is asking the queen from Yal Akemer  
 
Song 28: Dennis Zeka     Song 28: Dennis Zeka 
 Mnder:  Antiphon: 
Tuhemba Dennis Zeka oo    Tuhemba Dennis Zeka oo 
Zaka ka Mbape      Zeka is from Mbape 
Zeka yan lu her ga     Zeka was not around 
Zeka yan ier awe oo  Zeka was deceived oo 
5 Shima i de vihin we ga(2x)  Don’t be angry (2x) 
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 Mlumun:  Chorus: 
Mista Jan na oo      Mr. Jana ooo 
Emmanuel Jana Anongo     Emmanuel Jana Anongo 
Iyorkyaa Aye ti a wan Tyor ngun   Iorkyaa Aye with Daughter of Tyor are here 
Iyorkyaa Aye      Iorkyaa Aye 
10 Ayer Iyorkyaa wan ingbian shi wam  Ayer Iorkyaa, my dear brother, please  
amaa la       organize the dance feast for me  
 Gaya Dominic Orhemba chia ken Mbaterem  If not Dominic Orhemba Chia from  
 Mbaliyo ngu nu Mbaterem is here 
We ver Wan Saaor yo gere a kpe a kyange  You and Daughter of Saaor, “gere died with  
        a bird” 
Tashaku Azande Alaan angwa    Tashaku Azande Alaan Angwa 
 Azande ka tereni ofisia u injinia shin tar u  Azande is an official Trainee of Engineer in 
Yoruba er       Yoruba land ee 
 
Song 29: Kwase Taver Ishe Yum   Song 29: A Woman Is Too Expensive 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 Justine Mista Iche  Justice Mr. Iche 
Or u sha Nanev Kwande     A man from Nanev Kwande 
 Yan za ke won kpa pase hile ngu ken  He went abroad but he is back in 
     Nigeria                                        Nigeria 
 Wan Udum mama Iche  Daughter of Udum Mama Iche 
5 Yan ne yilam tsa me ya tar la(2x)  When you call me then I will also enjoy   
  (2x) 
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  Mlumun:  Chorus: 
 Jem Gondo Aluor  Jem Gondo Aluor 
 Gondo de mokpa mo pine Nageria kwagh        Gondo let me also ask Nigeria a question,  
 ansa se ungwa let her answer for us to hear 
 Leftenan Anduru Nyiataer  Lt. Andrew Nyiataer 
 Ne hemen tar man kwase taver she yum             You are leading the nation and woman is too  
  Expensive 
10 Dera ka faga wan ne u capten  Money does not know the son of a captain 
 Ngohol wan u Gube Gyakor  Took, Daughter of Gube Gyakor 
 Gube Gyakyor Akpe  Gube Gyakor Akpe 
Kwase kpa ka kwagh shi kwase taver  A woman is important and a woman is  
ishe yum  (2x)     expensive too (2x) 
       
 Gube gyakyor Akpe  Gube Gyakor Akpe 
15 Kwase Kpa ka kwagh shi kwase taver  A woman is important and a woman is 
yum(2x)       expensive too (2x) 
Chief Ver Adoo Atsenge or lu Mbajima  Chief Ver Adoo Atsenge, a man from  
kum.       Mbajima Ukum. 
 
Song 30: Ayer Ngu ke Pulusu    Song 30: Ayer Is In Prison 
 Mnder:  Antiphon: 
 John Mista Kulemkwagh  John Mr. Kulenkwagh 
 Or Mbatyula sue imo i milin mo yo  A man from Mbatyula insisted on  
  organizing a song  
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  doo wan Tor Asogo  feast for me, so Daughter of Tor Asogo is  
  delighted 
 Or Mbatyula sue yo Mbakyer kpa mough A man from Mbatyula insisted so Mbakyer 
lohon  too started inviting 
 Kwase na Wan Ukan ngutorough ye er la  His wife, Daughter of Ukan is hurrying as if  
 mua gande(2x) he delayed (2). 
            
 Mlumun:  Chorus:  
5 Na mo er mer vaa Iorkyaa Ayer oo  Let me try and cry for Iorkyaa Ayer oo 
 Ayer Ken Kendev ver  Ayer is in isolation 
Ayer ngu ken pulusu     Ayer is in prison 
 Nyion Pati ke shima iyor je kpa  Pati is very sad but 
 Pati zua gbanda ga  Pati has no way out 
10 Bunde tsa i za or a James Akombo  At least, it should be told to James Akombo 
 Akombo mer la tov jii  Akombo should try the case 
Aye ngu ken pulusu     Ayer is in prison 
Aondofa yo ahile na oo     If God knows, he should bring him back oo 
 Tor Tiv Gondo oo baba undu undu se  Tor Tiv Gondo oo Baba has left us 
15 Tor Gondo oo baba u undu James  Chief Gondo oo Baba you have left James
  
 Tor Tiv Gondo oo mngu ken Chovuru   Tor Tiv Gondo oo! I am an orphan 
  Yese yo ka ma pine kpa ka mliam yo m er nena?  So, if I ask but get tears only in  
   response, what should I do? 
Samuel Kojiir Tor u Gondo-Tiev              Samuel Kojiir, Chief of Ugondo-Tiev 
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 Ugondo mba sha ya er  The Ugondo at home 
20 Nengen Utim tor kpe undu   See, Utim the chief has died and left me 
Ayanger lu ken ichoru  la er.  That is why I am now an orphan. 
 
 Song 31: Ka de Faina Je Ne     Song 31: This Is The Final 
 Mnder:  Antiphon: 
Godi u kighir      Godi of Kighir 
 Godi we u kohol Gabriel Wele Igbo  Godi you have met Gabriel Well Igbo 
he Mbayion      in Mbayion, 
Fanen ne wam amaa la(2x)    Know that, you will organize a dance feast  
for me (2x). 
  
 Mlumun:  Chorus: 
Ka ie ga      It is not a lie! 
5 Kwagh er u bo ve oo  Something bad has happened oo  
Iwa yar hinga ungwa ihyuma ga   Dog has hunted; squirrel did not perceive a smell 
Samuel Godi     Samuel Godi 
Tor Ugondo-Tiev     Chief of Ugondo-Tiev 
 Ugondo Mdema  Ugondo Mdema 
10 Mbakaan e ka de faina jene Tor Tiv     They are saying that this is the final that 
 Gondo akpe ne(2x) Tor Tiv Gondo has died (2x)  
  Madam Orodi  Madam Orodi 
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Song 32: Mtim u Paleshi     Song 32: Establishing A Parish 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Myer Simon Hingir Chaver Kper   I call Simon Hingir Chaver Kper 
 Yila imo vaa or imo wam Simon Hingir  Call a song feast and cry, my song patron, 
 Chaver Kper  Simon Hingir Chaver Kper 
Or imo wam de kera     My song patron don’t cry 
 Ku ka kwagh u Aondo  Death is from God 
5 Hemba de vaan mayangega   Its beyond us, never cry again  
Kumbur je ma yanga     Be consoled really, 
Kumbur wan Kporiba     Console the Daughter of Kporiba 
 Baba nenge u kuma cii ve man a mase  Baba saw that you are of age before he  
 nyorun oo(2x)                                                finally entered oo (2x) 
 
 Mlumun:  Chorus: 
Tyende zwa kum ya     A promise fulfilled deserves a home 
10 Ter Aondo tese ivyande sha Mbape  God the father has shown a miracle at  
  Mbape 
 Za nenge Paleshi  Go, see the parish 
 U a Ajio tim cii      That Ajio has all established 
 Fada Thomas Orhena  Father Thomas Orhena 
 Fada yange er msen a or Bibilo    Father once prayed and read the Bible 
15 Mase za fan er tar la zum lum mkur   Then realized that the world was nearing the  
        end 
Ivyande de ingi eren     A miracle has happened 
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Fada Tarkende na oo ivande    Father Tarkende will tell the miracle 
Ngila er       That occurred  
Hile chier se yor u nengen ne    We are rather afraid to even see 
 
20 Sembelee ne  Recently too     
M lu iin or imo wam Chief Adoo Atsenge  I was burying my song patron Chief Adoo  
 er or Mbajima Kum Atsenge, a man from Mbajima Kum 
 Helee je i za orum er mama u Dennis nguga   There and then, they came and told  
        me that the mother of Dennis is no more 
Tuhemba Zegeiwen Udende    Tuhemba Zegeiwen Udende 
Wana Agerba Fate Natu pav a Karol   Daughter of Agerba Fate Natu has separated  
        from Carol 
25 Ayem ngu za Kumbur Ashetu Mbape  Has gone to console Ashetu Mbape  
 Karol de vaan ga      Carol, don’t cry 
We ngu lun ngo her je shi    You are now a mother here and 
Ngu lun Kwase de vaan ga(2x)    Are a wife, don’t cry (2x) 
Tasaku Haar Azande Alam    Tasaku Haar Azande Alam 
30 Or lu Tongov kaa loh mo  A man from Tongov has invited me  
 Mo di mngu van a lyebera yam  Me too, I’m crying with my group 
Ngom wan Agbo mama     My mother Daughter of Agbo Mama 
Iyange in a tser unam dubu man    At midday, you shall give me one thousand  
 Wer yange u mii yo    and When you eventually organize a feast, 
35 Me too naira helee je vea wuam mee.  I will take naira there as if it will kill me
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Song 33: Polishi      Song 33: Police 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Ugbena Ugba or lu Shitile wam tar gba zan   Ugbena Ugba, a man from Shitile,  
na mo ve       my dear the world is troubling me 
Mzenden ner ver hiin yongo     I walk around as if they are enemies 
 Kpa ne mba orun mo ga      But you are not telling me 
Hingir u hanma iyan mtsa sev oo wan Torhile   It has reached a point where every  
         day I sleep in prison, Daughter of  
         Torhile 
5 Mo hingir hanma iyange mtsa sev wan John   Me, it has become such that every 
Gbinde        day I sleep in prison Daughter of  
         John Gbinde,  
   mama wam oo                           my dear mama 
 Igin ne ne mase orun nee(2x)     This Igin will finally tell you (2x) 
 Mlumun:  Chorus: 
 Kaan na na or  Who will address 
Or imoo wam Benedict Orya?    My song patron Benedict Orya? 
Orya ka Polishi je man     Orya is a policeman indeed, and 
10 Mimi je poloshi gema tsamem juu  Truly, police rat her hate me 
 Kwagh ne je kpa lu mama Kuhyer u  Even this too, it was because of Mama  
 Zwagh Ukum Kuhyer of Zwagh Ukum    
 Wam ve mzenden ye  My dear, that I now go about 
Iyange Benedict kange polishi    The day Benedict dressed in police attire 
Mo di kpa m kange Imo sha na    Me too, I addressed him in song 
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15 Lu iyongo mhir ga  It was not trouble I formented  
 Mer kaan gim kwagh ubo ve ne memem Tell me then, what is wrong that you won’t  
 ga(2x) let me be (2x) 
 Shima vihim mza oror Samuel  I became angry and told Samuel 
Mista Madaki wam kange undu Jime ken  Benue My Mr. Madaki dressed and left Jime  
        in Benue 
Yem ngu sha Plateau     Went, now in Plateau 
20 M ngu Jenera higen ior Kpishe ve mndugh  I am now a general; a lot of people I have  
  a mo vee.  sang about 
                                                                                             
 Song 34: Ikyondo I Ande      34: My Cloth Is Torn 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Ichan ngi dem mo ga Joseph Mista   Agba Poverty is not leaving me alone  
Agba ken Mbaterem    Joseph Mr. Agba from Mbaterem 
Ormbayuha kondo ya ande chii    A man from Mbahyula, my cloth is all torn 
 Mgema ashe m nengen wan    I turned my eyes and saw Daughter 
Ikyayum  Adan mtsember ichan u   Of Ikyayum Adan, I beg in songs, you  
fam ityo ga(2x)       cannot  stop me (2x) 
 
Mlumun:  Chorus: 
5 Gayo Numbe Gbernyor     If not Numbe Gbenyor   
Agbernyor ka or u sha Mbayongo   Agbenyor is a man from Mbayongo 
Undam kpa er ve Mbayongo-Tiev ve   Udam too has done them, Mbayongo-Tiev 
Agbernyor yilam hen ya na    Agbenyor has called me to his house 
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U kaa we mloho Emmanuel Chata   You said I should invite Emmanuel Chata 
10 Man Emmanuel Ukada     And Emmanuel Ukada  
  
 Or lu Ukum ner va ver er wan Karsa   A man from Ukum will come with Daughter  
mama (2x)       of Karsa Mama (2x) 
Agbernor ayer u za ka ibyumer ga             Agbenyor called; if you go, it is not stupidity 
Iornongo Tutu Biam Ala     Iornongo Tutu Biam Ala 
Akurga la va ver wan Ikyagh Bashi             That Akurga came with Daughter of Ikyagh  
        Bashi 
15 Va vaa tsa ngi      Came and wept “tsa ngi”   
Er bee       That finished 
Hide de u de ilu chan     Stopping became difficult 
Nongo yimam ne ne kwagh u zeren   Try and help me with cloths to wear 
Kuhyer Dzwagh la ooo     Kuhyer Dzwagh la ooo 
20 Wan Zdwagh Ukum msughne    Daughter of Dzwagh Ukum, I greet you all 
Msur kua tor u  Alalo Ukum Shimaior   I greet you with the Chief of Alalo Ukum,  
        Shima I  
Tsofo Biam      Tsofo Biam 
Maku       Maku 
Ka ave za tema a tyo yem yaa ku   When they sit with my kinsmen to  
        commiserate 
25 Mzua er shia wam ne  udum ner.    I get my share and leave  
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Song 35: Jime Doo      Song 35:  A Backing Is Good 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 Or vaan jime ka lu hua ga    When someone cries for a back, it is not  
        because of the cleft 
 M yila Or mbatsav ver de yongo Gber se  I called the wizard to stop since we have a  
        difference between us 
 Unbakesa mngun vaan neo wan Zerbu   A man from Mbakesa I am bringing you the 
Daughter of Zerbu 
Wan Zerbu yila wan u Nyiyongo   Daughter of Zerbu called Daughter of  
        Nyiyongo 
5 Rebeka oo m ember yee (2x)    Rebecca oo that’s why I’m rejoicing (2x)
  
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
Igba Nyer Biam mo yo ngi been iyor je kpa?  Igba Nyer Biam for me, are you growing  
        old at all? 
Wangbian been iyor ga    Brother is not getting old 
Kwagh ngu Alaa Doki oo    Something about Alaa Doko oo 
Hen pe Nyer alu me tema me ya kwagh   Where Nyer is sitting I shall eat  
        something 
10 Kwagh abannem her mayan zer    I shall forever lack nothing there  
Or imo wam maa      My song patron and 
Orhemba Chia ke Mbaterem    Orhemba, Chia from Mbaterem 
Mbun mer      I swore that 
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Me memu gberen imo teren we mayangega   I shall not stop singing and  
         mentioning you forever 
15 Ieren i wan Manger mama ngu ngua zua amo   The conduct of Daughter of Manger  
         Mama when she sees me 
Anam kwagh shi we azua amo     She gives me something and when  
         you see me 
U wasem ken       You must help me 
Ga ya Dominic       If not Dominic 
Orhemba Chia ke Mbaterem     Orhemba Chia from Mbaterem 
20 Mbum mer       I swore that    
Me mem gberen imo teren we mayanga    I shall not stop singing and  
         mentioning you forever 
 Ieren i wan Manger mama Ngu a zua amo   The conduct of daughter of Manger  
         Mama when she sees me  
Anam kwagh shi we azua mo u wasem ken   She gives me something and when  
         you see me, you must help me 
 Aondo er le mo Iorkyaa Aye Nyam or ke Kendev  God has troubled me, Iorkyaa Aye  
         Nyam, a man from Kendev 
25 Yange Patricia yem iyorchi la lu oron mo   When Patricia left, everyone was  
         telling me  
Er Denen lam amo ga er      That Denen did not speak to me 
U yila  kulan Kumbur ler      You called Kulan Kumbur that 
Iorkyaa Aye oo de vaan ga.     Iorkyaa Aye oo stop crying. 
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 Song 36:  Kwase Kpa Nan Pir    Song 36: A Woman Too Should Quench  
        It 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Kusagbede Ukpatu a lu er u tema   Kusagbede Ukpatu if you sit 
Or u ifyer a za her ga     An evil man will not go there 
 Kpa iyongo i a lu zer er(2x)    And there shall be no trouble at all (2x) 
 
 Mlumun:       Chorus: 
 Chia kachi due yila shan i pepe i Akor u   Chia Kachi came out and called, the  
        morning star of 
Biame le       Akor of Biame 
5 Akor Ter or Mbatso     Akor Ter, a man from Mbatso  
Na naira deri kaa er ngohol ka hila   Gave one hundred naira, said that take, it is  
        for now 
Hila tsee kpaa yina ga (2x)    It’s for now too is far enough (2x) 
 Ka ishan pepe i a hemen ve Nyer Alaakpa  It is the morning star that will lead for Nyer  
        Alaakpa        
un a due ye       to come out 
 Alu usu u er gba sha itimbe de kwase kpa  If fire falls on the yam barn, let a woman 
     nan apir  too quench it 
10 Mbaluver u Awuhe     Mbaluve of Awuhe    
De kpenen wer nom kendoo ga oo   Do not say because your husband has left  
        you oo 
Nengen ken Hungwa     Look unto Hungwa 
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 Hungwa Dyelegh kpe undu kwase na her  Hungwa Dyelegh died and left his wife  
        behind 
Kpa iti la ngi a mile ga     But that name has not disappeared 
15 Hamatar hamatar kwav     Everywhere everywhere the clouds  
 Aondo wa ula ken wan kwase  Hungwa   Are pregnant with rain in Ankwase Hungwa 
Dyeree ree.      Dyelegh ee 
 
 Song 37: Kwase Nan Nder Nom    Song 37: A Woman Should Wake 
Her  Husband 
 Mnder:        Antiphon: 
 Ku Ihyev lu aienge u yator     Ku Ihyev, if it were this day, you  
         would be king 
Gande ichan na er lem wan Dwagh Ukum   I am beyond poverty to be bothered,  
         Daughter of Dwagh Ukum 
 Ape Zan ngum gag a wan Dwagh la saar wer u   I have nowhere to go, Daughter of  
         Dwagh, until you  
nongo u moo            will come to my aid 
  
Mlumun:        Chorus:  
Nyer Biam Alagh Akuga      Nyer Biam Alagh Akuga 
5 Er wan igbian u vavem u ver yande la mo ker la  That brother, you carried me on your  
         back and put across the river there 
Hile ke ya ga kanyi?      Does not come back home, what is  
         it? 
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 Kwagh u Alagh pine Domink Burya a or oron wer  Anything about Alagh, ask Dominic  
         Burya to tell you 
Wer zua wan Manger kpa gba pinen pinen wen   If you meet the Daughter of Manger  
         too, just ask and ask her 
 Nom a yav kwase ader nan     If the husband is asleep, the woman  
         should wake him 
10 Der un amough ga ichan a kule mo sha won(2x)  Wake him, let him stand up, if not  
         poverty will finish me on earth (2x) 
 Kuu man Ayer Nyam Igum     Cool man, Ayer Nyan Igum 
 Yange Kende or       Once said it    
Sha zwa nahan je kpa      With his mouth, even then 
Hile bunde wan Tyor hingir zunguluu    It was cancelled, Daughter of Tyor  
         became depressed 
15 Er Patricia yer yum      That Patricia had hidden   
Wan Kwande ken la ngu her ga     Daughter of Kwande there is not  
         around 
Ka mnyion       It is sickness 
Ngiser je a yem a bee tyende zwa hen a vese ve(2x)  Long time now, she would have  
         fulfilled her pledge to us (2x) 
 Or Mbatsav ve der Yongo Gber Se    Tell the wizards to leave Yongo  
         Gber now 
20 Wen Or Mbatsav ne fa we ka Tor nenge sha iyor  You, the wizards, you know that it is  
         Tor who  
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      hemba dubu man             watches over more than a thousand  
         people and 
 Kwagh mom erlem ga ver Wilfred Ayam ver   Nothing happens to them, leave  
         Wilfred Anyam, leave 
       ichan a wua ga       poverty will not kill 
 Nyer kpa wan Zebo lu yilan     Was hiding but Daughter of Zebu  
         was calling 
Wan Nyiyongo wan Mbayam Mar gwa    Daughter of Nyiyongo, Daughter of  
         Mbayam Margwa 
Wan igbawam wan Mbachico ler    My mother’s kinsman, Daughter of  
         Mbachico there 
25 Ichan a wua u angbian ner.     Poverty will kill this your brother
  
Song 38: Mende Ngungur     Song 38: Mende Ngungur 
 Mnder:        Antiphon: 
 Tsebee u Anyorgo Agashi     Tsebee of Anyongo Agashi  
Anyorgo or u Mbagwa oo     Anyongo, a man from Mbagwa oo 
Mngu yilan we       I am calling you 
 Kwase kyaa kwase      Woman upon woman 
5 Wer ver wan Yuwa Shishi     You and daughter of Yuwa 
ShishiMyila Anyorgo or ken u Tongov wam   I called Anyongo, a man from  
         Tongov; 
lumun nee(2x)       my dear answered (2x) 
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 Mlumun:        Chorus:  
Nyor Agashi yan lu mer pe memen imo ne kpa   Nyor Agashi I had wanted to quit  
         singing but 
 Mza hen Igba Nyer Biam  Alaa     I went to Igba Nyer Biam Alaa 
Akuga ngu er or imo ugen ga     Akuga does not have another praise  
         singer 
10 Kwaghngu u Alaa Doki oo     Kwaghngu of Alaa Doki ooo  
 Kwaghngu ka sha zwa la tso(2x)     Kwaghngu too maintained the same  
        thing (2x) 
 
 
 Or Mbatsav ver der Yongo Gber se    Tell Mbatsav to leave Yonge Gber  
         now 
 Wan Zerbo vaa kpa or imo ve la ka    Daughter of Zerbo came but their  
Mr. Zegi ne tser      song composer is Mr. Zegi still 
 Orgen ngu ga er       There is no other person ee. 
15 Joe Targema Mista Tuhemba sha Mbaduku   Joe Targema, Mr. Tuhemba from 
Mbaduku-Tiev Ajir          Tiev Ajir    
 Or u gener u yilan e wan u Orkpega u wan Asua  There is no person to call the  
         Daughter of Orkpega 
 ngu ga of                Daughter of Asua 
 Saar mo tswen tser Igba Nyer Biam    Except me alone.  Igba Nyer Biam 
Or imo wam ma       My song patron 
Alahaji Tarja Aba      Alhaji Tarja Aba 
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20 Mbagema Mama 
Kwagh u nyagh la gbamide mo za mande a Dogo  My money needs are many, I shall  
         get to Dogo 
Igbauwa awasem.      Igbawua to help me. 
 
Song 39: Ku u Governor Aku    Song 39: The Death Of Governor Aku 
 Mnder:       Antiphon:  
 Honorabul Speaka Mista      Honourable Speaker Mr. 
 Benjamine Chaha Biam Alagh Akume kumbur   Benjamin Chaha Biam Alagh  
         Akume help console 
ne mo senator               Senator for me 
 
Sughemo Chia ade vaan ga     Suemo Chia should stop crying 
 Tar wase gba voo huan nen ayosu (2x)    Our world has collapsed oo, please 
stop crying (2x) 
 Mlumun:       Chorus:  
5 Gbanyi Nyer Biam oo    Gbanyi Nyer Biam oo   
Shi za verem mnenge e a ii Gomna Aku   Also accompany me to see how they will  
        bury Governor Aku 
 Victoria une lu vaan se lu kumbur yilan  If Victoria is crying, we will be consoling 
Visent       her and calling on Vincent 
 Mista Ujii oo      Mr. Uji oo 
Ujii Kumbur wan Mbapetor    Ujir console Daughter of Mbape for 
10 A de vaan ga      She should stop crying   
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U vaa we tar wase gba voo     You cried that our world has collapsed, 
Man ka aie ga (2x)      And it is not a lie (2x) 
 
Tor Tiv Akperan Orshi Kur oo man er nena?   Tor Tiv Akperan Orshi Kur oo,  what 
happened? 
Tor Tiv Akperan Orshi Kur     Tor Tiv Akperan Orshi Kur 
15 Tor Tiv u sha u tar wam      Tor Tiv the third, my dear  
Nenge nen Dokuto      See Doctor. 
Nande Azikiwe u Ibo ngu her se yo    Senator Nnamdi Azikiwe of Ibo is  
         still around, but our Senator 
Joseph u Sarwuan ngu ga oo     Joseph of Sarwuan is no more 
 Man m er nena?       And what should I do?  
Mvaan ne m yer President Mzough u Tiv   I am crying and called the president  
         “Mzough u Tiv” 
Padopads Awunah      Padopads Awunah 
 Mista Awunah ne mba ne lam ityo i ungwa   Mr. Awunah you that will speak and  
         the nation will 
      ne oo Bosua Orga      listen to oo Bosua Orga 
David Afatyo Ajoko      David Afatyo Ajoko 
 Kumbur wan Anongu Gile a de vaan ga    Console Daughter of Anongo Gile to  
         stop crying 
25 J.T. Orkaa       J.T. Orkaa 
Orkaa de mo kpa me pine tyoyam kwagh   Orkaa let me too ask my people a  
         question 
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 Yan Sarwuan Nachi lu kpen tese se Aku,   When Sarwuan Nachi was dying he  
         showed us Aku; 
  Kuso yem kende se a ana er?  Kiso has gone and left us with who? 
Ne orun        You will answer. 
 
Song 40: Yan Or a Wasem     Song 40: Oneday, Someone Will 
Help Me 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 De kwa ne me da zamber a Ashive Akule Abaji,  This time I will beg Ashive  
         Akule Abaji; I am  
      hemban ka ie ga       defeated, it is not a lie! 
Kule Abaji       Kule Abaji 
 Abaji wam va       My Abaji came 
Kule Abaji wam ma      Kule Abaji my dear 
5 Vaatyough Ujoko       Vaatyough Ujoko   
Ahoo u ungu ga ichan ngi ndzuu amo    Since you have not been around, 
poverty is harassing me! 
 Mlumun:       Chorus:  
 Dooshima hemba Iormba genev faga    Love is the greatest, some people do  
         not know 
Igba Nyer Biam Ala u Akuga Laka nenge   Igba Nyer Biam Ala of Akuga Laka  
         see 
 Er i hemba yo ka ma zamber a or imo je    The condition is bad; even when I  
         beg my song  
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kpaa nan udum mo       patrons, they ignore and leave me 
10 Vaatyough Joe Ihyande ka aie ga    Vaatyough Joe Ihyande, it is not a  
         lie!  
Ngom Katsina Aba ka hemban mo    My mother Katsina Aba, I am  
         defeated oo 
 Mista Jan a oo Jonathan Mista Tileve ngu   Mr. Jona ooo Jonathan Mr. Tileve is  
         writing and  
      ngeren pasen mo ityokyaa     explaining the reason 
 Mvaan wan u Manger kpa ka Mbatalakum   I cry of Daughter of Manger but it is  
         Mbatalakum 
Ka aie ga        It is not a lie! 
15 Ape Fate Wanzum ngoza      Ape Fate, my little mother came 
Atese Madam Ape      Atese Madam Ape 
 Kwagh la ka Mbausu      That thing is Mbausu 
Er Igba Nyer Biam Ala      Did Igba Nyer Biam Ala 
 Alaa Doki        Alaa Doki 
20 Chan yam ne mva ke Mbanev     This my poverty, I have come to  
         Mbanev  
Ayagwa Ugo       Ayagwa Ugo 
 Ugo Agila Mabera Agugu     Ugo Agila Mabera Agugu 
 M var kua madam Franca u Audu Hirnya   I came along with Madam Franca of 
Audu Hirnya i nongo mo (2x)           to be cared for (2x) 
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 Song 41: Alahaji Tarjaa    Song 41: Alhaji Tarjaa 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 Emmanuel Chagh     Emmanuel Chagh, 
 Ager Abako kaa loho mo     Ager Abaka sent me an invitation, 
 Alahaji Tarjaa Joseph     Alhaji Tarjaa Joseph 
Za da verem oo      Come and accompany me 
5 Agbaa zada verem ka sha Mbajir Swande  Agbaa come and accompany me, it is at  
        Mbajir Swande  
M za pe wan wam Mbaterem    Let me go to where Daughter of Mbaterem, 
Wan Burya wam alu yilan nee (2x)   Daughter of Burya is calling us (2x) 
  
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
ka aie ga Baba Tordue Tor Ayati yuwam sha   It is not a lie! Baba Tordue Tor Ayati  
         carried me up 
 Mhen Ben kohol Ifi shin la yilam wan a    Mhen Ben dried up the river there,  
Akura mama      called Daughter of Akura Mama 
10 Akura u Daka nenge ve m ember ye    Akura of Daka saw me, that is why  
         I’m rejoicing 
Or Mjir wam ka Ashar      My man of Mjir is Ashar 
Agee Agever Baku kaa a mo er     Agee Agever Baku told me that 
Er mo mfa tin na ne      Since I know his name 
Wen toom tom u zenden a min     He has given me the job of carrying  
         it about 
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15 Kwagh a gbam di u deri utar di za un ne wasem   If I have need of just five hundred  
         Naira, I should come, he will help  
         me 
Ieren i gila i za zuam Igbawua woo    This conduct of his is the same as  
 Mista Gena      exhibited by Igbawua Mr. Gena 
 Ka ichan i nam i ningir sha er ngu ikyor kwane er  It is poverty that has made me roam  
         about as if I am a big rat these days 
 Wan Angitsor wan Mbatyula wam Mlumun fele  Daughter of Angitsor, my Daughter  
         of Mbatyula 
20 Wan Akpaku lu indiar ihowe     Daughter of Akpaku was licking a  
         finger    
  
Song 42: Abacha er ‘Overtaking’    Song 42: Abacha Has Done Overtaking 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 Speaka u Benue Ornyar Isaac Agaku ngu  Speaker of Benue, Ornyer Isaac Agaku 
     hen neoo     is here oo 
 Ngom wam Atorough Agaku nguhan Myer  My mother Daughter of Atorough Agaku;  
        where is she that I called and she has not  
 moghon ga?     stood up? 
      Tor u kpa u Kwande     The treasurer of Kwande 
 Lanen Akwente      Lanen Akwente 
5 Yila wan Ukan      Called Daughter of Ukan   
Amough a za imo sha Mbaterem Ukum  She should stand up and attend my song 
feast at Mbaterem Ukum 
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 Kuma pe me zer akondo a Tiv    It is time for me to put on the Tiv attire 
 Se za Mbaterem oo (2x)     Let us go to Mbaterem oo (2x) 
  
Mlumun:        Chorus:  
 Ka aie ga        It is not a lie! 
10 Major Jenera Abacha er overtaking he tar ne   Major General Abacha has done  
         overtaking in this world now  
Abacha kaa tema mo doo mo     Abacha has sat with me, I like it 
Modi Domnik Orhemba Chia ke Mbaterem   For me, Dominic Orhemba Chia  
         from Mbaterem 
 Wan Manger Mbatinyam tsua kohol we vea John  Daughter of Manger Mbatinyam  
         came out and joined John 
 Mista Kulemkwagh u Jime     Mr. Kulemkwagh of Jime 
15 Sha Mbatyula vea wan Tor Ator Asogo    From Mbatyula with Daughter of  
         Tor, Ator Asogo 
Tsue za kohol injinia      Jumped and joined Engineer 
Tashaku Haa Azande Alam     Tashaku Haa Azande Alam 
Mo kpa ka se sha orlun ken imo ne    Me too, we want to be at this song  
         feast 
Mngunengen wan Agbo      Mngunengen, Daughter of Agbo 
20 Hile yua sanker har      Took up a sword and girded up 
Yila wan Zuakaa       Called Daughter of Zuakaa 
Yem ngu za kolon      Went and was carrying  
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Aya wan Manger wam Akombo‘Aya,’    Daughter of Manger my dear,  
         charms 
Yen ngu za kolon Aya wan Jorpo    Yesterday, was carrying Aya my  
         dear, ‘Jorpo’. 
 
 Song 43: Ka Wanye Na Oo Ave    Song 43: When A Child Washes  
         His Hands 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 Wanye ka nan      When a child 
 Alu a bee ii g aver nan Luam a or ganden  Has cleaned up dirt and is given food with  
        an adult, 
     ide vihin ne ga (ga cii)               don’t be annoyed (Not at all!) 
Lohon Terngu Dueme     Now write Terngu Dueme 
Dueme Biam Ala      Dueme Biam Ala 
5 Orhembe ishor ka lujime Dominik Burya  A person wins a contest due to the support  
        he gets Dominic Burya 
Man jime ngi ember ga Uchia wough va   And your support is not celebrated, yet your  
  sha tembe     fear has come to the arena 
                                                     
 Mlumun:       Chorus: 
Igba Nyer Biam yan lu we or u    Igba Nyer Biam was the man that 
 Vanden milin imo ne     Had initially organized this song feast 
Kwaghngu Alaa Doki ngomo    Kwaghngu Alaa Doki, my dear mother o 
10 Wan Sha Usu mnenge ne mba kendem   Son from Usu, I see you do not abandon me 
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ayan zee  (2x)       Never a day (2x) 
Ikyav tesem e Igba yan Ugondo va    I saw a sign that my maternal kin  
         Ugondo has come 
      Orduen u Kuma Aburdi Yawe ke Mbaterem   Orduen of Kuma Aburdi Yawe from  
         Mbaterem 
      wan Gbaka Kwanji      son of Gbaka Kwanyi 
Zende gbenda Orum erlee     Went around and told me that 
15 Yan u lu suen u yemen a tyer ki milin imo  You were insisting to go away with  
         the pot to organize  
Ishima ngi vihin       His heart is troubled 
John Igba John Kaji va      John Igba John Kaji came 
John Ali Aber Doki      John Ali Aber Doki 
 Mama mlumun Ityo wan Ugondo kwase    Mama I agree, my kinsmen, Ugondo 
tangen ga (2x)       Kwase does not mise (2x) 
20 Va za nen imo hen Dominik     Come, let’s go to the song feast that  
         Dominic 
Burya wan amir ne      Mr. Burya has organized 
Amilin imo ne kwagh doo Tona Ujoh    He has organized this song feast and  
         Tona Ujoh is happy 
Ujoh Shin dam Mbatinyam     Ujoh from Dam Mbatinyam 
Wan Mbawar due tachia na     Daughter of Mbawer came out, and  
         took an oath 
25 Na Dominik Burya      Gave Dominic Burya   
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Chia kpa yan gba zum mayam ke Mbazum ga (2x)  Oath but it was never little in 
Mbazum. 
 
Song 44: Taraba Kpa Hile Ndohol    Song 44: Taraba Too Has Become  
         Cold 
 Mnder:        Antiphon: 
 Cosmos Mista Iorkase Ashwe ka or Mbajima Kum  Cosmos Mr. Iorkase Ashwe is a man  
         from Mbajima Ukum 
 Imo ne teren Mista Iorkase ichan gba juu   My song has mentioned Mr. Iorkase  
         for a long time 
Ngom wan Nenger wan Mbayion    My mother, Daughter of Nenger,  
         Daughter of Mbayion 
 Orhemba Chia ke Mbaterem Ukum    Orhemba Chia from Mbaterem  
         Ukum 
5 Mir imo ne wan Manger      Organized this song feast, Daughter  
         of Manger 
Ander tembe gba eren ishima na ve oo    Burst out at the arena and is doing  
         her heart desire 
Or ade chian ga e lu her amo (2x)  No one should be afraid that it is at  
my place (2x) 
  
Mlumun:        Chorus:  
Mista Ichan tar Taraba kpa hile ndohol    Mr. Ichan, the world of Taraba too  
         has become cold 
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Me za sha Oju Hyande      I will go to Oju Hyande 
10 Oju ngu sha Dinya vea wan u Shangev-ya   Oju is at Dinya with Daughter of  
         Shangev-ya, 
      wan Utongo wam ma           dear daughter  of Utongo  
Mzamber Tyomgbea Biam Adejii Or Kwande   I begged Tyomgbea Biam Adeji, a  
         man from Kwande 
Wan Akpaku ya or ti hungwa     Daughter of Akpaku, the man heard 
 Za ga man ungu yilan Aye     Did not go but is calling Aye 
 Orkyaa Aye oo Mhungwa zaga     Orkyaa Ayee ooo heard, did not go 
15 Wan Tyough nguhere m oron ye (2x)    Daughter of Tyough is here, that is  
         why I am saying it (2x) 
Mzamber chium Burya Ukyedam Agu or sha   I earnestly beg Burya Ukyedam  
 Mbalio Mbazum      Agu, a man Mbalio Mbazum   
A kusu shom i       He should tightly hold the cutlass 
Aya wan Manger wam atsuaa     Aya, my daughter of Manger brought  
         out 
U er shagba gbem      To express wealth and affluence for  
         long 
20 Utema ikyonor vea igba u Nyer Biam    You have been in leadership with  
         Igba of Nyer Biam 
Kwaghngu Alaa Doki Ngomo     Kwaghngu Alaa Doki, my mother 
U er shagba gbem      You expressed wealth and affluence  
         for long 
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U tema Ikyonor vea James Ape Fate    You have been in leadership with  
         James Ape Fate 
Atese Ityoakoso wan Mbausu Ishima    Atese Ityoakoso, Daughter of  
         Mbausu, your heart  
Ibyur Ibyur (2x)       is filled with fire (2x) 
25 James Ichi kera ngu kpa Justine ngu he    James Ichi is not present but Justine  
         is around    
 
Song 45: Imo Kuma Bua     Song 45: A Song Is Worth A Cow 
Mnder:        Antiphon: 
Sebastine Ayatse sha Ukuna sha Mbaduku   Sabastine Ayatse from Kunav in 
Mbaduku Tiev Ajii     Tiev Ajii 
Wan Ukeji wan Ayatse gba van ve    Son of Ukeji, Son of Ayatse is  
         coming 
 Kuma pe ne ande tembe iveren un ian na   It is time for him to come to the  
         arena, his space  should be made for  
         him 
 
 Mlumun:       Chorus:  
Imo ne loho Augustine Alu    This song feast has invited Augustine Alu 
5 Ihungwa Jogo man wan Gbenyi Igboko   Ihungwa Jogo and son of Gbenyi Igboko 
Kua wan Kaatyo      And son of Kaatyo 
 Yila se nen Barrister wan Imen    Now, you call on Barrister son of Imen 
 Sha Shitile oo      From Shitile oo 
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M loho ne mba fan atindi      I have invited you that know the law 
10 Joseph Shimagande Ordorough Ada   Joseph Shimagande Ordorough Ada,  
 Retayad Joogi  Retired Judge    
 Ordorough Ada  Ordorough Ada 
 Ngom wan Dusa va ga kpa Ajiorku   My mother Daughter of Dusa did  
ngu ne (2x)    not come but  Ajiorku is here (2x) 
 Er we nenge a mo ga kpa fa we ka mba mzeyol   Though you have not seen me but  
         know that it is due to problems 
 Mama wan Dabo wan Adule wan Tulan    Mama, Daughter of Dabo of Adule,  
         daughter of Tulan, 
15 We er ayimam ma      That she should please save me
   
Ligom Adeyar       Ligom Adeyar 
U mo myilan me Terkura u Iorapuu    The one I call Terkura of Iorapuu 
  Ligom ne va ga shin wan Dam ave pe mo mtem   Did this Ligom not come?  Why is it  
 mgbelen imo ga?      that the Daughter of Udam has not  
         come to where I am sitting, singing?  
Gum or u Igba u Dogo sha Mbadede oo    A young man Igba of Dogo from  
         Mbadede ooo 
20 Tordogo u Timve       Tordogo of Timve   
Udu ngu er na       Udu is with him 
Ior Mbaan nyor tema      This people have entered and are  
         seated 
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De me za me suur Tordogo u Timve a yimam (2x)  Let me go and greet Tordogo of  
         Timve to save me (2x) 
 Tor Maker na chia Ada Or Mbagwaza wam oo   Tor Maker gave his vow to Ada, a  
         man from Mbagwaza, my dear 
25 Me ngu kelen bua aya wan u Wakwagh    That he is looking for a cow, ‘Aya’  
         daughter of Wakwagh  
Hilaseen orbi oo       Hilaseen Orbi ooo 
U ngu ga kpa Supavisor Kyaase voo amo ga (2x)  You are not around but Supervisor  
         Kyaase is not tired of me (2x) 
 
Song 46: I Nyor a Ikyom i Bosua  Song 46: They Have Arrived With 
Bosua’s Corpse 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 Emmanuel u Akume Atongo u Adinya oo  Emmanuel of Akume Atongo of Adinya  
        ooo 
 Tyover Ninga Biam Akuga er yil er   Tyover Ninga Biam Akuga called that 
Inyor a ikyom i Bosua Orga va tsa u nenge  They have arrived with the corpse of Bosua 
iyol yol (2x)     Orga, come and see for yourself (2x) 
                                                                    
 Mlumun:       Chorus:  
Kule Zwar a oo      It has ended as said ooo 
5 Wan Zwar wam     My Daughter of Zwar    
Ku wuam ior mba amoo chicha cii   Death has killed all my song patrons 
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Fa we tar hembam oo      Know that the world has defeated  
         me oo 
Spika Bosua ngula ke akwati er ka ikwondo   Speaker Bosua is there in the coffin  
la nenge       like a cloth, come and see 
Ter Katsina Unongo Anzua Ikyese    Ter Katsina Unongo Anzua Ikyese 
10 Biam e hambam maa (2x)     Biam, that I am defeated (2x)  
David Afatyo Ajoko      David Afatyo Ajoko 
Ku paven a wan wough ve     Death has separated me from your  
         son 
Ijende yough pav a we ve     Your friend has separated from you 
Bosua Orga nguga oo      Bosua Orga is no more oo 
15 Aondo yem ana kende se mba zero   God has gone with him and left us,  
   we are ‘Zero’ 
Aya wan Tiza ee (2x)      My mother Tiza ee (2x) 
 
Song 47: Ivihin Nyaregh Tsee    Song 47: Spend Only Money 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Yange i mtem Aluga Asema Ingyoloko    The day of sitting, Aluga Asema  
         Ingyoloko 
Vea zua vea wan Zwar Ukum Guku    They will meet together with son of  
         Zwar Ukum Guku 
Kwagh gba sha pe or aza nenge inyaregh (2x)   This is an occasion where one will  
         go and see money (2x) 
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Mlumun:       Chorus:  
 Or de vihin shima ga      No one should be angry, 
5 I vihi naira tsee       Spend only naira  
   
Azik Agaku       Isaac Agaku 
Ngom wan Atso       My mother Daughter of Atso 
Atso ngu zenden Ayem Ayem homon mse hier   Also is walking very quickly; I am  
         amused, I laugh “hieee” 
Donald u Makir oo      Donald of Makir oo 
10 Kalen nen akaa      Come over hastily   
Orndii yilam imongo hen ya na vee (2x)    Orndii has called me to a gathering  
         at his house (2x) 
James u Najime Nyajo we u a tangen ga kpa   James of Najime Nyajo, you who  
va nyor lo        does not mise too has entered 
Msur Lanen Akwente kua kwase na wan Ukan   I greet Lanen Akwente with his wife,  
         Daughter of Ukan 
Nom kpa Kwande un kwase kpa Kwande   Husband from Kwande, his wife too  
         from Kwande 
15 Ivese la zua veoo       That marriage is tight oo  
Bee Dominik       Like Dominic 
Don Chia or Mbaterem Ukum nyor    Don Chia, a man from Mbaterem  
         Ukum has entered  
Awan u Mbatinyam ior kpishi ve nenge aven ga  With Daughter of Mbatinyam, many  
         people did not see you 
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Ityende zwa yen ne va bee ve (2x)    Your pledge has just finished now  
         (2x) 
20 Mo kpa me gever icham i zoo or Kwande wam  Me too, will sing out, to join my  
         man from Kwande  
   
Song 48: Ape Fate Milim Imo   Song 48: Ape Fate Has Organized A Song Feast  
       For Me 
 Mnder:  Antiphon: 
Iorkyaa Aye Nyam or u ke Kendev   Iorkyaa Aye Nyam, a man from Kendev 
Wantyough mama ngom ne mem ga tso   Wantyough Mama my mother, you have not  
        rested 
James Fate shi yer ne    James Fate has called you again. 
Atese Tyoakoso      Atese Tyoakoso 
5 Madam Fate mama mir ishor (2x)   Madam Fate Mama organized a song feast  
        (2x) 
 
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
Ichan erem mfa Dominik     I have suffered from poverty, I know  
        Dominic 
Henya wam ke Mbaterem Ukum    In my home at Mbaterem Ukum 
I eren na ka i doo wan u Manger Mbatinyam  His conduct is usually pleasing to Daughter  
        of Manger Mbatinyam 
Ieren na ka i doo se     His conduct is usually pleasing to us. 
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10 Kwagh gba Alagenyi ke Mbanor er anaa u yange  Kwaghgba Alagenyi from Mbanor  
  lu her iyol na (2x)     said he should give you a day he was  
         there in person (2x)         
I loho or Mbajov ka David Abelega    They invited a man from Mbajov, he  
         is David Abelega 
Tyoga Ape Fate milim imo     Tyoga Ape Fate organized a song  
         feast for me 
Atese Tyoakoso W.A. Fate wan Mbausu   Atese Tyoakosu W.A. Fate Daughter  
         of Mbausu 
15 Tyoyam Jechira mba suen er     My kinsmen Jechira are insisting that 
Kwande er da ayenge ga ken gime (2x)    Kwande people have done a difficult  
         plan before now (2x)  
Je hun ka Nyitor Uga kpe sen eren telegram hen  Such that Nyitor Uga wanted to send  
 Terlumun Afaityo     a telegram to Terlumun Afaityo 
Er a vaa wan Gande wan Tiza Ajoko yila  That he brought a child such that the  
vough zee       Daughter of Tiza Ajoko could not  
         call properly. 
 
Song 49: Ipav se Tar     Song 49: Create More Divisions For Us 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Kuma ihongo u wan amo tso mkaa myila  It is time for singing so I called on 
Nenger Utim vea wan Batageri    Nenger Utim with the Daughter of Batageri 
Wan Batageri      Daughter of Batageri 
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Batageri u Gbagwa er mva you yam (2x)  Batageri of Gbagwa, that I have come in  
        person (2x) 
 
Mlumun:        Chorus: 
5 Kuma pe mo wa imo me lu oron kwagh   It is time for me to sing and say  
u SADA        something about SADA 
SADA pav Local Government u Katsina Ala   SADA created Katsina-Ala Local  
         Government 
SADA pav Local Government u Ukum    SADA created Ukum Local  
         Government 
Ka mlu ungwan me SADA guma Logo    I have heard that SADA turned Logo  
         into a division hingir Division 
Mista Joseph Bosua Uga Honorabul Ka Nyitor   Mr. Joseph Bosua Uga Hon. Is  
         Nyitor 
10 Honorabul Isaiah Tingir wam za idyu   My Hon. Isaiah Tingir has gone to  
         the assembly 
Logo hingir Division      Logo became a division 
Kwagh doom member ye      I am happy that is why I’m rejoicing 
John Bata oo Ugbyo Adio     John Bata oo Ugbyo Adio 
Adio me bum iti yol i Targema Katsina Adio   I shall swear by your name Targema  
         Katsina 
15 Me lu oron kwagh u SADA    I will be talking about SADA  
SADA ka Sankera      SADA is Sankera 
Sankera ka Ushitile kua Ukum     Sankera is Shitile and Ukum 
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Man Ugondo man Ikyurav-Tiev    And Ugondo and Ikyurav-Tiev 
Tongov u pine Torkura Wombo    Tongov you will ask Torkura Wombo 
20 Senator Unongo Zuakyase Biam (2x)  Senator Unongo Zuakyase Biam (2x) 
 
Yange Tiv enie ve lu Gboko Division   At a time, Tiv area became Gboko Division 
Soja pave na ken Katsina     The Soldiers carved out Katsina from it 
Honorabul Commishona Mvendaga Jirbo Hon. Commissioner Mvendaga Jirbo, a man 
or Ukum       from Ukum 
Er telefon wan batul  Made a phone call to Daughter of a white 
man 
25 Nyor a document uchekin man lumun  Came with a document to check and he  
kaa er       agreed and 
ka kov ga      said it is not premature   
Oron sha mimi Iornumbe Ikpaor    Tell the truth Iornumbe Ikpaor 
Kpangur Jev vea wan Vembe mama   Kpangur Jer with Daughter of Vembe Mama 
Mo hile me dee      I will go back, I will leave. 
 
Song 50: Tor Kwase u Gwer    Song 50: Women Leader Of Gwer 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Augustine Ijo      Augustine Ijo 
Alu atema u ya tar ken     If there is a sitting, you must enjoy yourself 
Wanwua Gwala Akaka wam fa inja yen   My Wanwua Gwala Akaka knows your  
        character. 
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Mlumun:       Chorus:  
Ichan i dem zayol mngu vaan Madam   Poverty should stop disturbing me, 
Jabi Nyom       I’m crying of Madam  Jabi Nyom 
5 Torkwase u Gwer Division    Women leader of Gwer Division 
Ajir Yila fela mngu shin Akwati shin hyungwa   Ajir Yila Fela, I am in a coffin inside  
ngu vaan       a grave and crying out 
Yilan Kange Grace Kunya erem ve (2x)    Calling Kange Grace, a shameful  
         thing has befallen me (2x) 
Tarkpelev Gum or Mbawende u Gwer Division   Tarkpelev, a young man from  
         Iwende of Gwer Division 
Asebe wan Apir ngomo Tersoo     Asebe, Daughter of Apir, my mother  
         Tersoo 
10 Mista Zege nguga Dominik    Mr. Zege is not around Dominic 
Orhemba Chia ken Mbaterem Ukum    Orhemba Chia from Mbaterem  
         Ukum,  
Mvaa myila mama wan Mande Mbatinyam   I cried and called Mama, Daughter  
         of Mande Mbatinyam 
Hemban mo vaa aven      I am defeated, I will cry with you.  
Tarkpelev gumor       Tarkpelev, a young man 
15 Or Mbawende Gwer Division    A man from Mbawende Gwer  
         Division    
Asebe wan Apir ngomo Tersoo     Asebe, Daughter of Apir, my mother  
         Tersoo 
Mista Zege nguga Dominik     Mr. Zege is not around Dominic 
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Orhemba Chia ke Mbaterem Ukum mvaa Orhemba Chia from Mbaterem Ukum, 
myilan       I cried and called 
Mama wan Mande Mbatinyam    Mama, Daughter of Mande Mbatinyam 
20 Hembam mvaan myilan er nan Akpoo jen I am defeated, I am crying and calling on  
        Akpoo hunger  
Mista Akpoo Byar gande hen Ukum hen  Mr. Akpoo Byar grew up in Ukum I 
Mbamena,      is Mbamena hegen now old 
Yange Tile u Ikyulen kolon sha uwe lu  Once stood and Ikyulen held him by 
kumbur oron      hand and consoled him saying 
Mama Mbasalem a kohol aya ngo mo   Mama Mbasalem has met with Aya, my  
        mother. 
 
Song 51: Madam Suswam Tingir    Song 51: Madam Suswam Tingir 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Hajiyah Setu Madam Tingir     Hajia Setu Madam Tingir 
Wan Tyo yem ken mnger     Daughter of Tyo has gone across the  
         water 
Mngu vaan ichan ayange juu ka apera ze (2x)   I am crying of poverty these days  
         seriously, it is no pretence (2x) 
Mlumun:        Chorus: 
Igbanyer Biam       Igbanyer Biam, 
5 Va nenge nen mtem u Mbamena ve yer ne  Come and witness this meeting that  
         Mbamena people have called  
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We vaan vea iwan Alaa wan Mbatul    You come along with Iwan Alaa  
      daughter of Mbatu 
Nog mo va vea Mbatimindo ngo     Mother, I will come with  
         Mbatimindo my mother 
Mbatsav ve de Ayongo Gber ve Nande Liam   Witches and wizards should leave  
         Ayongo Gber with Nande Liam 
Wan Zebu mama nambe ishor     Daughter of Zebu, Mama  
         appreciated the dance 
10 Ve madam Rebecca wan Mba Inembe   With Madam Rebecca, Daughter of  
         Mbainembe 
Gondo nguher iee member ye (2x)    Gondo is around, so I am rejoicing  
         (2x) 
Iorkyagh Aye Nyam or ke Kendev   Iorkyagh Aye Nyam, a man from Kendev 
Wa iyough iya kpa     Though small in stature 
Ishima yo yina ga      Your mind is not small 
15 Unenge a wan u Tyuugh Zeman    You will see the Daughter of Tyuugh  
        Zemen  
Agba sha ieren      Display her character 
Boki u laha ga      My friend, you will appreciate 
Madam Karo Mbagbera wan Mbatswam  Madam Carol Mbagbera, Daughter of  
        Mbatswam 
Hile mem iyol gbe torough oron ye mva  Returned from holiday and is hurriedly  
ken      asking me to come unfailingly 
20 Zege Iwen Udende     Zege Iwen Udende   
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Tuhemba Zeka      Tuhemba Zeka 
Karo e mva une milim imo    Carol said I should let her organize a song  
        feast for me 
Imoter nungwa or Mbape    Imoter Nungwa, a man from Mbape 
Mngu Mbalamen Tyo Cosmos yem hengen  Mngu Mbalamen Tyo Cosmos has gone to  
 digirii uhe sha Jos    study a new degree in Jos 
25 Ugbenagbaa kpa undo wan Torhile  Ugbenagbaa too has left Daughter of  
        Torhile 
Je u gun alu been Univasiti Zaria ye (2x)  To the extent he is graduating from  
        University of Zaria now (2x). 
 
Song 52: Nom u Eren sha Shitile   Song 52: Marriage At Shitile 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 Ivyese ne mo za       This marriage, I will attend 
Mfa Stephen Mista Hungwa ngu sha Haaga  I know Stephen Mr. Hungwa is in  
Haaga 
Ichan i a chihi amo her ken ga     Poverty will not dare me there at all 
Zaki wase Akume Utacha Zegi ngu van iyol  Our chief Akume Utacha is coming 
na (2x)        himself na (2x)  
 
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
5 Peter gba di ken e u se za ive noo   Peter, it is now a must we will attend this 
marriage 
Cii Justina       All Justina 
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Justin Iche       Justine Iche 
Or u sha Nanev Kwande hingir Manaja darector  A man from Nanev Kwande has  
         become a Managing Director 
Unongon sha kwagh u akor abee se mngu  In the fight to eradicate poverty  
         among us, I am coming oo 
10 Jeme me za ya tar la (2x)     I will go and enjoy myself (2x) 
Ivese ne ihom kpishi      This marriage will be very jolly 
Ugbenagbaa ungu sha Zaria kpa tindi wan Torhide  Ugbenagbaa is in Zaria but has sent  
         the Daughter of Torhide 
Joe Ordorough Ada Joseph Agena Nyikaa   Joe Ordorough Ada, Joseph Agena  
         Nyikaa 
Sha Mbagena Kpav ngu yol na (2x)  From Mbagena too is there himself 
(2x) 
15 Rebecca wan u va vase ngu zan mo sha Shitile   My dear Rebecca, you will come  
         quickly and take me to Shitile 
Mza her mtema won kua ke imo cii    I went to your sitting and even in  
         songs all 
Mista Daudu Cosmos      Mr. Daudu Cosmos 
Mista Daudu tese tica      Mr. Daudu is a teacher 
Wonom u wasem ne wuha iyol     My in-law, you will assist me to  
         dress up. 
20 Madam Grace Ukange ka ichan i nem mve   Madam Grace Ukange, it is poverty  
hen awe ye      that has made me come to you 
Mzer zenden mza Ajir      I have gone to many places, 
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Madam Suswam Tingir      Madam Suswam Tingir 
Madam Suswam Tingir wan Tyo yem Maka   Madam Suswam Tingir Daughter of  
         Tyo has gone to Mecca 
Saa una hide una yange i ye (2x)     It is when she comes back that she  
         will stop the poverty (2x). 
Song 53: Shagari Lumun er i Pav   Tar Song 53: Shagari Has Agreed To  
        Divide The Land 
Mnder:        Antiphon: 
Mo yo Terwase Kogi ken Ukum Division   For me Terwase Kogi from Ukum  
         Division 
Kum paven dzenen hen pe yan Puusu    At the time to continue dividing  
         where Puusu 
Vande teman a Ichongo la     Settled before Ichongo 
Joshua Akaa Ikuan, lumun nen i pav    Joshua Akaa Ikuan, support that the 
tar ken (2x)       land should be divided (2x) 
 
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
5 Tyo yam Tiv Lunen Zwa mom a Gomeneti My kinsmen, the Tiv speak with one voice  
        to the government  
U Nageria Shagari a pav se    Of Nigeria, so that Shagari should divide us 
I na se Tiv se lu      They should create Tiv to be 
Ipusu man Ichongo     Ipusu and Ichongo 
Uter mbatser je      Our forefathers too 
10 Chief Ugor iyor ngu her yol na (2x)  Chief Ugor Iyor is here himself (2x) 
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Agwagwa Aluga ken Mbaterem Ukum   Agwagwa Aluga from Mbaterem Ukum 
Ukum Division      Ukum Division 
Lumun er i pav se     Has agreed that we should be divided 
Seember Seember nen yange dokuto   Recently, just recently, our Doctor Aker 
wase Aker Gajir      Gajir     
15 Gajir Igure Agena kaa er ican i Tiv veii   Gajir Igure Agena said that the poverty of  
 yange ne      Tiv people is buried this day 
Senator Joseph Saawuan u Tarkaa Nachi  Senator Joseph Saawuan of Tarkaa Nachi 
Vande ciu wase ana la     Did his part before now, 
Shie kuma voo ide venda (2x)    It is time now, no one should say no (2x) 
Joseph Bosua      Joseph Bosua 
20 Hide ke won kpa sain er ichan i Tiv  Came back from abroad but insisted that the  
sacrifices of the Tiv 
I yan gomneti u Nageria sha tyav mbi   Made for the Nigerian government during 
kongo       the war in Congo 
David Afatyo Ajoko e i pav se    David Afaityo Ajoko said we should be  
        divided 
Benue gomna Aku Kiso     Benue Governor Aku Kiso 
A oo a Shaahu fefa je er ciu u Tiv i van Had quickly told Shaahu that the share of 
a ve (2x)  Tiv people is coming to them soon (2x) 
Song 54: Nachi Yan Vande Oron   Song 54: Nachi Had Earlier Said It 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Agwaza u Aluga ken Mbaterem    Agwaza of Aluga from Mbaterem 
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Wan ngom msuur Chiaman Nasiona Pati   My brother, I greet the Chairman,  
         National Party 
Mista Mbapuun Chief Gbor Akuji    Mr. Mbapuun Chief Gbor Akuji 
Chief Gbor Akuji or hile va tema nya a    Chief Gbor Akuji, the man has  
         returned and sat down  
tyo na kwane ve       with his kinsmen this time  
5 Joshua Akaakuan       Joshua Akaakuan   
Mva ka u me suur tor (2x)     I have come to greet the chief (2x) 
Mlumun:        Chorus:  
Ka aie ga        It is not a lie! 
Yange la ka kwagh Nzuul Naikyo a Mbaterem   On that day Kwaghndzuul Naikyo of  
         Mbaterem 
Ukum une lu kua advisor Vande     Ukum will be  there with the  
 Lumun je kpa er      Adviser Vande Lumun but since 
Ken Ugondo Division u Logo     From Ugondo Division of Logo 
10 Nashona party hile Nageria nenge   The National Party is back,  
         Nigerians have seen 
Hide pav wan kwagh la doom mo    Has divided many entities, I am  
         happy about it 
kape ngise Nachi oron se jela     That was what Nachi told us some  
         time ago 
Nachi yan akaa je er i pav tar (2x)    Nachi used to say that more divisions  
         should be created (2x) 
Aku Kiso yar ve Mbape      Aku Kiso has worked with Mbape 
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15 Vikitoria wan Kwande baraku    Victoria, Daughter of Kwande  
         Baraku  
Uga ngu shin idyu vea wan a Ayoosu Tiza   Uga is in the assembly with the son  
         of Ayoosu Tiza 
Kwagh mom ngu shin gaa     Nothing will be left out 
David Afatyo Ajoko ka mom ke mba oron   David Afaityo Ajoko is one among  
         those who are a advocating for more 
er i pav            divisions 
Ngise Nachi oor ve ungwa la     In the past Nachi said it and they  
         listened 
20 Wan Ugaden mama ngom mimi je   Daughter of Ugandan, Mama my  
         mother, truly 
Akuma inyom i he kpa a i lun iga ne    It will reach the New Year but it 
nengen yee (2x)       won’t be there, you will see (2x). 
 
Song 55: Aku Ngu a Mem Ga    Song 55: Aku Has Never Rested 
Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Gomenti u Shagari ne      This government of Shagari 
Mnzehemen ngu       Has recorded progress 
De me wuese kera Mista Faga Agundo Tyokaa   Let me praise it Mr. Faga Agundu  
Tyokaa 
Or Mbadyu       A man from Mbadyu 
5 De Tom u shoja de lu sha captain    Retired from the army, retired at the  
         rank of captain 
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Hile ngu valem myommo     He is now a blacksmith oo 
Mama wan Gyakyor Akpe     Mama, Daughter of Gyakyor Akpe 
Wan Gube mama vava nongo amo oo    Daughter of Gube, Mama come and  
         help me oo 
Mlumun:       Antiphon: 
Ora hiden yo Senator     If people were to return, then Senator 
10 Joseph Saawuan u Tarkaa    Joseph Saawuan of Tarkaa  
Er yan u kaa we ipav tar     Since you once said they should create more  
divisions 
U kera ngu ga kpa hegen president u  You are no longer here but the Nigerian  
Nageria       President 
Kaa va pav Nageria (2x)     Has come and divided Nigeria (2x). 
Gomna Aku er yange Aku unde je ngu  Governor Aku, since Aku ascended the a 
hile amem nya ga     throne,  he has not rested at all 
15 Aku va pav local government Ukum  Aku has created Ukum Local Government 
Tsua or Tiv ngu hemen     Appointed a Tiv man to head it 
Ka Mista Washima Erukaa    He is Mr. Washima Erukaa 
Alu bumun swem un a lu ye    He will be sworn-in to lead 
Mista Erukaa      Mr. Erukaa 
20 Alu we alaa abum yo me oroo   If you are eventually sworn-in, let me tell  
        you 
Kwagh u Division Ukum ne man adoo   This issue of Ukum Division would have 
kpa igbinda ingi ga     been very good but there are no roads      
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Kwagh yan ngu kpishi kpaa shi gbinda ngi   There is much food there but there  
i zenden ga (2x)       are no roads to go about (2x) 
Gomenti gba tso gba mliam ana     There have been governments, there  
         have been cries 
Mista Erukaa wangbian      Mr. Erukaa my brother 
25 Angev adeu ve u de chii ye    It is when sickness leaves you that  
         you stop taking drugs  
Honourabul Commishiona     Honourable Commissioner   
Mista Mvendaga Jirbo or Ukum     Mr. Mvendaga Jirbo, a man from  
         Ukum 
Or Ukum usu ke avese zee (2x)     The man from Ukum, there is no  
         light in our place at (2x). 
 
Song 56: Alabar tee Gbough Ga    Song 56: Alabar Does Not Use A 
Walking Stick 
Mnder:        Antiphon: 
Joe Targema       Joe Targema 
Mista Tuhemba or sha Mbaduku-Tiev Ajiir   Mr. Tuhemba, a man from 
Mbaduku-Tiev Ajiir, or Mbashagba        a man from Mbashagba 
Mzenden aven me mo ya Tar wuha iyol    I go about with you so that I will eat  
         well, dress elegantly 
U ngohol wan Ukum u Mbakesa u wan u   You married the Daughter of Ukum  
         Mbakesa, 
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Akpega Suaseta      Daughter of Akpega 
Suaseta 
5 Wan Suaseta shashe na kor mnyim (2x)   Daughter of Suaseta, shase has 
caught fire (2x) 
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
Kuma pe mo wa imo      It is time for me to sing 
Me tar u ungwa mngu a mem imo mayanga   So that the world will hear, I have 
not stopped  
singing at all 
Igba Nyer Biam Ala      Igba Nyer Biam Ala 
Akuga lu kuma or ke ngenev     Akuga was a prominent man from 
Ngenev 
10 Ican i eren i nyar myila Alaa Doki   When it was lack of money, I used 
to call Alaa Doki 
Mlu Akule ga tso mama wasem mee    I had not finished calling then Mama 
helped me 
Je Mbatimindo      So Mbatimindo 
Wan Shitile gbe pinen mo er ichan nenge a wan   Daughter of Shitile is just asking me 
that has poverty  
Alaa ga shiniin     not seen the Son of 
Alaa that 
I kpolum itserem kpa m kondon zee? (2x)   It has caught up with me? But I’m 
coming up  
steadily! (2x) 
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15 Zege terem Ageba kera!    Zege my father “Ageba Kera!” 
  
Chief Alabaa tee gboo ga    Chief Alabaa does not use a walking stick 
M ungwa i musan Tyungu kaka vasha Loko   I have heard that they have 
transferred Tyungu Kaka  
to 
Loko 
Toru a tsan a ior      The king of poor people 
Tor u ichan kwase nana or alu mimi una de nan   The king that a poor woman would 
tell the truth, 
a isho i nan o      he will give her 
justice 
20 Tor er mom mza     The king has asked me to come 
  
Memo kpa me or zaki     That me too will tell Zaki 
Gradi One Jooji Joseph Ordorough Ada    Grade One Judge, Joseph Ordorough 
Ada 
We u ngu ke Sankera ken Ukum Division   You are in Sankera in Ukum 
Division 
Tor wam una ya une nam    My king will eat and give me 
25 Ve mo kpa me ya tarla     I will also enjoy myself    
Ga kuma tor yol amo wan Musa    The king is fed up with me, Daughter of 
Musa 
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Wan Utongo wam yila wan Achi Orkor    My Daughter of Utongo called the 
son of Achi Orkor 
Lu kondon ayemoo      He was quickly ascending with me 
oo 
Pe nyinya ayav u za yo ingya banen ga    Wherever a horse sleeps, there you 
will always find  
   
Fur 
30 Ican adem eren oo (2x)     Poverty will no longer disturb me oo (2x)  
Hila salem a or Mbatyula John     I am rather longing for a man from 
Mbatyula John 
Mista Kulemkwagh kule jime sha Mbatyula   Mr. Kulemkwagh Kule Jime from 
Mbatyula 
Mnenge wan Tor Asogo     I have seen daughter of Tor Asogo 
Man wan Mbacher ya me nyor me se me haha   And Daughter of Mbacher, so I will 
enter and laugh 
 ikyoo lee      goodluck oo. 
  
 Song 57: Apuu Ihyarev a Been Ican Song   57: Apuu Ihyarev To Take Away 
My Poverty 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 Kpan Ashivor ngu her ainge dyerer ga    Orbume Kpan Ashivor is no longer 
here empty  
   handed 
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Me tema vea wan Apuu Ihyarev ve ican abee   If I sit with son of Apuu Ihyarev, 
then my poverty 
mee (2x)      will finish 
(2x) 
Mlumun:       Chorus:  
Milin Kpa Mba a mii imo ga ior kpishi mba oron no  They have not even organized a song 
feast for me,  
people are saying it 
Er Zegi we u fa Dominik     That Zegi, you know Dominic 
5 Ka Orhemba Chia Burya par waa Agugu ver   It is Orhemba Chia Burya that 
redeemed the  
sha Bua          motorcycle with a 
cow        
Wan u Manger Mbatinyam     Daughter of Manger Mbatinyam 
Aya moo sha yam Akondo kpishi    Aya got up, bought many clothes 
Ya mba mzenden a ve kpa yan     Even those I go about with, she 
bought clothes for  
them 
Me hide ken a me zende idyerev alu viin (2x)   That when I returned home and I am 
walking about  
naked, why will I be quiet? 
(2x) 
10 Mpine me boki wam,     I asked that, my friend, 
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Kaan nan oron we?      Who has told you? 
Or kaa er un ungwa sha ato na     The man said he heard with his ears 
Sha ashen a kpashi wen nenge     On many occasions, he even saw 
Ibya i eren la i kuma Dominik un tuna ga   That kind of act is what Dominic 
will not deny 
15 Or nyiman mom je ngu gaa (2x)   There is no one to deny it at all (2x)  
   
Yila Ormbatsav de Ayongo ke Mbapesa   Call Ormbatsav De Ayongo from Mpapesa, 
Wan u Zebo Shitile wan Ilyaa lumun    The Son of Zebo Shitile, son of 
Ihyaa agreed, 
Yila Madam Rebecca      Call Madam Rebecca 
Wan shin Mbanienger Ugondo o    Son from Mbanienger Ugondo 
20 Wan ungu tan ahungwa kor uya    Son is tying a rope around the stomach of a  
grasshopper 
Fa nen Bua (2x)      Know ye, a cow (2x). 
 
Song 58: Ichovur i Mbakorkar    Song 58: Mbakorkar Is An Orphan 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
 M zungwe ichovur i Mbakorkar    I grieve that Mbakorkar is an orphan 
Nachi wegh ugbam a imo yam ne Nachi   I’m discouraged about my singing career, 
U oron er mama Isaka     To say that Mama Isaka 
U Mbashar a hungur je kpa shi doo ga oo  Of Mbasher is also forgotten but this too is  
        not good oo 
5 Ka de same fada      It is the same father    
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Ape Fate u Anzum sha Mbaur Fate kumbur   Ape Fate of Anzum from Mbaur,  
         Fate console them 
mo ve ve shi gbam mnyam (2x)     for me let them go to sleep (2x) 
Mlumun:        Chorus:  
Kwagh hemba ku ga, Ter Aondo hemba fan a or  There is nothing greater than death.  
         God the father  
je kpa ‘kuku Tere’?      knows better than any man but why  
         Lord? 
Senator Joseph u Tarkaa Nachi kende se a Nigeria  Senator Joseph of Tarkaa Nachi left  
         us with Nigeria 
Man lu wen yan pav Nigeria vindi vindi    And it was him that created divisions  
         in Nigeria properly, 
10 Man lu wen yan form      And it was him that formed  
Nashiona Parti u Nageria      National Party of Nigeria 
Tarkaa Nachi lu commishiona sha u ingine   Tarkaa Nachi was commissioner in  
         charge of engines 
Yange matu lu she nanee? (2x)     Then how much was the cost of a  
         car? (2x) 
 
Song 59: Kwase ka Nan Anongo yo Iwuese  Song 59: When A Woman Does Well, She  
        Is Praised 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Peter Mase kwase je ka nana nongo yo  Peter when a woman also does well,  
 iwuese      she should be praised  
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Madam Oradi      Madam Oradi 
Udue Nongo Gile      You went out, assist Gile 
Mama tindi mato ken won va nyor   Mama sent a car from abroad, it has arrived 
5 Kule ishe doom juu     Has settled the price, I’m very happy  
Anongo o kwane ka kera ga (2x)    Anongo o, this time, it is not “there will be”  
        (2x) 
 
Mlumun:       Chorus: 
Ichan penda bur amo tso msharegh    Poverty has set arsenals on me, so I  
         struggled 
Mgbe yila Aminu Ibrahim Maazu    To call Aminu Ibrahim Maazu 
Or sha Katsina North      A man from Katsina North 
10 Or kaa er mde we ikyo ga ichan i a chihi e   The man said, I should not worry,  
         poverty will not  
eren zee (2x)      dare me at all (2x) 
James Ikyeleve Akombo Utegyi     James Ikyeleve Akombo Utegyi 
Degi kon gbin or Ukuna      Degi Kon Gbin, a man from Kunav 
Kaa amo er       Said to me that 
Mza hen Ashar wan or fan Kwande ada wan amar  I should go to Ashar, a young man  
         from Kwande to organize a dance  
         feast for me 
15 Nashiona Parti       National Party    
Shagari yor pawa       Shagari yelled “Power” 
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Zada hide a Gowan ve      Has gone and brought back Gowon  
         now 
Aku Kiso Benue Gomneti     Aku Kiso, Benue Government 
Lumun er i vaa ana      agreed that he should be brought 
20 Je Solomon Lar Platuu Gomna se   Then Solomon Lar, Plateau  
         Governor, laughed 
James Ikyeleve Akombo Utegyi     James Ikyeleve Akombo Utegyi 
Utegyigbin Or Ukuna kaa a mo er    Utegyigbin a man from Kunav said  
         to me that 
Mza Ashar wan or Fankwande ada wam amar   I should go to Ashar, a young man  
         from Kwande to organize a dance  
         feast for me 
Nashiona Parti       National Party  
25 Shagari or yor pawa     Shagari told the youth “Power” 
Za hide a Gawon ve      Has gone and brought back Gowon  
         now 
Aku Kiso Benue Gomenti lumun e i vaa na   Aku Kiso, Benue Government  
         agreed that he should be brought 
Je Solomon Lar Platuu se     Then Solomon Lar of Plateau  
         laughed 
Commishiona Mvendaga Jibo se     Commissioner Mvendaga Jibo  
         laughed 
30 Jirbo nger kende nger kende mba ke won   Jibo wrote and sent, wrote and sent  
         those abroad to 
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mba cheken anada compeni     check another company 
Ior mba ve fe iwa i letiliki cii     All those who are knowledgeable  
         about electricity 
Itindi iv a na Benue or Benue soo usu    Were fully assembled to give Benue,  
 Mr. Erukaa      Benue wants light Mista Erukaa  
     
Chief Mista Washima Erukaa     Chief Mr. Washima Erukaa 
35 Hile ngu yaren a Gomna u Benue aho nee  Now is working with the governor  
         of Benue this time  
   
Song 60: Domnik va Yem Amo  Song 60: Dominic Come And Take Me  
Away 
 Mnder:       Antiphon: 
Kwagh hemban kwagh ne tserem    I am defeated, I am troubled 
Dominik Orhemba Chia va yem amo    Dominic Orhemba Chia come and 
take me away 
Wan Manger anongo amo     Daughter of Manger should assist me 
Icha adem eren oo(2x)      Poverty to stop harassing me oo (2x) 
 
Mlumun:        Chorus:  
5 Kwagh gbam ayar a or Mbashagba or Mbaduku  I have a need for money, a man from  
         Mbashagba, a man from Mbaduku  
Wonom wan u Fave u Chichi     My in-law, son of Fave of Chichi 
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Man wan u Akpega wan Tsuaseta(2x)  And son of Akpega, son of Tsuaseta  
(2x) 
U eren ainge Manase u wammo ayol wan   You caused Manasseh these days to  
         scold me, Timbee mama  Daughter  
         of Timbie Mama 
U Mbatsav ve de Ayongo vea wan Debo ngu vaan  Witches and wizards should leave  
         Ayongo with daughter of Debo, they  
         are crying 
 10 Uku u Samuel tar cii Kondom u Utor kpe  The death of Samuel, the whole  
mba vaan        world is quiet, kings have died, they  
         are crying 
 Mo yo Ter Aondo gba tar gba ku doo gaa (2x)   for me, God the father created the  
         world, created death, it is not good  
         (2x). 
 
Song 61: David Abelega Beem Ichan    Song 61: David Abelega Has 
Cleared My Poverty 
Mnder:        Antiphon: 
Kwane me za katsina me za zanzan    This time, I will go to Katsina, I will  
         go until  
Me za sha Ihugh       I will reach Ihugh  
Ichan i kyondo erem David Abelega    I am suffering from lack of clothes,  
         David Abelega 
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Ajelina wan Mbayongo ichan igbam ne me or   Angelina, daughter of Mbayongo,  
         this poverty troubling me, I will tell 
5 Ugba Alagenyi er wan uga er? (2x)   Ugba Alagenyi that where is  
         Daughter of Uga? (2x) 
 
Mlumun:        Chorus:  
Madam Oradi       Madam Oradi 
U due mnenge a we me kera     If you come out and I see you, never  
         will I  
Zende ichan sha ga mama una wasem me   Go about suffering again, Mama will  
         help me 
Justine iche or u sha Nanev Kwande rezain agric  Justine Iche, the man from Nanev  
         Kwande, resigned from agriculture 
10 Hide ngu manaja hen konpeni u nongon i usu   He is now a Manager in a company  
i nger se       that ensures that we have  plenty  
         electricity   
Man Justina wan Mbaikyer Gyakyor akpe   And Justina, Daughter of Mbaikyer  
         Gyakyor Akpe 
Mama ka mule wen mtema ker m memen  Mama it is under your shade that I  
yee (2x)        have sat and I’m resting (2x) 
James Ichaver Kper      James Ichaver Kper 
Ichaver Kper mondo tsa her mo     Ichaver Kper Mondo slept in my  
         house 
15 Yila wan u Kurga      Called the Son of Kurga  
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Kundu shima kunde kaa er myila honorabul   Kundu Shima Kunde said that I  
         should call Honourable 
David Afaityo Ajoko kua wan Ugande    David Afaityo Ajoko and Daughter  
         of Ugande 
Ngom mee       My mother ee 
Minde Aga yan lu lohon Joe Bosua Orga   Minde Agah was inviting Joe Bosua  
         Orga 
20 Me za de hungur wan Yooso Tiza   I will go, do not forget Daughter of  
         Yoosu Tiza 
Ajoko loho une       Ajoko has invited him 
Cheke gbam ichur a mama wamoo ka   A visit has been forfeited at my 
Mber u April       mother, it is the end of April  
Eighti- two ne je yan mza ii ter na    This 1982 that I went and buried his  
         father 
Cha gba ga nahan doo ga ee (2x)     It has not been long, so this is not  
         good (2x). 
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                                                     APPENDIX B 
RECORD OF INTERVIEW WITH PEVIKYAA ZEGI ON THE 30TH APRIL, 2009 IN 
ZAKI-BIAM 
The text below is an interview the researcher conducted with Pevikyaa Zegi on 30th April, 2009 
in Zaki-Biam, the country home of the poet.  
1. Who is Pevikyaa Zegi? 
Pevikyaa: My name is Pevikyaa Zegi, son of Yangen Zegi, I am from Mbamena village, 
Ngenev extraction of Shenev District in Ukum Local Government Area. I was born in 1934 and 
first attended school in 1953 at NA Primary School Ngibo where I spent six years. Later 
compleleted my primary school at SUM Primary School Mbamena in Ukum Local Government 
Area. In 1962, I got married after I could not continue with my education. I had to withdraw 
from school, because my father was a poor peasant farmer. Today I have seven wives and twenty 
seven children. 
2. When did you start singing? 
Pevikyaa: I started singing in 1962. Due to my love for music, I joined Mtserkyaa music group 
where I played the talking drum. I eventually joined Godi Adigo from Tongov who was a good 
singer, and from there I began composing songs in 1964. 
3. What is your level of education? 
Pevikyaa: I earlier told you that I dropped out of school after my primary school because my 
father was a poor peasant farmer who could not afford to pay my school fees. There and then I 
got married. However, my desire for education continued to burn inside of me and I went back 
to school, and this time it was Government Teachers College Zaki Biam in 1983. 
At Government Teachers College Zaki Biam, I studied up to form three before my co-singers 
continued calling me to return and sing for them. So that was why I had to drop out once again. 
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4. Why did you take to singing? 
Pevikyaa: When we went to a drinking place to drink Burukutu, we used to sing. I used to sing 
and wish for a lot of things for my people.  
5. What kind of things or issues do you sing on? 
Pevikyaa: I sing on issues concerning my private deprivation, the general problems in the 
community, developmental programmes and many more. During my time as a singer, I received 
many gifts from my patrons. For instance, Biam Allagh appreciated my song with a cow, Yeseh 
Ugambi Ubi gave me a cow too. Justin Iche gave me a cow and a brand new Peugeot 504 car, 
Dominic Iorhemba Chia also gave me a cow. I gave my kinsmen two cows as a mark of 
appreciation for their support. Other patrons who gave me cows include Engr. Tashaku Haa 
Azande, Ape Fate from Mbagbera, and John Kulenkwagh.  
Though, as I am mentioning their names, I remember with pains that some of my notable patrons 
are no longer alive. Only John Kulenkwagh and Tashaku Azande are alive today. 
6. Did you take anything to enhance your singing career like Jiagba? 
Pevikyaa: Talking about Jiagba, I can attest to it that I have taken it to help me sing clearly. It 
clears the throat for one to sing well. However, Jiagba itself does not make you a singer, you 
must have a feeling for it and a calling with full determination, otherwise, you cant sing. 
7. Are there other benefits your people derive from your singing? 
Pevikyaa: Yes, I sing and cry for help most of the times. Some of these requests i make on 
behalf of my community and they include the provision of basic amenities like potable water, 
electricity, good roads, clinics etc. The government sometimes provides these amenities and my 
people greatly benefit. I speak on behalf of the people on issues that concern them. That is why I 
call on great patrons and personalities who will feel challenged to take up the issues. 
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8. Why do you eulogise a lot of patrons in your songs? 
Pevikyaa:  I eulogise personalities who can influence issues, and I feel mentioning them will 
greatly influence the decisions that could be taken on most things. 
9. I have not heard you criticize people in your songs. Why? 
Pevikyaa Zegi:  I mention people that are  doing well. I sing to encourage them. Why should I 
criticize people who are doing well in their chosen endeavour? My duty is to appreciate them. 
That is why I don’t criticize them. 
10.        You once said a singer should not be a politician. Why? 
Pevikyaa: If you are a singer, you are for all. If you take sides with a political party it will not 
augur well for your singing career. 
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                                                           APPENDIX C 
INTERVIEW WITH HON. SEV AV OF UKUM LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA ON 
THE SONGS OF PEVIKYAA ZEGI ON 30TH APRIL, 2009 IN SANKERA 
 The text below is an interview by the researcher with the Chairman of Ukum Local 
Government, Hon. Sev Av. 
Researcher: Can you say the songs of Pevikyaa Zegi have brought development to your
 area? 
Hon. Sev Av: Yes, the songs have brought great development to our area. He sings and talks 
about development and we the illustrious sons of the area strive hard to achieve what he foresees 
in his songs. Great development, I must say. 
Researcher: What can you say are the examples? 
Hon. Sev Av: Yes, he sang about the creation of Ukum and Logo Local Governments and 
indeed they were created later and now he is singing about state creation with Katsina-Ala as the 
head quarters. This too we believe will surely manifest one day. 
Researcher: What is the difference between Pevikyaa Zegi’s songs and other singers? 
Hon. Sev Av: If you look closely, there is a remarkable difference between Pevikyaa’s songs 
and others. Pevikyaa sings not particularly for money but he is a poet who eulogises even the 
dead. Can the dead spray money on a singer? He is always carefull whom he choses to praise. 
But other singers sing to impress you to give them money only, and as soon as you give them 
they are alright with you. Pevikyaa sings to advice people; reminds the people of their history; 
tells them their problems; encourages them to unite and achieve a common cause and remembers 
heroes past. Quite a remarkable difference! 
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Researcher: Can you say the people he has eulogised in his songs are worth being
 mentioned? And what about you? 
Hon. Sev Av:  Yes, they are worthy by all ramifications. He has mentioned me in many songs 
informing my people of my good works in Ukum. 
Researcher: What is your advice to other singers? 
Hon. Sev Av: I wish to advice that other singers should emulate Pevikyaa and be consistent. 
Pevikyaa enlogises even the dead, and you can see that he used to eulogise the Governor’s 
mother while she was alive. He continued even when she died because of her good works, 
generosity and developmental strides. Today, the son of this woman is the Governor of Benue 
State. 
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                                                              APPENDIX D 
PICTURES OF THE ARTIST 
 
   
One of the Interview with the Poet      The Poet Reciting  
  
  
Wife of the poet just from the farm and the researcher        The Researcher, Poet’s wife and the drummer dancing  
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The Poet’s Children dancing Hon. Sev-Av, Former Chairman of Ukum LGA and one  
of the Patrons in an Interview with the Researcher 
 
